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Abstract

A fast-frequency-hopping, DPSK cellular mobile radio system is examined. The

results both independently confirm and extend earlier work, and provide new results

for isolated and multiple cells. All analysis and modelling is subject to common

assumptions. ensuring comparisons between alternative receivers are valid.

Previous results for the performance of an orthogonally coded FH-DPSK system

using a linear receiver, in correlated R.ayleigh fading and white Gaussian noise, have

been extended to investigate the use of spatial diversity techniques. Better results

are obtained from conventional combining schemes than from an alternative diversity

scheme proposed in the liter-ature.

If usel interference is modelled as a series of independent Gaussian tone in-

terferers in individual channels of the target user's frequency hopping sequence,

simulation confirms analytic results from other authors showing the linear receiver

performs poorly. A receiver which makes hard decisions on every code bit before

decoding and a non-linear receiver which operates on the normalized received com-

plex envelope on each channel are investigated as better alternatives. Use of the

"normalizing" receivel is found to produce considerable performance improvements

over the other receivers when tone interferers are present, with slight degradation

over the linear receiver in Rayleigh fading and AWGN alone. Problems are revealed

with the use of Hadamard orthogonal coding in tone interference, with one solu-

tion shown to be reasonably effective in averaging out variations in user bit error

rates which otherwise occur. Simulation of isolated and multiple cells indicates that

around 70-E0 active users per cell with a mean error rate of 10-3 may be achievable.

Derivation and simulation of the optimum linear receiver for the FH-DPSK system

show better results ale possible if the interfering tones are recognized.

Other coding schemes are examined, with an improved analytical formulation of

the hard decision bit elror- rate producing results in close a,greement with simulation.

Estimates of the system user capacity for several codes, with hard decision and
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normalizing receivers and using random hopping sequences, are presented and some

schemes tested by simulation. Better FH-DPSK system performance is pledicted

than that previously published by other authols.
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Chapter 1

Introduction

The use of spread spectrum (SS) transmission for civilian use has a relatively short

history. While the military establishment has devoted much effort since World War

II to the development of SS svstems to exploit the obvious benefits of secrecy and

antijam capability, very little research was performed in the civilian area until the

mid-1970's. A notable exception is the use by America's NASA of direct sequence

spread spectrum for communicating with deep space probes, using the coded signals

for ranging [1]. In general, telecommunications companies and statuary authori-

ties responsible for providing communications have not considered spread spectrum

transmission for the civilian bands until the present, due to the nature of the ser-

vices that were provided and complexity of the equipment required. The shift from

analogue voice traffic to an increasing proportion of digital traffic has been catered

for by adapting the frequenci' division multiplex (FDM) systems which have served

the networ-k lvell for many years.

Several factors have combined to stimulate an interest in the possibilities of us-

ing spread spectrum tr¿nsmission in telecommunications networks. The first is the

evolution of the Integrated Services Digital Network (ISDN) , in which all communi-

cations, both voice and data, are represented in digital form. This digital information

representation is essential for all the pr-acticable types of spread spectrum systems
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that can be used to give multiple access

The second factor is the growth of new services which operate in environments in

which spread spectrum signals may have some advantage over conventional narrow-

band modulation schemes. Thus three areas for which spread spectrum techniques

look to hold some promise for are cellular mobile radio, indoor wireless commu-

nications and low-bit-rate satellite multiple access by small earth stations. It has

also been suggested as a technique to help reduce the problem of adjacent satellite

transmission interference caused by congestion in the geosynchronous orbit.

Another highly important development has been the advance of technology. Sur-

face acoustic wave and charge-coupled devices which can perform complex filtering

tasks are now available, and the wide range of miniature semiconductor products

and custom design facilities make the complexity of spread spectrum transmission

and reception far more manageable and at far less cost than before.

This thesis studies the application of a particular type of spread spectrum trans-

mission, "fast frequency hopping", to a mobile radio system, concentrating on sys-

tems using differential phase shift keying moduiation. "Mobile radio" in this context

is a mobile telephony system, interconnected with the public switched telephone net-

work, in which users can receive and initiate calls on units which may be vehicle

mounted (the most common case) or portable such as a handheld or briefcase ra-

diotelephone. The unit would be able to be used while in motion, up to speeds in

excess of 100 km/hr.

To appreciate why spread spectrum is being considered for mobile radio use, one

must look at the urban radio channel and the transmission problems faced by system

designers. This is covered in the first section of this chapter. A brief description

of cellular mobile radio concepts is then given, with reference to current implemen-

tation and proposals for new systems, including fast frequency hopping. The next

part of the chaptel is devoted to introducing and r-evieu'ing matelial specific to fast

frequency hopping: the generation of hopping sequences and models for user interfer-

ence. Finally, r'esults already obtained by other: authors are reviewed for flequency
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hopping diffelential phase shift keyed (FI{-DPSI{) and multilevel frequency shift

keyed (FH-MFSI{) systems. The final section examines a FH minimum-shift-keyed

system proposed by another author and gives a corrected treatment of this system.

1.1- Mobile Radio Systems

To place the suggested use of spread spectrum techniques for mobile radio trans-

mission in context, an overview of the factors affecting transmission through the

urban mobile radio channel will be reviewed, and the current options for mobile

radio described.

1.1.1 The I-Jrban Mobile Radio Channel

The urban mobile radio channel is subject to a number of degradations which make

communication difficult. The factors of importance to this thesis will be briefly

reviewed here. The models described for the signal variation on the urban mobile

UHF radio channel will be used in later analysis and in particular, in the simulation

of the channel. For more information about mobile radio propagation, a thorough

coverage can be found in [2,3,4].

A radio signal travelling from the base station to the mobile (and vice versa,

by reciprocity) may take a large number of different paths, being reflected and

diffracted by buildings, vehicles, hills and other objects. The net sum of all the

signals travelling by different paths to a particular location is a signal which exhibits

a complicated mix of attenuation and fading. For convenience, this variation is

often assumed to be caused by three main mechanisms, operating over different

physical distances (or time in the case of relative motion between the receiver and

transmitter).
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Attenuation with Distance

The first mechanism, r-arying the most slowly of the three, is attenuation with

distance. At a given distance d from the transmitter, the signal will suffer a mean

power attenuation which follows an inverse power law as ¿-(, where ( is an exponent

which ranges from the case of 2 for free space to 4 for large distances across built-up

terrain. Modifying factors include the heights and gains of both the base station

and the mobile antennae, the "roughness" of terrain over which the signal passes,

the dielectric constant of the earth's surface in the vicinity, and the ground slope

at the mobile. For example, a formula often used to approximate the transmission

power loss over plane earth, colresponding to the case of ( : 4, ¡t

(1.1)

where P, is received porver

P¿ is transmitted power

96 is the gain of base station antenna

g- is the gain of mobile antenna

å6 is the height of the base station antenna

å- is the height of mobile antenna

d is the distance from base to mobile.

The numbel and valial-rility of parametels involved, and the departures in practice

from the formulae being used, make the prediction of the attenuation quite a com-

plicated procedure, highly dependent on the particular terrain and character of the

city for which the sen.ice is being designed. Nevertheless, numerous models have

been proposed to help estimate the attenuation. Good reviews of such models can

be found in Jakes [2] and Lee [3], and more recently a fairly comprehensive com-

parison of sevelal propagation models has appeared in a special issue of the ItrEE

Trans¿ctions in \/ehicular Technology [4].

P,: Ptsú^(ry)'
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A convenient apploximation to the real situation which does not rely on too

many factols is a model proposed by Lee [3,4]. This model is valid to distances

out to the radio horizon, and attenuation is computed in two parts. The flrst is an

area-to-area component, dependent on 3 parameters. At a distance of d kilometer-s,

the area-to-area path loss is given by

LJ:Lo*7logd,*Fo dB (1 .2)

where -ts is the median transmission loss in dB at lkm

"l is the coefficient of attenuation with distance in dB/decade

f'6 is an adjustment for changes from default, eg for a higher antenna

Values of -Ls and 7 obtained experimentally for different environments are given in

table 1.1.1, rvhere they are given for a frequency of 900MHz, base station height

of 30m and a mobile antenna height of 3m. Path loss is predicted by choosing

appropriate values from the table for the environment having similar characteristics

to the area in question.

Envir-onment ¿o (dB at 1 km I

Free Space
Open Area
Suburban
Philadelphia
Newark
Tokyo

91.3
91.3
104.0
112.8

106.3

128.0

20

43.5
38.5

36.8
43.1

30

Table 1.1: Propagation Parameters (from [a])

This value is then corrected to obtain a point-to-point path loss by introducing a

term for the effective base station height å", which is dependent on the relative height

of the mobile with respect to the base station and the ground slope in the vicinity

of the mobile. This may be greater or less than the actual base station height. For'

flat terrain, iu'hich rvill be the case considered later), the effectiveheight of the base
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station is equal to the real height. The point-to-point loss is then given by

L'Í:LJ*20log(/¿,/30) (1.3)

The value of the received power at a particular distance from the transmitter,

averaged over the surrounding neighbourhood (of the order of hundreds of metres),

is known as the area mean rm¿, ar,d is given by the attenuation of transmitted power:

rnd -- P, - L'Í (dB) (1.4)

Shadow Fading

The attenuation determines the mean for a second level of signal variation. This

variation is known as "shadow fading", and is due to the local large scale topogra-

phy, such as the presence of large buildings or hills which cause a signal "shadow".

The extent over which a shadow fading cycle will occur is determined by this to-

pography, but has been found in urban areas to have some correspondence with city

block spacings, and hence is termed a "slow" fading effect. It is typically modelled

as following a lognormal distribution. Expressed in decibels, the signal envelope,

averaged over distances of the order of tens of metres, is Gaussian distributed with

mean rn¿ artd variance ø dB. Typically, ø varies from 6-12 dB, increasing with the

amount of urbanisation. The density function is therefore

,_\ r / (s¿--r):l 
(1.b)p\s¿):Æ."p\-T)

The signal s : lgsa/zo forms the local mean of the received signal envelope over

these short distances, where another level of fading acts.

Fast Fading

The final form of fading is known as "fast fading" due to the large number of

fluctuations that the envelope will undergo in a distance of several metres. It is
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often modelled as following a Rayleigh distlibution, such that the envelope has a

probability density function given by

p(s) :#"*o( #) (1 6)

with mean E[s] : s and mean square value E[s2] : 4s2 f r.

The probability distribution of the phase of the received signal is uniformly dis-

tributed on [0, 2tr), as the phase will vary slowly over time with the fading. To see

how this fast fading arises, and some of the properties associated with it, a common

modei for the formation of the fading will be outlined.

The diversity of routes that a signal may take flom the transmitter to the receiver

results in phenomena known as multipath and time delay spread. Consider a signal

sent through the channel at time t - r and received at time ú. The time dependent

impulse response of the channel may be written as

h(t,r): t a¿(t)6(r - rr(¿))
oo

i=1
(1 7)

which reflects the sum of the component signals arriving with an amplitude a; and

the path time delay r¿. In general, rz¿ and r¿ âÌe- independently distributed functions

of time ú, and vary as the vehicle moves. The "delay spread" is a measure of the how

tightly bunched the paths delays are. The r¿ usually (although not always) follow

an exponential distribution [2], i.e.

1r;p(r¿): n|n 0 ( z¿ < oo (1 8)

Measurements taken in New York city [5,3] have shown that in urban areas, avelage

delay spread T¿ is about 1.3¡ls, and in suburban areas of New Jersey, a typical

value for T¿ is 0.5¡ls. Maximum delay spreads of up to 10ps have been recorded

heavily built-up areas, such as in New York [5], and in some mountainous areas

such as Switzerland, where large echos off surrounding hills lead to significant signal

components being received at clelays of up to 30¡;s [6]. At a particular location, the

contributing time delayed components (rvith associated phase) sum to a leceived

signal vectol which exhibits severe amplitude and phase fluctuations over short

distances. For example, a car on a street would receive signal contributions from
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a number of significant sources. reflected from the surrounding buildings and other

cars, as shorvn in figure 1.1.1.

Base s¡ation

Scatterers

v

Figure 1.1: Illustration of multipath caused by scatterers in the vicinity of a moving

vehicle.

If a signal 
"i%rÍt 

is applied to the channel then the output is

,o(¿) : la¿(t).i2rJ(t-r¿(t))

tl
: lf ¿;(¿)"- 

j2rJr;(t)l 
"iz"t'tTl

: H (f ,,t¡"iz"lt

where H(f ,t) is the time dependent frequency response

HU,t) : ll*nfr,t)e-iz"t" 
d,r

la¿(t)e-izrJr;(t)

For a large number of scattelers, the central limit theorem states that H(f ,f) will

converge to a complex Gaussian process:

H(l,t) : rj,t) + jy(Í,t) (1 e)

Pr'(tl 
cos(2trf r¡(t)) - j Dou(¿)sin(2r'lr¿(ú)) (1.10)

If the time delay spread is much larger than If f , then r(/, ú) and yff,t) are uncor-

related and hence independent :

t t a¿a¡ sin(2r f r;) cos(Zr f r¡)E["(/, t)yj,t)]
ik

S
..

rz
1N

II
al

-E
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-t l? 
a! sin(2tr fz;) .o,(2olr)]

-" 
ltf(ø¿a¡)[s 

tn2trf t¡""'*/'*1]

-(r l2)D ntrSl E[sin(4rl4)]

assuming ei¡ ak¡ r¿ and 1À are independent.

As the range of values that r; may take is typically much greater than 1//, such

that the distribution of (2trf ri)rnod2r is essentially uniform, the expectation

E[sin(4rlr¿)] : O and hence the cross-correlation of. r(f ,ú) and yU,t) is zer<.,. For

the two independent and identically distributed Gaussian random variables r and

y, the envelope of the faded signal formed by the operation d: JæW will have

a Rayleigh density function as previously described.

A further complicating factor in this fast fading model is the vehicle motion.

Clarke's model [7] assumes the scatterers are uniformly distributed around the ve-

hicle, which is travelling with a velocity u. The channel is assumed to be wide-sense

stationary. Incoming plane waves from different angles with respect to the vehicle

experience a Doppler shift commensurate with the angle subtended to the direction

of motion. By the same argument using the central limit theorem, the fading can

be written as a complex exponential process as the number of scatterers increases

towards infinity. For an omnidirectional antenna such as a vertical whip, receiving

power equall¡' from all directions around the vehicle, the power spectrum of the

received radio frequency electric field has been derived as [2]

sø"ff):hl'-(=ô)']-"' v-il<ro (1.11)

where öo is the average received power

fo is the carlier frequency

fo is the maximum Doppler shift



The equivalent baseband power spectlal density is

10

(1. i2)sb(/) :hl,-( r
f" Vl<fn

2 -r /2

The normalized autocovariance function for the received envelope magnitude is

pp,1Q): Jo(2rfor) (1.13)

The inphase and quadrature moments of the complex fading envelope have also been

derived, leading to the correl¿tion functions:

R,r,r(r) : Ruror(r): bsJs(2Tfpr) (1.14)

R,ro"(r) : Ror,"(r) :0 (1.15)

where the subscripts 1,2 refer to times trrtz : h-r respectively. The corresponding

power spectral densities for the quadrature components are

s"(/) : s,(/) : óo
Vl< Ío ( f. i6)

rfo t-ffllo)

For two signals separated in frequency by A/, it has also been shown that the

correlation between the Gaussian components of the envelope at the different fre-

quencies are given by :

E[yrur] : E[2122] : t+å¡Rf (1.17)

El*tyr]

n['i] p[*3] :nla?l:Elyll:bo

where B" : (2nT¿)-t it coherence bandwidth, (defined to be where the correlation

between envelopes is 0.5).

One further point to be noted is that the Rayleigh fast fading distribution rep-

resents the worst case in which no direct signal component exists, such that the

incident power flux is approximately uniform with angle. If a significant dilect sig-

nal or specular component exists, the Rayleigh distribution will change to a Rician

-u,l*"a,]:Jffi (1.18)

(1.1e)



distribution, which has much smaller fades and a probability density function

2s: -; €xP
òO

(s2 + A2)

sfr l.[?]

11

(1.20)p(s)

where A is the amplitude of the steady signal, ss is the rms value of s and 1e(.) is

the modified Bessel function of order zero.

Aside Other models have also been proposed for the transitional region

between the fast-fading, small local area model (Rayleigh fading) and the wider

area shadow fading model (lognormally distributed). The Weibull distribution is a

more general distribution which has been proposed to fit measurements of fading.

The probability density function is

p(s) : * (i)' 
'",.0 

[- (ï)'] (1 21)

where { is a shape parameter chosen to give a good fit to measured data, and

c: l(21{l?lÐl'/' is a normalization factor'

Another distribution is the Nakagami-rr¿ distribution, which has the probability

density function

p(s) : 2*m"Pm-t_rþ¿/a)* 
e.22)f (rn)0*

where fl :( s2 > is the power of the received signal averaged over time,

and rn :1 s2 >' I < (r'- < t >')' >.

The Nakagami-rn distributions for increasing n'¿may be recognised as the series of X-

distributions with even numberc 2m of Gaussian contributing elements. For m :1
the Nakagami distribution becomes the Rayleigh distribution, and the Weibull dis-

tribution also assumes this form for the case of (: ll2. Thus both of these dis-

tributions can be seen to be more flexible than the Rayleigh distribution. However',

the choice of the parameters is conditioned on a knowledge of the statistics of the

signal in a particular location and hence there are no general sets of parameters.

The more complex forms of the distributions ale also less convenient for analysis

than that of the Rayleigh distribution. As a consequence,, although these more gen-

eral distlibutions have mole par-ameter-s which may be chosen to give a better' fit

to measured data in many cases, the Rayleigh fast-fading/lognormal shadow fading

distributions ate still commonly used a,s models for urban mobile radio propagation.
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L.L.z Present and Future Mobile Radio Systems

Modern radio systems are arranged as cellular schemes, where the service area,

such as a large city and suburban areas, is divided into cells. Each cell has its

own base station or multiple base stations which serve the mobile units within

its area. Current mobile radio systems use analogue frequency modulation, with

the frequency deviation plus guard bands (to avoid adjacent channel interference)

resulting in channel separations of 25-30 kHz.

A call is initiated by the mobile unit by requesting the dialled number on a special

set-up channel common to all mobiles in the cell. If the call is successfully placed,

the sivitching centre then assigns a channel pair to the mobile unit (one channel

for transmission each rvay) for the duration of the call. As the mobile unit moves

thlough different cells, "handoff" takes place whereby the mobile unit is passed from

the control of the current base station and onto the next. This sequence is initiated

when the signal level is too low for reasonable quality conversation, and utilises

voice channel signalling. For incoming calls, the mobile unit is paged progressively

throughout the cells in a given order until the mobile unit responds or is deemed not

to be active. At the end of a call, voice channel signalling is used to acknowledge

termination and the channels are cleared fol further use.

The cellular approach works by re-using frequency channels in different cells. The

total number of frequency channels available is divided up among the number of cells

N in a cluster. The cluster size is determined by the distance separation necessary

to keep the cochannei intelfelence between two cells that use the same frequencies

to an acceptable level. In an ideal situation, /y' is a number which enables an allay

of regular geometric shaped cells to form a complete cover over the entire service

area, such as N :4,7,9,12,13,16,19. Reuse distance is typically JÑ times the

major radius (ie largest corner radius) of the cell. Cochannel interference decreases

as Iy' increases, but the av¿ilable number of channels in each cell decreases.

In theoly, by reducing the size of cells and the power transmitted, and main-
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Figurel.2: Aclusterof Tcells,whereeachcellhasanon-overlappingsubset of ll7 of the

total available number of frequency channels

taining frequency reuse at a certain cluster size, the same number of users may be

accommodated in every cell and hence the number of users per element of area may

be increased by subdivision of cells. This is only partly true in practice, as reuse

distances vary with cell size due to changes in the propagation attenuation factor.

Large cells typically have attenuation proportional to d-4, which enables small clus-

ters to be used. In small cells, the attenuation with distance approaches d-3, which

requires clusters of .fy' : 16 or greater. Base stations also are expensive: hence

there is a move toward sector illumination, whereby each base station has several

directional antennae which may be arranged to increase the frequency reuse by each

antenna illuminating only part of a cell.

For these systems, to hold the "blocking probability" (ie probability that all

channels are in use) to a reasonable level such as 2%, the average number of channels

in use must be no greater than a certain percentage of those available in the cell. This

is the "trunking efficiency", which ranges flom 60-80% depending on the number of

channels available and the channel assignment stlategy used.

To obtain higher capacity systems, another aspect that can be examined is to

choose a modulation method lvhich allows more channels per cell. Currently, narrow-
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band FM systems ar..e a contender, where the channel spacing is reduced to alound

l2_I1kHz. Another possibility is single sideband amplitude modulation (SSB) trans-

mission, where frequency companding and amplitude companding may be used to

give voice channels with a 5 kHz spacing. A sounding tone must be sent to act as a

reference for power control and frequency locking purposes. Frequency stability is

seen as being a problem in this system, and it is not very well suited to digital data

transfer. For digital systems, the current CCITT standard G.72I sets an encoded

voice rate of 32kb/s using adaptive delta pulse code modulation rvhich gives toll

quality speech transmission. Future mobile radio systems (eg European GSM) will

use 16kb/s or lowel rate transmission as better prediction methods are developed.

Atl of the above narrowband schemes are badly affected by frequency selective

fading, to the extent that up to 20 dB more transmitted power may be required over

the non-fading situation. While coding can be used in a digital system to increase

the resistance to fading, the amount of delay that can be incurred in the interleaving

and decoding process is bounded by user tolerance levels to the overall delay and

echo in the loop. In particular, any calls which involve satellite connections would be

badty affected [8], and would have to be avoided. Space diversity using two antennae

separated by more than a quarter of a carrier wavelength is a well known method

of reducing the effects of frequency selective fading, but is costly to implement and

is not suited to handheld use.

As an alternative, several systems using spread spectrum techniques have been

proposed. The advantage that these systems enjoy over narrowband systems is that

that at any particular time, the fading only appears in a small section of the band-

width. By spreading the signal powel over the entile bandwidth, the effect of fading

is averaged out and the power necessary to be transmitted is reduced. Unfortu-

nately, such a scheme also means that other users will interfere with a particular

user's transmissions. The system must therefore be designed to cope with a degree

of such intelference. How these systems cope with the user inte¡ference, and the

equivalent saving on frequency reuse that may be gained by such techniques, (ie the

number of users possible) in a multiple cell system over a narrowband approach. is
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of interest to telecommunications authorities. The topic of this thesis is the exanr-

ination of a particular type of spread spectrum mobile radio system, in which fast

frequency hopping and differential phase shift keyed (FH-DPSI() modulation are

used.

L.2 Frequency Hopping Transmission

Spread spectrum transmission for cellular mobile ra,dio was first proposed in 1977-

78 [9] and immediately generated wide interest. The concept was seen as radical in

suggesting that a wideband, interference-limited modulation scheme rvould enable a

larger number of users to share the available bandwidth than conventional frequency

division multiplexed FX4. Since then, much effort has been expended in the mobile

radio field on investigating frequency hopping systems. Attention has also been

paid to the possibilities of direct sequence (pseudo-noise) systems. This aspect is

not covered here and the reader is referred to references such as [10,11].

In a frequency hopping scheme, each user is assigned a unique frequency-time ad-

dress sequence of n "chips". The sequence is designed for minimum cross-collelation

rvith all other usel sequences, thus minimising cochannel interference. Transtnission

takes place by the user modulating one or more channel symbols on to a carrier at

a particular frequency, and then hopping to the next frequency in the cycle fol the

next transmission. If one or less code symbol is transmitted per hop, the scheme is

commonly referred to as a "fast frequency hopping" system. Conversely, if more than

one code symbol is transmitted per hop, the system is a "slow frequency hopping"

scheme.

While in a non-fading additive white Gaussian noise channel or slow Rician

fading environment, coherent systems may sometimes be employed to give maximum

performance, the same does not apply in a fading environment such as the mobile

radio channel where the fading may have Rayleigh statistics and a fading late which

cannot be assumed to be negligible with respect to the transmitted symbol rate. As
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multipath and Dopplel shift cause the phase of the received signal to vary randomly

with time, coherent detection is generally regarded as impractical. Large phase

transitions will cause the coherent tracking mechanism (such as a Costas or De

Budas loop) to lose lock and hence the reference carrier extracted from the signal

will always be unstable, leading to an unacceptable irreducible error rate [12]. Most

proposed schemes therefore use non-coherent detection, or else assume that the

phase variation between adjacent samples is small (a function of the Doppler shift

due to vehicle motion) and hence differentially coherent modulation and detection

may be used. Discriminator detection has also been proposed for FSK systems.

In a multilevel frequency shift keying (MFSK) system, a k bit data word is used

to select a frequency from a,n r¿ : 2ß orthogonal set. This frequency is then used

to modify a length .L frequency address sequence to produce the sequence of tones

to be transmitted The modulation used is on-off keying. This can be detected by a

non-coherent envelope detector or a correlator and squarer. This system allows for

a very large number of frequency channels to be used, as no memory is required in

the system.

Alternatively, differential phase shift keying (DPSK) may be used to modulate

the carrier. For this scheme, consecutive bits have a mutual phase shift of zr radi-

ans if the code bit is 1 and zero phase shift for a data bit of 0 (or -1 depending

on notation). This form of modulation requires the phase of the channel impulse

response over the two symbols to be as close to identical as possible. This condition

is generally met with enough precision for transmission on a single frequency at

UHF. For slow frequency hopping, a packet of information would be transmitted on

a particular frequency, with synchroniza,tion occulring at the start of every packet

on a new frequency. The packets are very long compared to the propagation times

and delay spreads involved and hence all users can be arranged to hop at effectively

the same time with minimal packet overlaps at any frequency. For fast frequency

hopping, synchronization is a more difficult problem. It has been commonly as-

sumed that phase coherence could be maintained by using DPSK between chips of

the same frequency in the hopping cycle. This would require using acculate clocks
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and liopping frequencies which a,Ìe separated ì:y rnultiples of a particular frequency.

Also, Lee and Miller' [13] have gone one step further and assumed that techniques

are available which allow phase coherence to be maintained between hops of diffelent

frequencies. This seems far more difficult to achieve in practice and has not been

pursued.

A further modulation method which has been proposed is minimum shift keying

(MSI(). In the context of fast frequency hopping, little work has been performed

on systems using this modulation method. Some problems with one analysis are

examined in a following section. Interest in this modulation scheme, and other

variants such as Gaussian filtered MSK, is mainly limited to slow frequency hopping

schemes [14] which are currently the subject of much research.

The focus of this thesis has been on evaluating the performance of fast frequency

hopped DPSI{ schemes. A review of this scheme and previously obtained results

follows, and for comparison, two other fast frequency hopped schemes will also

be briefly described. To aid in the understanding of the various models, a brief

description of the allocation of hoppìng sequences and several common interference

models will first be given.

1-.3 Frequency Hopping Address Sequences

To minimise user interference, it is impor-tant for users to have frequency hopping

sequences which coincide as little as possible. In an isolated cell situation rvith

synchronous operation, such as base-to-mobile transmission, such a requirement

is easy to accomplish, as any arbitrary patterns which do not overlap and make

good use of the available frequencies (to minimise correlated fading due to a wide

coherence bandwidth) are suitable.

HoweveL, this ideal situation is not likely bo occur in a leal system. Ðven in

an isolated cell with synchronous transmission, time delay spread and tirning eÌrors
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can cause othel user's pulses to smea,r into the target user's time/frequency slots.

Mole importaritly, rnultiple cell schemes ale used to increase the numbel of users

that can be supported in a large area, and hence even where the base station can

synchronise its transmissions, the signals from surrounding cells will arrive with

variable propagation delays. Finally, for the case of mobile to base transmission,

synchronism of the received user sequences can not be achieved even within an

isolated cell, and hence each user's sequence has a random time shift with respect

to any other user's sequence.

Therefore any two address sequences must have a uniformly low cross-correlation

irrespective of their relative time shift. Sevelal schemes with such properties have

been developed. These schemes have focussed on producing sets of "one-coincidence"

address vectors, utilising the theory of finite (Galois) fields [15]. Under these

schemes, any two addresses can ha,ve at most one coincidence on an aperiodic basis

when shifted relative to each other.

One such scheme is detailed in [9]. The generation of these sequences proceeds

as foliows:

1. Select a prime number p such that q - p -1 is the number of channels, chosen

as large as possible within the constraint

WK
P< nn (1.23)

where the parameters and typical values which have been assumed by other

authors are given in table 1.2.

These parameter values lead to a choice of g : $$.

2. The smallest primitive root B of GF(p) is found. The powers of a primitive

root will generate all q non-zero elements of the Galois Field GF(p).

3. Generate the vectol of powers ilu of the plimitive r-oot B. This is used to

pelmute othel vectols to folm the address seqlrence.

IIo : (1, 0, þ',0t,. . . ,0'-') (1.24)
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Quantity Symbol Value Assumed
information bit rate
total one-way bandu'idth
bits per frame
codeword length
number of hops in sequence

chip period

R6

TM

k
n
L
T

32 kbit/s
20 MHz

b

32
32

4.88 ¡rs

Table 1.2: Values initially assumed for transmission

4. Select an arbitrary stalting permutation ,51 of the frequency set {I,2,..-,q}

5. Operate on .91 with flo (q- t ) times to form q sequences ,Sr , where the operation

Sj : IIpSj-r is

t"-t

^j-r
"p

^J,õp

-iop,

sJ1
i-rsþrr

Each new vector is produced by the element in position þ' of the previous

vector being moved to position Bt+l. This produces q distinct sequences of

length q. When considered aperiodically, there may be at most one coincidence

betlveen the two sequences. This is demonstrated in figure 1.3.

5 3 1
1..6',1

4 2

Figure 1.3: Correlation of two FH address sequences from [9]

When in repeated use, as in figure 1.4, there may be at most two coincidences

per frame.

6. Example Consider the trivial case of p :7
Then the smallest primitive root is B :3.

I 2 3 4 5
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20

Figure 1.4: Repeated use of FH address sequence from [9]

Vector of powers of the primitive root: {B0, Pt, P'. ...Pn-t}: {1,3,2,6,4,5}

Arbitrarily choose a starting vector permutation of the 6 elements,

eg Sr : {3,2,4,6, 1,5}.

Then the permutation operation will generate the following vectors:

: {1,4,3,5,6,2}

: {6,3, 1, 2,5,4}

: {5, 1,6, +,2,3}

: {2,6,5,3,4, 1}

: {4,5r2,1,3, 6}

gz

S3

S4

s5

S6

7. The vectors are then subdivided into runs of -L elernents, where ,ú is the number

of channels in the frequency hopping cycle. There will then be qlql Ll sequences

available, where lqlL] is the largest integer less than or equal to (qlL). These

short sequences will also possess the same one-coincidence properties as the

larger vectors, and it is possible that two sequences will never collide. For frame

synchronous transmission, it is possible to obtai" ÍqlLl sets of q sequences

such that the sequences within the set will never collide in any place when

used frame synchronously, and sequences flom any two sets will collide in at

most one chip on an apeliodic basis. In this fashion, up to [q/,¿] cells in a

cluster could minimise interference by using a different set for base-to-mobile

transmission.

Alternatively, Seay [16], Mersereau [17], Sarwate and Pursley [18,19] and Einars-

son [20] have proposed frequency hopping patterns based on Reed-Solomon codes.

For example, Einarsson gives the following formula fol generating a FH-MFSK hop-

ping pattern of .[ chips over a possible g frequencies, where q is either a plime

5 3 1 4 5 3 I 4 5 3 I 4 2
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number or a power of a prime

x¡ : a¡(1,1,..., 1) + di(l, 0, 0",..., 0"-') (1.25)

where ø¡ is an element of GF(q), representing the unique address of the jth user, B

is a primitive generator of GF(q), and d; is the current data symbol for user j. For

FH-DPSI{ use, the message data symbol is made equal to a constant: the message

is encoded via DPSI( between the successive chips at the same frequency in the

cycle. These sequences have the property that two sequences may have at most one

coincidence when shifted relative to one another by integral numbers of chips.

Lam and Sarwate [2t] have developed these Reed-Solomon hopping patterns

further, and produced a set of sequences which have at most one partial coincidence

when used asynchronously. By this it is meant that when the sequences are used to

direct the frequencies of chip periods in a frequency hopping cycle, if two sequences

are displaced relative to one another by a time period which is not an integral

number of chip periods, they will coincide in at most one part of a chip period. The

sequences are defined:

x) j -- o,j(l,1,. .., r) + pb\, þ' , þ'u ,..., þ("-')' ) (1.26)

where V : (q - l)lL and .L < (q - 1)

q is a prime number or power of a prime

a¡ is an arbitrary element of GF(q) representing the address of user j

ó is an index which must be specified

As q may be a prime number or the powel of a prime, these patterns may be

generated to more closely match the number of channels that the coded bit ¡ate

allows in the total available bandwidth. However, it is found that not all values of ó

are suitable, and hence the number of sequences is reduced from that generated by

the alternative methods.

When used synchronously, it is easy to rrrinimise adjacent channel interference

due to channel and timing imperfections by keeping the sequences well separated in
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fr-equency. This is possible to do until the number of users equals half the available

number of channels.

Haskell [22] has proposed a method of add-'-essing for FH-MFSK based on each

vector having a constant slope with respect to the time/frequency matrix. These

"chirp" vectors also satisfy the ttone-coincidence" property. However, when a com-

plete set is used synchronously, they will always clash in one chip, and hence are

not the best choice for any synchronous transmission arrangement. In addition, for

wide coherence bandwidths, those vectors with small slopes will be badly affected by

correlated fading which results in a much greater error rate than for the uncorrelated

fading case. These vectors are not deemed as suitable for FH-DPSK transmission

as the othel methods.

L.4 Interference Models

L.4.L White Gaussian Noise Interference Model

The additive white Gaussian noise (AWGN) interference model results from the the

assumption that the signal power from many simultaneous users is spread uniformly

across the entire available bandwidth. This approach can be argued on the following

grounds: in an asynchronous system, the interference seen at the output of the

bandpass filters of the receiver can be thought of as the sum of contributions from

many in-band and adjacent channel interferers. For example, for a rectangulal

envelope multiplying the carrier signai, the fraction of interferer power seen at the

output of a matched filter at frequency / from an interferer on the frequency /¡ with

a mismatch of a fraction e of the chip period r can be obtained as [23]

sin2(re(f - f¡)r)
l"(f - f),1'

For a great number of these interfelers, the contributions with random phase ale

assumed to sum to a zero mean Gaussian ra,ndom v¿riable by the central limit the-

orem. As the interferers ale spread across the bandwidth in order to maximize the
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processing gain and diversity of the system, it is assumed that to a close apploxima-

tion, the power spectral density of the interference will be uniform across the total

bandwidth, as shown in figure 1.5.

o
!
GI

o()q

ó)

oÀ

f
0

f +rW
oFrequency

Figure 1.5: One-sided power spectral density of interference as assumed under the additive

white Gaussian noise model

Hence for (J - 1) interferers, a total bandwidth of W Hz, and a target signal

power of S Watts, if all interferers are received at the base station with the same

average power as the target signal, the interference one-sided power spectral density

is given by [9.,24,25)

I : (J - L)S ll4/ Watts/Hz (r.27)

Under this model, background (thermal) noise is generally neglected as it is taken

as being much less than the interference power.

Analysis and simulation under the assumption of this interfelence model is lela-

tively straightforward, as the received signal on each time chip consists of the faded

transmitted signal fol that chip plus Gaussian noise, identically and independently

distributed in each channel. Various analyses of the FH-DPSK system exist for this

model 124,251, with the most rigorous treatments being 126,211.

Multiple cells are easill' modelled under this approximation, as they simply con-

tribute more noise. The magnitude of this noise can be estimated by integrating the

power from all surrounding cells, using the mean power resulting after attenuation

[9,25].
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t.4.2 Tone Interferer Model

The tone interferer model results from recognizing that if a large tone interferer

exists within the bandwidth of the bandpass filter of a particular chip frequency,

it is a persistent effect (due to the frequency hopping cycle), which has far greater

power than the noise variance assumed by the AGWN model.

For the purposes of analysis, trvo cases can be identified which are mathematically

tractable for some receivers. Both assume that a certain degree of synchronism can

be achieved, such that frequenct tones which are orthogonal over the matched filters

of a leceiveÌ can be successfulli' employed. This implies that no adjacent channel

interference exists, and only co-cha,nnel interference need be considered.

The first case is that of frame synchronization of user frequency hopping se-

quences. In this case, user sequences can be assumed to be synchronised to mini-

mize correlation, by being aligned in time, all hopping at the same instant. Such a

situation is possible for base to mobile transmission in an isolated cell. Given the

large number of frequencies and hopping sequences available, it is likely that for

the number of users likely to be using the system, the hopping sequences could be

arranged such that no clashes between users occur. This then represents the ideal

situation, where every available channel may be utilized within a cell. With just

background noise and fading to degrade the signal, the result is a considerable po\Mer

saving over conventional frequency division multiplexing schemes. Of course, in a

multiple cell scheme, interference from other ceils will be non-synchronous due to

propagation delays.

The second case is that of chip level synchronisation of user frequency hopping

sequences, where all users hop at the same instant but their hopping sequences have

a shift of a random number of chip periods. The frequency tones are chosen to

be orthogonal over the matched filters, so that interference comes solely from users

who share the exact frequenc¡'/time chip as the target signal. The probability of

a clash or "hit" is dependent on the statistics of the addressing sequences used.
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For addressing sequences with low cross correlation [9,21] a memoryless random

addressing strategy may be used to upper bound the probability of a clash. From

this, the number of user-s can be linked to the probability of error. For a power

control assumption and an isolated cell, if an interferer is present in a frequency

chip, it is represented as a Rayleigh fading tone of random phase with average

power equal to the wanted signal. An example of a typical one-sided power spectral

density of the entire one-way bandwidth (ie encompassing all uplink channels and

users) is pictured in figure 1.6.
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Figure 1.6: Power spectral density of interference as assumed under the tone interferer

model, during a particular time chip.

If the transmitted signal is of the form
L-l

s(t) : l rFz Sr.ct,(t - Ir) cos(2r f ¡t + óù (1.28)

where

l=0

rect"(ú) : 1 if 01t1r
0 otherwise

the contribution of the jth interferer to the wanted signal can then be represented

as 
L-l

i¡(t) : lJzSr.rt"(t - lr)l€¡tcos(2rf¿t) * 7¡r sin(2rfûl (1.29)
l=O

where €¡¡ and Qjt are independent and identically distributed zero mean Gaussian

random var-iables. Under the powel control and chip synchronism assumptions, the

variance l¡tf 2 is such that

1 if the jth interfer-er is present in the /th chip
0 otherwise'ljr:
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The distribution of ly is determined by the addressing algorithm, and by whether

the shift between user sequences is random or deterministic (such as zero shift which

is frame synchronous transmission). For the one-coincidence addressing schetnes

being used, it is a difficult problem to evaluate the large number of permutations of

addresses and hence the 1r. A random addressing assumption is therefore usually

made to facilitate analysis, and is discussed in a later chapter. Where no synchronism

exists between user hopping sequences, the quantities 1'r become continuously valued

between 0 and 1, and depend on the amount of time overlap and frequency separation

between two chips of different sequences (discussed in the previous section).

L.4.3 Partial Band Interference Model

The partial band interference model is comrnonly used in assessing jamming strate-

gies in military communications. The assumption under this model is that a high

level of Gaussian noise interference due to a jammer exists uniformly over a pro-

portion of the bandwidth, as shown in figure 1.7. Both the proportion of the band

and the actual power level emitted is determined by the way the jammer distributes

its power. Worst case analyses always assume the total power budget, which in the

mobile radio case would be .9("f - 1) Watts, is spread uniformly across a fraction r of

the band. Background noise (often neglected for simplicity) is assumed to present in

the remaining portion of the band. It is assumed the target signal will use the rvhole
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Figure 1.7: Power spectral density of interference as assurned under the partial band

interference model.
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bandwiclth and therefore will receive interference proportionally. By maxirnizing the

bit error rate with respect to r, a worst case estimate can be arrived at. However,

this is not a very realistic situation for the case of friendly user interference. It is

quite possible that the user rvill experience no interference. Conversely, the user

may be simultaneously subject to several interfering sources in the one chip inter-

val. This occurrence is not well explained by the partial band interferer model. For

this reason, analyses of the FH-DPSK system have preferred the AGWN or tone

interferer/random addressing models.

1.5 Frequency Hopping Differential Phase Shift

I{eying Schemes

A number of different proposals for FH-DPSK systems have been put forward. These

vary widely in the models used for interference and the receiver structures, but all

share a coÍunon modulation and coding approach, dating back to the first proposal

for a frequency hopping mobile radio system using differential phase shift keying.

Cooper and Nettleton [9] introduced a system which encoded the message bits us-

ing orthogonal coding and DPSI( between chips in adjacent frequency cycles. The

advantages claimed for this system were manifold. The intrinsic frequency diversity

reduces the damaging effects of frequency selective fading. Call blocking as found

in conventional schemes (fe no free channels) need not exist, as the effect of adding

more users was claimed to be a gradually increasing error rate for all users; a feature

known as "gladual degradation". This tolerance to interference was supposed to al-

iow the reuse of all channels in the entire system bandrvidth in all cells, thus allowing

many more users than conventional frequency division multiplexing schemes. The

unique frequency hopping sequence ensured a degree of message privacy and under

Nettleton and Coopers' addressing scheme, allorved travel between cells without the

necessity of switching channels at handofÏ.

However, frequency hopping does introduce some disadvantages. Power control
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is necessary for maximum efficiency, to prevent the "near-far" problem where signals

from sources close to the receiver overwhelm those from further away. The equipment

is more complex than that required for conventional FDM, and some form of vehicle

- location technique is seen as required to manage power control and handoff between

base stations.

Wideband IF signal

->

Sample t= T

output message bits

Figure 1.8: Schematic diagram of the linear FH-DPSK matched fllter receiver

In the system suggested in 1241, k message bits are encoded into a codeword

constituted by a row of the n x n Hadamard matrix, where n : 2k. Each of the

n code bits (chips) is tlansmittecl on its own unique flequency during the hopping

sequence by differential phase shift keying the chip frequency using the same chip in

the previous frame as the reference. A schematic diagram of the FH-DPSK receiver

is shown in figure 1.8. The input bandpass filters are assumed to be matched to

Tapped Delay line (taps at r sec)

BPF BPF BPF

TT T aaa

Hadama¡d Transform / Linear Combiner

Decision logic: choose largest value and decode
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the transmitted signal, which is a rectangular envelope modulating the phase of the

carrier by 0 or zr radians. The output of each bandpass filter is then multiplied by

the previous output delayed by one frame, and then lowpass filtered to remove the

double frequency terms. All lowpass filter outputs are then linearly combined by the

Hadamard transform, and the n resulting outputs are then sampled and the largest

value selected as that most likely representing the k message bits.

Cooper and Nettleton based their analysis on the assumption that the interferers

can be represented as additive white Gaussian noise, as described in section 1.4.1. If

the interference from other users is expected to look like white Gaussian noise, the

product detector output produces a mixture of Gaussian and non-Gaussian noise

terms. The resulting noise output from the Hadamard transform is therefore also

a combination of noise with two different distributions, but to enable a solution to

be found, Nettleton and Cooper [2a] assume the noise is described purely by the

non-Gaussian distribution, which in effect is the worst case estimate. The outputs

of the linear combiner are assumed to independent due to the orthogonality of the

Hadamard t.,ansform and the fact that the non-Gaussian noise distribution has a

shape very similar to a Gaussian distribution.

The probability of the correct decision being made on the combiner outputs for

a particular bit energy to noise ratio may then be expressed in an integral form as

the probability that the correct combiner output is greater than all other combiner

outputs. The probability of codeword error can then be averaged over all possible

values of the Rayleigh fading coefficients. This is solved by Monte Carlo a\¡erag-

ing, where the probability of error is computed a large number of times for fading

variables generated with a Rayleigh distribution. The values of the phasor repÌe-

senting fading magnitude and phase are assumed not to change over the duration

of a frequency hopping cycle. If the channels are assumed to fade independently,

the Rayleigh fading coefficients for each channel are generated independently. If the

effect of a wide cohelence bandwidth is to be examined, the cha,nnel fading coeffi-

cients are correlated when generated by multiplying the real and imaginary Gaussian

amplitude components by the appropriate transformation matlix, and then treating
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the resulting Rayleigh magnitude components exactly as for the independent fading

case

An alternative formulation of the performance for the additive white Gaussian

interference model is given by Henry [25]. He assumes that as the noise output of

the linear combiner is composed of a large sum of terms, which are approximately

Gaussian and uncorrelated (by the Hadamard transform), it can be represented by

the central limit theorem as Gaussian. The probability of an error being made in

a pairwise comparison between the correct combiner output and another combiner

output can then be written as the probability of a signal plus Gaussian noise being

less than zero, and the total probability of codeword error is upper bounded by the

union bound of (n - 1) times the pairwise error probability. Hence a comparatively

simple formulation can be obtained to predict the performance of the system when

Rayleigh fading is either present or absent. This derivation produces results which

are very close to those of Nettleton ¿nd Cooper for the non-fading case, and slightly

more optimistic for the fading case.

Yue [27] applied a result from quadratic detector theory [28] to this model to

obtain a set of analytic bounds for a number of different fading distributions. The

characteristic function of a single product detector output, conditional on the inde-

pendent fading on that cha,nnel, is raised to the power nf 2 to obtain the characteris-

tic function of the difference between the linear combiner outputs for two codewords.

This characteristic funct'ion is then averaged over the probability distribution of the

fading coefficients, and the pairwise codeword error probability Po car. be computed

as the inverse Fourier transform of the characteristic function. Inversion of the com-

plex Foulier integral may be achieved by the method of residues if a convenient

analytical form of the integral exists. If this is not possible or is too complex, the

curve of integration from -oo to {oo may be distorted to pass through a saddle-

point on the imaginary axis and a Taylor series approximation integrated term by

terrn 126,29]. The codewold elror- probability is then uppel bounded by the union

bound (n-l)P, and lowel bounded by Pr.For-Rayleigh fading, Yueobtained very

similar results to those delived for error probability for binary FSI( transmitted over
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nf2 independent channels with square law detection [30,31,32]. The similarity of

pr-obability of error expression for binary FSI{ and DPSI( is not surprising: it was

pointed out by Stein [33] in his unified treatment of M-ary FSK on fading channels.

For the no-fading case

(n/z)-t (n/z\-r 2-t
Po :2-"/z "*, tÐ

The results for ed. For

power control case wanted

signal and shadow ounded

by

(r.30)

tl
("lz) - 1* r

r-l )(ffi)' (1.31)

(1.32)

and for the case of Rayleigh fading

l=0 r=l

"/z)-t
l=0

("lz) - 1-1

')()I

where bs is the parameter of the Rayleigh fading distribution

p(a) :fr 
"*o (-år) (1.33)

and with power control to combat shadow fading, E[o'] : 1 and bo: LlZ. These

results were also independently confirmed by Lam and Sarwate [21].

The assumption of interference appearing as white Gaussian noise is a common

device which has more application in direct sequence spread spectrum analysis.

While it serves as a convenient and relatively tractable starting point for analysis,

it is an approximation. Work by Mazo [3a] has indicated that this approximation

leads to an estimate of the average performance of over all possible ways of assigning

user sequences for a direct sequence system. He showed that if the user sequences in

n-dimensional space have a cross-correlation magnitude as large as (tf n¡r/2, whele

ú > 1 is a convenient palameter, then the number of simultaneous users is reduced by

a factol of ú cornpared to what the Gaussian apploximation would predict. While

this result was illustrated from a direct sequence perspective, it does point out

the danger of arbitrarily assuming that interfelence may be represented as white
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Gaussian noise over the entire bandwidth. The addressing system proposed by

Nettleton and Cooper with overlapping frequencies resulting in cross-correlation of

signals may not be well represented by the white Gaussian interference model.

Another point which must be made in relation to the white Gaussian interference

model is that it assumes a stationary distribution of random AGWN interference

over all the chips. However, because of the cyclic nature of the user and interferer

hopping sequences, large intelferers c¿n be present within a chip and persist for the

duration of the call (fading appropriately). These are not adequately represented

by the AWGN approximation, but are better modelled as a cyclostationary type of

process.

To this end, Yue 126,,35,231 has produced an alternative analysis of the FH-

DPSK system for an isolated cell using the tone interferer model (section L.4.2) in

which interferers are assumed either not to be present or to be allocated by random

addressing with the interferers represented as in-phase and quadrature Gaussian

signals. Each interferer is assumed to have an average power equivalent to that

of the target signal and affects only one channei. An assumption in this model is

that frame or chip synchronism is possible to achieve, and hence orthogonal tones

(where the frequency separation results in zero adjacent channel interference at the

output of a matched filter) can be used. This can be arranged in an isolated cell

for base to mobile transmission, but is again an approximation for mobile to base

transmission and multiple cells. It can be argued however [26] that the performance

for asynchronous operation lies between the cases of frame synchronism and chip

synchronism. For the case of chip synchronism and the linear receiver of figure 1.8,

this approach leads to far \4/orse performance results than those predicted by the

AWGN interference model.

After noting that the proposed FH-MFSI( systems which had a higher user

capacity used hard decisions on each chip, Yue also extended these results to the

case of hard decisions (f1) being made on the output of the quadratic detectors,

before combining. This is effectively hard decision decoding of the received signal.
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For this case) an analytic formulation is relatively straightforward to derive, and

under a randorn acldressing assumption, the number of users possible in the system

can be derived. Results for this case show that the capacity of the system is much

improved at high bit-energy-to-noise ratios.

For the asynchronous addressing scheme of Cooper and Nettleton, Matsumoto

and Cooper [36,37] have derived integral formulations of bit error rate for noiseless

transmission with a tone interferer located within the main lobe of each of the band-

pass filters of each of the chips. For the linear receiver from the original proposal,

it was found that communication at a bit error rate of Pö < 10-3 was possible even

for quite large tone interferers. When a hard limiter was inserted after the bandpass

filter and before the quadratic detector, further gains in performance were noted.

However, some of the assumptions made in the analysis regarding the Gaussian na-

ture and independence of variables used in the integral formulation are not obvious,

and the results are questionable for low values of bit error rate due to inadequate

numbers of variates being used in the Monte Carlo evaluation. The presence of

background noise, ignored in their treatment, may lead to a significant degradation

in performance. In addition, these results are not easily compared with results by

other researchers, due to the different assumptions which have been made.

All the above analyses can be seen to have some assumptions inherent that

do not represent the real situation. Chip synchronism is not a situation which is

Iikely to occur in practice, owing to propagation delays and delay spread. The real

situation would have reduced cocha,nnel interference due to smaller overlap of trvo

sequences, and include adjacent channel interference due to the non-orthogonality

of the presence of an interferer in the adjacent channel for only part of the time.

Addressing in a leal system is not ra,ndom, but each sequence is determined to have

low cross-correlation propelties under random time shifts. Shadow fading may be a

real problem on a link with no power control eg a frame synchronous base-to-mobile

link. The elfects of multiple cells are not dealt with in a satisfactoly manner. It is

therefole clear that moÌe research is lequir-ed in these areas before a useful prediction

of performance can be obtained. A useful start would be to assess the performance
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of the different leceivers under an identical set of assumptions

A summaly of the system capacity as estimated so far is given in the following

tables, where the authors' names are given along with their estimate of usage at a

bit error rate of P¡ : 10-3. The information bit rate is assumed to be 32 kbit/s and

the total available one-way bandwidth is 20 MHz. Power control within the cell to

counteract shadow fading is assumed.

1. AWGN Interference Model (linear receiver only)

(a) Isolated Cell

Analysis No. of users

Nettleton and Cooper [24]
Henry [25]
Yue [26]

45

58

bb

(b) Multiple Cells

Calculations were done for the cell corners, and attenuation is assumed

to obey a d-3-d-a power law, leading to a range of user numbers.

Analysis Number of users

Henry [25]
Yue [261

16-31
>18

2. Random addressing, chip synchronous model, isolated cell

Yue [26,35,38] analysed the linear receiver, the post-detection hard limiting

receiver (hard decisions) and a receiver with a soft limiter after the quadratic

detector. The number of users that the system can support at an avelage bit

error rate of P6-_ 10-3 for a range of E6f Ns values is given below.

No. of users EulNo
30dBlzo¿slrsas

Soft Limiting
Hard Limiting
Linear

56

53

26

50

42

24

36

7

I
1

1

The larger increase in the number of users in moving from E6f Ns: 15 dB to

20 dB than from Ea I No : 20 dB to 30 dB represents a shift from a noise dominated

system to a mutual intelference dominated systern.
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1.6 Frequency Hopping Multilevel Frequency

Shift l{eying Schemes

Frequency-Hopped Multilevel Frequency Shift I(eying (FH-MFSK) was initially

proposed by Viterbi [39] foL low bit rate satellite multiple access. Consequently,

several researchers at AT&T Bell Laboratories who had seen Cooper and Net-

tletons' paper on frequency hopping mobile radio, examined applying Viterbi's

scheme to mobile radio 140,41,421. This led to a series of papers attempting to

predict the performance of such a system in the cellular mobile radio environment

143,44,45,46,47 .,48,22,49,5 0,5 1,52].

In this system, each user is allocated a particular -ú chip address sequence which

is drawn from a set of e :2k tones. The address sequence is modified by a k bit data

word, forming a new .[ chip tone sequence to be transmitted. On-off keying is used

to modulate the carrier at each time chip, with the pulse error probabilities for this

type of modulation in a Rayleigh fading channel being well known [53]. By careful

choice of address hopping patterns, the frequency overlap of chips transmitted by

different users can be minimised, although even in a f¡ame synchronous system,

clashes will still occur due to the modification of the frequency address by the data.

(Note that this is a different situation to FH-DPSK).

Varying results have been obtained for this form of transmission scheme. Initial

results [40] were promising, with far greater capacity than that of FH-DPSK, but

later papers have been less enthusiastic about its potential. It appears [43,44,45,46]

that the number of users possible in an asynchronous, multicell envilonment is

significantly less than that of an isolated cell, to the extent that the capacity is not

significantly more than that of an equivalent FDM system. The cases of synchronous

and asynchronous opelation have been investigated for both isolated and multiple

cells, and hence no further work on this system will be presented in this thesis.

Results from othel authors will be quoted for purposes of comparison.
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1. Isolated Cell

Yue has analysed this system for the cases of the hard decision receiver, and

his results substantially agree with those of Goodman et alla}]. He has also

examined the performance with a linear receiver and a receiver with soft lim-

iting of the energy detector outputs before linear combining [38]. The results

for the numbers of users which result on average in a bit error rate of 10-3

for each user are given below. The information bit rate is 32 kbit/s and total

available bandwidth is 20 MHz as for the FH-DPSI( case.

No. of users EblNo dB
30l 20115

Soft Limiter
Hard Limiter
Linear

238

188

10

56

1

1

1 5

9

91

,)t)

6

Agusti et al l44l have performed an alternative analysis, modelling the interfer-

ence as a Poisson point process, and taking in to account the effect of adjacent

channel interference.

No. of users EblNo dB
30l 25l 20l 15

No adjacent channel interference
A acent channel interference

170

113

140

90

108

58

65

<30

2. Multiple Cells

This has been examined by Agusti et aI144,45,46] for the case of signal power

attenuation with distance -as d-3'5 and standard deviation of the lognormal

fading equal to 8 dB. Interference from cells surrounding the central cell was

approximated as additive white Gaussian noise, and the intra-cell intelference

as a Poisson point process.

No. of users EblNo dB
30l2blzolrr

7 cells
37 cells

1

1

6

4

15

13

14

12

10

I
Ftrrther Monte Carlo simulation by Agusti et al gave slightly better results,

indicating that the Gaussian apploximation for- intercell interfelence is pes-

simistic. It was also found that subdividing the channels into subsets fol
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allocation to cells in a clustel (as in a frequency division multiplexing system)

gave worse results, due to a lack of frequency diversity available within a cell.

No. of users EblNo dB
30l2blzolrs

7 cells 34 33 30 22

3. Effect of lognormally distributed shadowing

The effect of lognormal shadowing on capacity reduction has also been ex-

amined. Nguyen [52] gives the following number of users in the hard decision

system, for Rayleigh fading without lognormal shadowing, and with lognormal

fading and a standard deviation of 6 dB (at the low end of the typical range).

Chip synchronism is assumed, therefore adjacent channel interference is not

considered.

No. of users EblNo dB
30l 251 20

Rayleigh, ø:0 dB
Rayleigh/Lognormal, o : 6

151

115

131

85

t02
bt)

These results are substantially equivalent to those of Bakewell [54] and others

[48].

4. Effect of Wide Coherence Bandwidths

Similar capacity reduction has also been noted for wide coherence bandwidths.

For the case of wide coherence bandwidths, results from [55] are given for

synchronous base-mobile transmission in an isolated cell, and an average signal

to noise ratio of 25 dB.

Coherence Bandwidth (MHz) 0 0.2 1.0

Number of users at P¡ : 10-ð 167 115 83-100

It is cleal that the presence of interference fi-om adjacent channels and multiple

cells has a severe effect on the error rate and capacity of the FH-MFSK systems. The

levels of usels predictecl by Agusti ale not dissimilar to those that Henry predicted

for FH-DPSK under the AWGN model, and a linear receiver'. It is therefore of

interest to know if the performance of the FH-DPSI{ system for different receiver
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structures will result in a capacitl, gain, and how the rnultiple cell situation may

affect this.

Some further improvement is possible in the figures for the FH-MF SI( system.

By exploiting the structure of the addressing schemes, further decoding can be

performed which could result in increases of up to 60% in the number of users which

may use the system at an average bit error rate of l0-3 122,411.

L.7 A Frequency Hopping, Minimum Shift l{ey-

ittg Proposal

While little has appeared in the literature on the use of fast frequency hopping

minimum shift keying (FH-MSK), Elnoubi [56] has proposed a FH-MSK system

which uses repeat coding of N chips to transmit one bit of data, and decodes using

a majority decision of the /ü chip hard decisions. Interference, as in the case of

Nettleton and Cooper, is assumed to be represented by additive white Gaussian

noise, with intensity proportional to the number of current users. Very good results

were claimed by Elnoubi; unfortunately his analysis apeears to contain some err-or-s

which completel¡' change these results. The treatment below follows that of Elnoubi,

with attention drawn to the inconsistencies in his paper.

The MSI{ modulator at the transmitter produces an output

s(t) : cos [t sú + 0(t)] (1.34)

where

o(t):rx+#ut"t kr<¿<(fr+1)" (1.35)

and øs is the carrier' (centre) frequency, u¡ : tl is the data and c¡ is a phase offset

such that the phase transition from the (fr - l)th bit to the kth bit is continuous

and d(ú) is a piecewise linear phase function of time. The differential detectol uses

the shift in phase 0(t) - 0(t -T') during the bit interval to decide the polarity of the
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sample
chips

signal
decision

Figure 1.9: Schematic dia,gram of the FH-MSK receiver

transmitted bit. After being mixed with a frequency hopping carrier, the signal in

a particuiar time chip / can be written as

s¿(ú) : cosf2r(fs + atfr\ ¡ 0(t) + ót) (I - I)r 1t 1lr (1.36)

where ø¿ is the lth integer from the frequency hopping set, fi is the separation

between the total number q of channels in the available bandwidth W, and /¡ is a

phase constant associated rvith the /th channel.

The receiver for this modulation is shown in figure 1.9. It is assumed that the

spacing between channels ¡t : IMIø is greater than the coherence bandwidth of the

channel such that each channel fades independently, and that the bandwidth ofthe

IF filter of main lobe width 2 f r is less than the coherence bandwidth such that each

channel experiences flat fading, ie

(1.37)

The following values are assumed:

l,li : 20 \IHz

R5 : 32 kb/s is the information bit rate

T : If Rb:.|y'r : 3t.25 ¡;s is the frame period

To satisfy both inequalities, r > 2qlW : q x 10-z seconds, and .À/q < 312.5 This

diffels fron Blnoubi's pa,per rvhere an incollect figure of 32 x 103 is given.

W
q

?.3".
T

Bandpass
filter

Doubly
balanced
mixer

Lowpass
filter

Delay
T

900
Phase
shift

Frequency
synthesiser

Hopping
address
generator
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After plopagation through the fast Rayleigh fading channel, the dehopped re-

ceived signal in the /th time chip is given by

r¿(ú) : z¡"(t)cosf2nfst + 0(t) + öt) - z¿"(f)sin [2trfst + 0(t) + ót]

* nt"(t) cos(2tr fst) - ry"(t) sin(2zr'lsú) (/ - 1)r 1 t I Ir (1.38)

where zb, zt" are i.i.d. zero mean Gaussian random variables representing the

signal envelope, rvith variance ol

Tùt.rflt, are i.i.d. zero mean Gaussian variables representing

interference and noise, with variance o2n.

The power spectral density of z¿. and z¿" is

5",.(f) : 5","(/) : (1.3e)

where /p is the maximum Doppler frequency.

The interference is assumed to appear as additive white Gaussian noise, with a

power spectral density 1 resulting from the signal power of all other (J - 1) mobile

users being uniformly spread across the entire bandwidth I4l. Assuming a power

control schene is in place rvhereby all signals are received with equal average power-7

, -4Q -"W:!- W 11glz (1.40)

Elnoubi assumes an ideal IF filter, rectangular in the fi'equency domain, with band-

width fz:21r, equal to the main lobe of the s\n(nf r)lþrf r) shaped spectlum

of the signal. For this IF filter, centeled on .fo, the transfer function is

( t lr-rd<V,lzl/1(/) :tô V-f"l>lf,l2l (1'41)

and therefore the noise bandwidth is /2 and o?, : I fz.

Using a lesult from [57] for differential detection of constant envelope FSK in

Rayleigh fading, the probability of a hard decision chip error P" is given by

or"

"tT-r,
0

Vlsfo
otherwise

(r.42)
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where I ^: o?l02^: qlQ - 1) is the avera,ge signal to noise ratio

p"(") is the a,utocorrelation of a quadrature noise component at time r
p"(r) is the autocorrelation of the inphase signal envelope at time r

The autocorrelations of the inphase signal component z¡" and. the inphase noise

component n¡" at time shift T are (equations (18) and (t9) of [S6])

The chip erlor plobability is then

p"(T) :
p"(T) :

N

D
¿=(N+t)/2

N

D
;=(N/2)+r

(i)",,' - P")'-'

(i)",,t -P.)*-' Nodd

ly' even

(1.43)

(r.44)

(1.46)

(r.47)

1 tt _tJ:'(2rfp\ I tr.nr)P":ill¡;rl
The probability of bit error for a given value of signal to noise ratio, for a simple

repeat-.f{ code is

Pu

P6 i(i,r)r!/2çt - P")*/"

+

and not simply equation (21) of [56], which is

P6 -- Ë (i) p:0 - P")*-o
i=N/2

The resulting curve for a chip error probability versus signal to noise ratio is shown

in figure 1.10.

Elnoubi displays separate curves for P6 versus f for N : l2rl4rl5, and 16.

Points taken from his curves are shown in figure 1.11. However, for a repeat coding

system with hard decisions, the curve for P6 with ,À/ : i and i odd, will always be

exactly equal to the curvefor- P6 with.^{ : i+ 1. The distance of the code is l/ and

therefore the err-or corlection capability is l, where I is the lalgest integel less than
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ol equal to (l/ -I)l2.As Elnoubi's lesults show sepa,r-ate curves for successive odd

and even values of .ðy', it would seem that the results fi'om Elnoubi are in error. The

correct results from equations 1.46 and 1.47 ale plotted in figure 1.11, and it can be

seen that the bit error rates obtained for l{ - 13, L4,I5,16 are higher than those

predicted by Elnoubi for the range of signal to noise ratios shown.

The number of users that Elnoubi claims can be supported at a bit elror r-ate

of 10-3 in an isolated cell appears to be incorrect. He gives an example of using a

l/ : 14 repeat code, which he claims requires a signal to noise ratio of f : 0.8. The

maximum value of q 1 l3l2.5lNl:22 channels. As each user requires 14 channels

(each chip is sent on a different channel), this means that the target user will interfere

heavily with any other user on the system. The chip period is r :2.2ps, which is

far too short to avoid serious degradation from typical delay spreads in urban areas.

For this system, Elnoubi obtains a capacity of 60 users. In fact, assuming that the

white Gaussian interference approximation holds for so few channels, the signal to

noise ratio necessary for a ly' : 14 repeat code at P6: 10-3 is 4.0d8 : 2.51 and

hence the number of interferers would be J - | : qf I x 8.

For a comparison with a FH-DPSI{ system with white Gaussian interference

assumed, let I/ take the values .fy' : 3,5,7, resulting in the shortest chip peliod

being 4.4¡ts. Then the signal to noise ratios required and the number of users

J : qll -|- 1 supported at 4 : 10-3 are summarised in table 1.3.

Repeat
¡/

signal-to-noise
fdB

No. of users

J
3

5
ry
I

14.0

9.6
7.4

5
ry
I

9

Table 1.3: Number of users at P6 = 10-3 possible in FH-MSI{ system under white Gaussian

interference model

The FH-DPSI{ system of Cooper and Nettleton, analysed by I{enry [25], can
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FH-MSK, hard AWGN
1.000

0.001
-10 010

Signal-to-noise ratio (dB)
20 30

Figure 1.10: Chip error rate of the FH-MSK receiver, with ideal Rayleigh fading and

AWGN.

FH- hard N AWGN
100

10-2

10-3

104

l0-5

10-6

-20 -10 010
Signal-to-noise ratio (dB)

20 30

Figure 1.11: Bit error rate of the FI{-MSI{ teceiver, rvith ideal Rayleigh fading and AWGN,

using repeat-i[ coding.
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support 58 users under the white Gaussian noise model in an isolated cell with

fast fading, and hence is far superior to this FH-N{SK system. It is noted that the

formula (1.45) for chip error simplifies to Voelcker's formula for differential detection

of DPSK [58] which implies that for hard decisions, in fading and additive white

Gaussian noise, FH-MSK and FH-DPSK will have similar performance, with the

difference in performance dependent on the characteristics of the IF filter. However,

later results will indicate that the performance which may be acheived for FH-DPSK

with another receiver is far better than that derived here for FH-MSK.



Chapter 2

FI{-DPSK Diversity in Fading

and AWGN

This chapter considers the use of diversity for the FH-DPSK system using the linear

receiver in a Rayleigh fading and additive white Gaussian interference environment.

Nerv results are obtained by applying several well-known diversity methods, the

results of which are compared to those obtained from the form of diversity proposed

by Nettleton and Cooper 1241. It is found that the conventional diversity approaches

provide better performance, although extra complexity in the receiver wouid be

required.

2.I Systern Model

As signals in white Gaussian noise ale being considered, the method of Nettleton

and Cooper' [9] rvas used. The approaches taken by Henly [25] and Yue [26] are not

suitable for analysing correlated fading, as they rely on the independence of each

frequency channel in the solution. On the other hand, the approach taken by Net-

tleton and Cooper is convenient to deal with because the correlated fading variables

ma¡' be incorpolated sirnply into the expression for the evaluation of probability of
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error by Monte Carlo methods

It is noted that the results of Nettleton and Cooper are somewhat pessimistic

compared to those of Yue for the case of independent fading on each channel. This

stems from the assumption that the combiner outputs are independent, whereas they

are actually correlated. As the same procedure is used here, it is to be expected

that the results may also be pessimistic for the case of correlated fading on each

channel. However, the results derived in this section are useful as a guide to the

relative performance of the different diversity systems. The results also suppose that

the diversity schemes can be implemented, although this may be difficult to achieve

in practice.

Consider a frequency hopping signal transmitted over L :2k frequencies as:

s(t) : d(t)t/2Srect,(t - Ir) cos(2rf¡t) / : 0, 1,..., L - r (2 r)

where

Lr:
rect"(ú) :

ft

? is the frame period

1 if 01t1r
0 otherwise

(2.2)

(2.3)

is the /th frequency of the hopping pattern

The data is differentially encoded onto the signal with the rnth word of k bits

mapping to a corresponding codeword in the L x L Hadamard matrix .EI with

elements {h",t} - *1, /:0,...,L - 1 . The Hadamard matrixis specified bythe

relation

H* : I Y:-' !:-' I ,"ith rr
I IIu_, -Irr_, I '"..

This can be illustrated simply for the case of lc :2 as

Data II
00

01

10

1i

I
1li1 (2.4)

(i
1

-1
1

1

1

i 1)

(2.5)

Hence for the rnth fi'ame, the differential encoding is

L-r
d^(t) :

and d^t :

1

1

)ì d-¿rect,(t - lr)
J:O

d6-¡th^t

(2 6)

(2.7)
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After fading through tr Rayleigh channels, the received signal component is:

L-1
3(¿) : I JzSa*rCI¿rect,(¿ - tr) cos(2trftt * öt) (2 8)

l=O

where /¡ is a phase angle uniformly distributed on [0,22')

a¡ is a Rayleigh distributed random variable such that E[af] : t,

as poweÌ contlol is assumed to counteract shadow fading

The approach taken by Cooper and Nettleton was for the interference power to be

distributed over the entire bandwidth as additive white Gaussian noise. For a total

bandwidth W Hz and J users, the one-sided power spectral density due to the inter-

ference, negiecting the much smaller thermal noise, is therefore Àio - S(/ - L) lW.

The receiver is assumed to be a linear matched filter receiver, of the type shown

in figure 1.8. After passing through the delay line, the received signal passes through

matched bandpass filters, with impulse responses

,
h¡(t) : lrect"(ú) cos2rf¿(r - t) (2.9)

T

The sum of the signal and white Gaussian noise, for the /th channel, can be

written at the output of the matched bandpass filter as:

r¿(t) : tÆBçt¡"¡d,*¡cos(2rf tÐ + n¡"cos(2nf¡t) I nt"sin(2rf¡t) (2.10)

where

Ttrt",rlr" are independent and identically distributed (i.i.d.) zero mean Gaus-

sian random variables with variance ol

o'* : Nsf r : s(*, t) 
at sample time f :

14/r

P(t) is the peliodic amplitude function resulting from the matched filter'.

At sample time z, Bþ): I

Itl, 0(ú(r
p(t): \2-tlr r1t12r

I o 2r<t<T

The phase and amplitude of the complex fading envelope are assurr.ed to be

unchanged over one flame, such that

a¡(t) = a¿(t - T) (2.11)
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Without loss of generality, it is assumed that the all-ones codeword c¡ is transmitted,

and the demodulator output before the lowpass filter is

yt(t) : r¡(t)r¿(t - T)

: 25a! B2(t) cos2 ,'s¿t

+ nt"(t)nr.(t - f) cos2 ,¿t + nt"(t)nt"U - D sin2 a¡t

-l Æa¡B(t)[n¡.(t) + nu(t - ")] 
cos2 a¡t

* tÆSa¡þ(¿) [rr,"(f ) * nr,(ú - 
")]sina,¡r 

cos,,¿t

* [n¡"(t)n,"(t - T) + ry"(t)ry"(ú - 
")]sinar¡ú 

cosu¡t (2.r2)

After low pass filtering,

a{t) sa? þ2(t) +
1

ln¡"(t)n¿.(t - f) + n¿"(t)n¡"(¿ - f)l2

with mean ir¡o and variance ø1,¡, given by

utl* : S a! B2 (t)

,[ 1., u r, l,t "(t) + a"(t- 
")]

ilz . "?"(t) 
t'] + s",l B'?(t) < nf" >

i"i + sal B2(t)o2"

+

.rL-l

(2.13)

(2.r4)

(2.15)

(2.18)

o'orl.

where the operation ( . ) denotes time average.

Let y(t) be the vector of -L values of y¡(ú), and the vector of linear combiner

outputs be r(t). Now the linear combiner operation is defined as

"(t) :

"¡(t) :
IIr y(t)
L-r
\ u,(t)h¡, i
l=o

(2.16)

(2.r7)0

hence

L_ I
J¿JIF

o1¡E

SP'(t)D o?h¡, : 502(t)hT F
/=O

L-r T

f "i'" : i"i.-t SB2(t)o'"h:F

where Fr : 1o3,.. .,o'r_r] and hf : [h¡o,.. .,h¡p_¡)

(2 1e)
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The receiver decides rvhich codewold was transmitted by choosing the largest

value of r¡ for j : 0,...,L - l. At this point, Nettleton and Cooper make an

assumption that the combiner outputs r¡ aÍe independent, as the noise terms fr-om

the quadratic detector outputs yt ate independent and have a distribution similar

to a Gaussian distribution, and the combiner uses an orthogonal transformation to

produce ø¡. This has been shown by Yue l27l to be incorrect as the î j are correlated,

but produces an upper bound.

Letting ilr(æ) be the normalized noise probability distribution, the expression for

the pairwise probability of codervord error, conditional on the fading values on each

channel, is:

P"0,, ¡r,*¡ I v rg Fï¡(ú)

:
o'irB

1 - \ú {u } d(rs,rjlF)} (2.20)

whe¡e

d(rs,r¡lP) â (top - r¡¡r)lo,,p (2.2I)

u 4 ("0(¿) - roq)lo,¡tr e.22)

The quantity d(xs,,r¡lP) is the normalized distance between the mean value of zs

and r¡, given a certain matrix iî of squared fading coefficients on each channel.

d,(xs,r¡lF) :WFffi (223)

Defining the average signal to noise ratio at sample time ¡ as f

l: sþ2(r)lo'": srf Ns: (2.24)

d(rs,x¡lF) : (h" - hj)r Fl 2

L+2th:F (2.25)

With the assumption of independence of the rr', the probability of elror in any

of the (L - I) pairwise decisions can be derived as

E6 I(

^/" 
2K

pQ) II ú {, + d(xs, r¡lP)}du
L-7

P"tr: r- I- j=1
(2.26)
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The noise terms in the combiner outputs are

As this involves an -L-fold integlation, numerical integlation by techniques such

as Simpson's rule is not a lealistic option. Instead, Monte Carlo averaging is carried

lr.¡"(t)n¿.(t - r) + n¡"(t)n¿"(¿ - ?)l + [l',p(t)[n¿.(r) 
* n¡"(t- t)f 

)

For the fading case, the probability of error is conditional on the values of the

fading coefficients. The codeword probability of error becomes

P. : r - lr* Ir- . lo* n@'o, o?, . . ., o'r-,.) [r - e¡.] daf,, dal. . . do|-,, (2.31)

L-rt
i=O

(;

with variance
L_I L_L

"",:Do'up:D"î(i+tof) (2.27)
l=O l=O

For low signal-to-noise ratio f , the non-linear part of the noise, of form t?!-;t rùtJtrrz¡

dominates. For high values of f, the Gaussian part, of form >?!;tn¿" dominates.

Use of the non-Gaussian probability density results in a worst case estimate. The

probability density function of the non-Gaussian part of the noise is known [59] (in

error in [24])

p(€) ¿r-G/z) yç"_(1/r)({)

- ,fr(L - r)lzL-(r/2)
: p(-4) (2.28)

where I{t-(tlz)(()isthemodifiedBesselfunctionof thesecondkindoforder L-(112)

[60] F"-r'i ,,,i'- t t,tì! ,,, (z.zs)KuGø(€, : 
I uu' þ_-WÈ _, _ k)!(2€)e

The distribution function ü(ø) is

ü(o) : r-|,*p{)d'€ (2.30)

., _ 1 .-"'S'-.!' (L_ l+r\tn,L-r-r-j
'- zL(L - r)t- þ- -L--

€>0

€<0

The probability of codeword error can now be computed. For the non-fading

case, the elements of the matrix .F are always unity, and the equation 2.26 n;ray be

evaluated by numerical integration, as in [2a].
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out, whereby a large number of variates with the appropriate distribution ale gen-

erated and the probability of error evaluated repeatedly for the sequence of values.

The average plobability is then taken over all trials. For the case where the channels

fade independently the variables afr, ...,a|q are exponentially distributed and may

be generated simply from a independent set of random variables {r¡} distributed

uniformly on [0, 1).

al : -lnx¡ (2.32)

P'r(z) : e-z (2.33)

p,(a) : 2e.e-o' (2.34)

From the codeword probability of error P", the bit error probability may be obtained

as

pu: !1p. (2.35)
lJ _L

Following the above procedure to obtain P6 produced the same results as those

given in lzal (results fol the no fading and Rayleigh fading cases are shown later for

comparison with other results in figures 4.2 and 4.3).

2.2 Modelling 'Wide Coherence Bandwidth

Fading

When the fading variables are not independent, it is necessary to generate sets

of fading variables with the correct correlation. Consider the most general case,

where trvo antennae are spaced a distance ( : uto metres apart, rvhele u is the

vehicle speed. The correlation between the trvo envelopes as a function of frequency

separation A/ and time shift ús, or equivalently spatial shift (, is given bV [2]

p(a.f ,to) : r3
r+2r\,frj - 1+ (Lf lB.),

where T¿ is the channel mean delay spread (assuming an exponential

distribution)

(( r3f nto)2tr fo2tr e lr) (2.36)
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-rs(z)is the Bessel function of the first kind, order zero

f n is the maximum Doppler frequency

u,4 ¡zoTo)-'

is the coherence bandwidth, the frequency separation at which

the correlation between envelope magnitudes is 0.5. Note that

two definitions are commonly used for coherence bandwidth

[2], and this version r/vas chosen over the the alternative used

inl24l,where phase correlation is 0.5, as correlated amplitude

fluctuations are the cause of high error rates, and not phase

correlation.

Consider the case of envelopes at two frequencies ft, h and separation

Lf : Ír.- Ír, with no time or spatial shift. ie from the same antenna. If 
"iztht 

i"

transmitted, from section 1.1.1 the received signal is (where ft denotes real palt)

fr,1"{t)ei2"r,') : n [(", * iuù"i'"rúl

: ft [a¿(r¡ei{2Íit+eùf es7)

where d? : r? +y? and 0¡ : arg(øl+7y¡). T¡e variables at a,re Ral'leig¡ distributed

p(o): f "-"/'ao

and d¡ is uniformly distributed on l0,2tr).

The envelope magnitudes a1, d2 àre required to be correlated in accordance with

equations (1.17)-(1.19). Norv

Elolo.ll e[("î +yïþi+yÐ)
Elr'?rrl) + F,lr?y'rl + E[riyi1 + nly?y3l (2.38)

Expanding out terms

E[a2rfi] ølnilølxil * ZE[x 1 r 2l E [r 1 12]

b?o

nÍviv3)

(2.3e )
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(2.40)

(2.4r)

(2.42)

(2.43)

(2.44)

(2.45)

Hence

Efalal]:4bZ

The covariance of ar2 and a! is

Cov(of , "7) 
: nlalo|,l - n[af]n[o]l

P['?] -Elolf,l - 2bo

hence

Paj: r + (Lf lB")2

Let a set of complex Gaussian variables be defined as

Cov(al, al) : frr'; (fffiffi)
(2bo)'

L + (Lr lB.)2

The variables of, al are exponentially distributed

p(or) : "-il,''o'
zoo

and have a correlation coefficient

1

(2.46)

(2.47)

xo * JAo

rr-t I JAr-t

(2.48)

The covariance matrix is

C :Efzz*t] : [.,"]

crs : E[(r, + jy,)(*" - jy")]

u"- f, )lB"

(2.4s)

(2.50)

where

: Zlto
1 + (,f" - r")r lB?
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Therefore
2boc'":TTTËiJfd (2'51)

C is a positive definite Hermitian matrix as crs : cT" and can be factored into

C : TT"T . Letting z : T?D,, where the elements of u; are independent complex

Gaussian variables

E[zz*r] 

: 
t'Tr::.'"i;: 

e,2)

If it is arranged such that Eltou*rl: I (identity matrix), then the complex Gaus-

sian trl; : ui I ju¿ is such that u¿ and ui are independent, and

E["¿] : E[u;] :0 (2.53)

nl"?l : ølu!l: rlz (2.54)

The matrix ? may be chosen to be lower triangular

0 0úoo

úroT_ tn0

t6-¡1r,-t¡ tg-t¡e-r)

Since TT*r : C, for the first row of ?

tïo : coo :2bo

úooúio : %, so trs:crsftss for r:1r...rL-1

For the following rows, it can be shown that

c," - li-] tint,¿

t""
tr" r:s*1,...rL-L

(2.55)

(2.56)

(2.57)

(2.58)

t s¿t
s-1I
i=0

t (2.5e)ss c""

The procedure used to generate .L correlated values of af can be summarised as

1. Find ? by above equations

2. Generate tr pairs of independent, zelo-mean Gaussian variables u¿, u¡ each with

variance bo: I12, to form w such that tl¿ : ut * jut
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3. Form the correlated cornplex Gaussian vector z : Tta

4. Form the L values of al : lz¡12

2.3 Diversity Systerns

The form of diversity proposed by Nettleton and Cooper, which shall be refer-red

to "alternate antenna/channel diversity", requires that adjacent frequency channels

used by the receiver be fed from alternate antennae. If the separation between

antennae is adequate, the correlation between the signal envelopes from each antenna

will be negligible. The corlelation between frequency channels an odd number of

channels apart will therefore be effectively reduced by the correlation po between

antennae, and hence may be made vely small. This form of diversity was investigated

by [2a] and results were duplicated here for comparison with other forms of diversity.

In addition to the form of diversity proposed by l2a), there exist several types of

diversity which have been investigated for use in FM mobile radio systems.

1. Maximal ratio combining: signals from the branches fed by different antennae

are co-phased, then weighted proportionally to their signal voltage to noise

power ratio and summed before being demodulated.

2. Equal gain combining is a simpler for¡n of diversity. Instead of maximising

the output signal to noise ratio by adjusting the weighting on each branch,

equal gains are used. Per-forrnance is not much worse than for maximal ratio

combining, and no knowledge of the signal to noise ratio is required.

3. Selection diversity is where the signal to noise ratio of the M branches is

monitored constantly and the signal is selected from the antenna u'ith the

best signal to noise latio. In practice, signal strength is used a a guide to

signal to noise latio.
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4. Switched divelsity cotntnonly uses two antennae. If the instantaneous signal

envelope from the antenna undel current use dlops below a particulal thresh-

old, the receiver srvitches to signals from the other antenna. The probability

of both antennae being in a fade simultaneously is very low. The performance

is inferior to selection diversity.

The application of these dive¡sity systems to the FH-DPSK system provides new

results and may be compared with the results of Nettleton and Cooper to obtain a

measure of the relative performance with correlated and uncorrelated fading. Prac-

tical implementation of some of the diversity schemes is likely to be quite complex.

However, the modelling of such a system gives a guide to what performance improve-

ments would be expected if such a system could be built. Modelling this situation

can be achieved quite simply by an adaptation of the method of [9].

From previous discussions, the signal component envelopes at the output of two

matched bandpass filters at a particular frequency l, corresponding to a two branch

diversity scheme, are

r¡,(f) : rÆa¡rB(t)

r¡,(t) : tÆSa¿,p(t¡

Simulating switching diversity would require the values of fading used in the evalua-

tion to be correlated in time as well as frequency. This is not possible to incorporate

into the method being used here. Selection diversity is easily modelled: the two

values of r¿ are generated and the larger chosen - this corresponds to choosing the

larger value of o¿. In practice, the system would require two sets of delay lines and

matched filters. Both branch signals would have to be stored for a a complete frame

in order to compare the phases for the differential decoding to function on switch-

ing, or else errors would result on cut-over. The program assumes that individual

channels can be picked from each antenna, which is the best possible scenario.

For maximal ratio combining, the rule is that the two signals are co-phased and

combined such that the resultant envelope magnitude on each channel is
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r : arrrtt i abrb. The optimum value of a¿, to maximise the signal to noise ratio

is given bV [2] arj:rtjl<"? > , where <n! > is the noise yarianceon the

jth branch at the lth frequency. Assuming that the noise level on each branch at a

particular frequency will be equal,

o,,:U (2.60)ol

Now the total signal to noise ratio of the maximal ratio combined signal is the sum

of the component signal to noise ratios. Considering one frequency channel only,

with the weights allocated to each of the inputs being a1 ar'd a2,,

Total SNR : SNRI + SNR2

: '? *"'2oZ' 2o?^

(or"r + azrz)2

2ol(al + o,7)

2

ch\ + o,2r2) -1t
n2o

a?, + a2,

12*

2"'"

The effective envelope magnitude r- used is

o,1t'y ! o,2r2
,m

al + a2,

ø111 (1 i (azr2) lþ¡1))

"r1ft + lor¡ "¡
T1 I * (o,2lo')2

| * (a2f a1)2

T1 I ! (a2f a1)2

: 'Æ Bqt¡¡"? + "'r1'r'

Hence to model maximal ratio combining, it is sufficient to form ol and a2, for

each channel and to use the combined value o'^: a2, + a2, in the evaluation of

equation (2.26).

For the case of equal gain combining, on each channel the envelope and SNR is

7-e rt*rz
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SNR
(rt + rr)'

2(2ol)
('Æ p(t))'(o, + o.r)'

6ÆBçt¡¡',
2o'"

a2":(q+a2)2lZ (2.61)

is used in the evaluation of probability of error

The envelopes from the two antenna are assumed to have zero cross-correlation.

This is the optimum situation, but is reasonably well approximated in practice, as

the antennae on vehicles may be separated by several wavelengths of the carrier.

2.4 Results

Evaluation of the probability of error, given by equation2.3l, took place at points

of bit-energy-to-noise-density ratio E6//ü6 spaced 0.5 dB apart, with 100 iterations

of the Monte Carlo evaluation of the probability of error being used to obtain a

mean value. To speed up the plogram execution, the distribution function i[(r)
of the noise terms was computed once only and a cubic spline fitted and used in

the program, with no significant loss of accuracy. Results were obtained for various

coherence bandwidths, with the ratio of coherence bandwidth to total available

bandwidth being set to B.lW - 0.01,0.05,0.1. The case of B.fW < 0.01 (shown

as B.f W : 0.00 in the figures) corresponds to the case where flat fading is assumed

to occur over each channel and each channel fades independently: the ideal fading

conditions used by lza] in the multiple narrowband model. The frequency channels

were assumed to be separated by a bandwidth A.f : WlL.

These results are shown in figures 2.I-2.3. As the individual points on each

curve exhibited a degree of unceltainty, owing to the finite number (100) of Monte

2(2ol)

)'

Hence eLrd2 are generated and the value
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Carlo iter-ations usecl to obtain each point, a foulth order polynornial rvas fitted to

the points by a weighted least mean squares technique. The weighting used on each

point was inversely proportional to the variance of the point around its mean value,

and effectively weighted each point by its reliability. The sensitivity of the fitted

curves to fluctuations in results caused by different seeds is not great, as evidenced

by the series of graphs, figules 2.4-2.6,, of results for two seeds for the case of fading

with no diversity and increasing coherence bandwidths. In addition, each of the

simulations in the diversity comparison used the same initial seed for the random

generator, so the performance of the diversity systems is simulated for an identical

set of input conditions, and hence the interpolated curves can be expected to be

positioned fairly accurately with respect to one another.

For the ideal fading case where each cha,nnel fades independently, the gain using

the Nettleton and Coopel method is nil. The maximal ratio combining results are

almost as good as for the case of reception with no fading and a single antenna. The

equal gain combining and selection diversity performance results are progressively

about half a decibel \ryorse than the maximal ratio combining results at bit error

rate of 10-3. When the coherence bandwidth is increasedtoS% of the total band-

width, all the curves show a degradation in performance. The traditional diversity

methods still produce better results than the ideal channel, no diversity case. The

alternate antenna/channel diversity scheme does improve on the no-diversity results,

but not by a large amount, and is significantly worse than the traditional diversity

techniques. In particular, the use of selection diversity, which does not requile co-

phasing (rvhich is likely to be very difficult to implement), can be seen to give better.

results. In system component terms, however, the alternate antenna/channel di-

versity schemes do make a significa,nt improvement on the no-diversity with srnall

hardware and implementation costs.

This trend is continued fol the case where B"fW : 0.10. It is obvious that

wide coherence bandwidths do have a significant effect on the number of users that

may use the system, as the required hlNo to maintain a Pb:10-3 is significantly

increased. As frequency hopping transmission r-elies on the independence of the
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Figure 2.1: Bit error rates of the diversity schemes for two antennae, rvith uncorrelated

Rayleigh fading on each channel.
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Figure 2.2: Bit error rates of the diversity schemes for two antennae, with correlated

Rayleigh fading on each channel, B.lIry = 0.05.
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Figure 2.3: Bit error rates of the diversity schemes for two antennae, with correlated

Rayleigh fading on each channel, B]W = 0.10.
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on each channel, B.lW : 0.05.
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channels to obtain frequency diver-sity, this is not unexpected, but it shows a need

for divelsity if full capacity is to be maintained and the fading channel is subject

to wide coherence bandwidths. However, if diversity systems are to be consider-ed,

the performance improvements to frequency hopped transmission are far less than

can be gained for conventional frequency division multiplexed systems, and involve

much greater complexity.

As the above results are derived purely for transmission through fading channels

with additive white Gaussian noise (in [2a] the AWGN interference model was as-

sumed), they can only be used as a guide to the best performance in the presence of

tone interferers. Under the tone interferer model, the average E6f Ns at the receiver

would be at least 15 dB which would give a very low error probability in the absence

of interference. On the downlink (base to mobile), user sequences within a cell could

be arranged to be orthogonal, and therefore be received without interference. The

above results would apply to this situation.

The ultimate effect of very wide coherence bandwidths is equivalent to shadow

fading, and the trend shows that large shadow fading variations will cause severe

problems for reception. Of course, shadow fading is a comparatively long time scale

effect, which extends over a large area. Diversity will only mitigate the effect of

shadow fading very slightly. Othel than power control, the only possible counter

to shadow fading is by switching to another base station when the average signal

strength drops below a threshold. Depending on the locations of the vehicle and

the surrounding base stations, this may not improve the situation, and thus it can

be seen that shadow fading is as much a problem for frequency hopping as for

conventional FDM systems.



Chapter 3

Sirnulation Theory and Strategy

3.1- Why Simulation?

The analysis involved in frequency hopping schemes involves a great many variables,

such as frequenc¡ time delays and fading magnitude and phase for the desired signal,

interferers and noise. To manage the complexity of the mathematics and obtain

tractable expressions and hence results, it is necessary to make some approximations

and assumptions as to the nature of quantities such as the sums and products of

random variables. It may be thought that a large number of random variables

would in fact enable better approximations to be made via the central limit theorem

and other such devices. However, as has been poìnted out in [26], the automatic

assumption of Gaussian statistics can lead to results which are quite different to

those produced by a truer estimate. Therefore in assessing the performance of

different receivers in different fading environments, it is important to have a set of

base assumptions which a-r-e common to all situations.

This has not been the ca,se in the rvork published in FH-DPSK systems. In

particular, the cases of hard-limited combining and band-pass hard-limiting are

both claimed to give rnuch better results than the linear receiver. While an analytic

formulation for the receiver with hald decisions on each chip exists, the same is not
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true for the situation where the receiver has hard-limiters after the bandpass filters

and before the quadratic detector-s,, and linearly combines the detector outputs [37].

For this receiver, Matsumoto and Cooper derived a rather complex expression for the

output for the hard limiter and then made some unsupported assumptions as to the

Gaussian nature of the detector outputs and their independence. The result was an

integral expression for the probability of bit error which still required Monte Carlo

simulation to evaluate, using the assumed distributions for various parameters. The

question that must be raised is how does this model compare with the hard decision

decoding case? Matsumoto and Cooper assumed a noiseless system and overlapping

frequency channels with single interferers appearing randomly somewhere within the

main lobe of the channel bandpass filters. Due to the formulation of the problem,

it is not easy to either compare the results ol to obtain an estimate of the number

of users who may use the system for the pre-detection hard-limiting receiver.

The advantage enjoyed by a direct simulation is the flexibility in modelling while

maintaining a constant set of base assumptions. Small changes to the program are

all that is necessary to model the different types of receiver. In addition, by includ-

ing correlation between the consecutive samples of the complex fading envelope, it
is possible to study if this is an important effect, as it has been found to cause an

irreducible error rate for single channel DPSK transmission. This continuity in time

means the burst error behaviour of the system can be observed. This is important

if considering other coding schemes, such as convolutional or concatenated schemes.

For these reasons, a series of simulation programs were written to model the re-

ception of frequency hopping signals transmitted through the urban mobile radio

channel. As each program is for-mulated in a, r'ea,sonably modular fashion, a var.iety

of coding schemes may be incorporated without too much effort.

Another use of the simulation is simply checking how close the analysis and

derived upper bounds ar-e to the real performance for the different models. The

simulation can be extended to model as large a system as desired, (dependent on

the amount of computing power and time available). In this fashion, new light can

be shed on the performance of the different systems in a multiple cell context.
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Figure 3.1: Simulation choices and assumptions in modelling the FH-DPSK mobile radio

system.

3.2 Simulation Structure

The FH-DPSK system has many parameters which may be set independently, re-

sulting in many system configurations available for simulation. However, some com-

binations of system variables are of more interest than others, and hence these cases

were simulated. The system parameters and assumptions made with each choice

are shown in figure 3.1. These assumptions determine what variables need to be

simulated and how they are represented. For example, the assumption of uplink

po\ryer control within a cell means that all transmissions from the mobile to the

base are received with equal power, as the shadow fading and attenuation effects

are counteracted. Thus within an isolated cell, attenuation and shadow fading on

the uplink is set to a constant value of unity and can thus be ignored. Downlink

transmission rvithin isolated cell assumes that frame synchronism exists, implying

that no interference from other users within the cell is recorded. (In fact, some rvill
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exist due to delay spread, but this is ignored.) Hence only the effects of fading and

additive tvhite Gaussian noise are modelled; note that this is the situation assumed

by the AWGN interference model.

For the case of multiple cells, it is assumed that power control exists on the uplink

between users and their respective current base stations. Thus all transmissions

from within a cell are received with the same power. If the users' transmissions are

received asynchronously, such that an interfeling chip has a fractional overlap of e

with respect to the target user's chip, it can be shown that [23] the envelope of the

interfering signal is multiplied by e in the case of co-channel interference, and by

[sin(rAler)]l(trLf er) in the case of interference from an adjacent channel located

A/ away. Signals from outside the central cell are received with attenuation and

shadow fading, adjusted to account for the power control within their respective

home cells.

When dealing with a large number of channels and users as found in a frequency

hopping multiple access scheme, it is important to model the parameters in the most

efficient way. Failure to do so results in unrealistic run times, and even the most

efficient code must run for a large amount of CPU time to get accurate Monte Carlo

estimates of error rates around the level of Pu : l0-a-10-5. Techniques such as im-

portance sampling [61] have been developed to speed up simulations. Unfortunately,

while these techniques have found wide use in satellite and optical fibre transmission

modelling, their use in a frequency hopping situation does not seem to be clearcut.

The number of variables which interact in complex and sometimes non-linear ways

mean that changing the variance of one or more parameters by a known amount

(done to create more error events in a given time) has an unpredictable effect on

the error rate. For this reason, this technique was not used in this simulation.

The method chosen to simulate the system is to consider the transmissions of a

single user, modelling the cornplex envelopes of the de-hopped carriers at the output

of the IF bandpass filters. Each channel is assumed to experience fast fading with

independent Rayleigh statistics, with the local mean signal amplitude determined
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by attenuation and shadow fading. As the local mean remains constant for the sim-

ulation duration, the Rayleigh envelope may be generated with unity average power

and then multiplied by factors for signal-to-noise ratio and attenuation/shadow fad-

ing to give the correct signal magnitude. Interferers are modelled as independent

Rayleigh fading tones located within a channel with their own shadow fading and

with a hopping sequence timing overlap referred to that of the target user.

In this simulation program, only one sample per time chip is used to represent the

signal. This corresponds to modelling the signal at the time of peak output from the

matched bandpass filter of a the form of receiver described by Nettleton and Cooper,

shown in figure 1.8. Alternatively, the signal can be viewed as being modelled at

the sample times of a correlation receiver as shown in the next chapter, figure 4.1.

As the program does not trace the wavefolm in each chip, ideal threshold detection

and negligible intersymbol interference are assumed. It is also assumed that the

user's transmissions can be acquired and symbol timing maintained. However., all

analyses have assumed these properties. The issue of sample timing is discussed in

[24], where it was concluded that the probability of threshold errors is at least an

order of magnitude lower than the bit error rate and hence is not a significant source

of error. Practical considerations also intervene here, as experience shows that only

one sample per chip can be taken in order to have reasonable run times.

Each frequency channel used by the target user is treated as an independent

entity. For each frequency therefore, a store of information is kept in a record

structure consisting of the user number, slow fading envelope multiplier, and curlent

fast fading generation coefficients. In addition, a pointer is kept to a linked list of

other records corresponding to interferers present within that channel. This situation

is pictured in figule 3.2.

The presence of other users in the system may be specified in two ways. For the

isolated cell with the uplink being modelled and chip synchronism assumed, the case

treated by Yue [35], intelferers nìay be explicitly specified to be present in cer-tain

frequencies. This enaìrles assessment of the performance of the various types of
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Figure 3.2: Structure of linked lists of records used to hold information for users in each

frequency channel.
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receivers under iclentical conditions. Altelnatively, the nurnber of interferers may be

specified and their positions allocated at random from a uniform distribution over

the area. In this case, if frame synchronism exists, the user sequences are chosen from

a one-coincidence set in such a way as to minimize the cross-correlation. This results

in no interference for all practical numbers of users. If chip or no synchronism is

specified, the frequency hopping address vectors are chosen from a one-coincidence

address set with a shift that is a random variable uniformly distributed over the

hopping sequence period. A search is conducted to find all frequency clashes with

the sequence of the target user. When a clash is detected, the parameters relating

to that particular interferer are generated in an identical fashion to those of the

target user, except that the interferer is only present in one frequency channel. The

interferer record is then inserted into a linked list stemming from the appropriate

frequency record of the target user. As many interferers as necessary may be chained

together in the list representing a particular frequency channel.

The procedure for initializing the uplink simulations may be summarized as

follows:

1. If random assignment of users is being used, generate position (uniform distri-

bution over area), speed (uniform distribution over 10-110 km/hr) and hop-

ping sequence of each user, and generate overlaps in whole chips and fractions

of a chip between the target user's hopping sequence and those of the other

USCIS

2. If multiple cells are being moclelled, generate shadow fading variables for trans-

missions received from users in other cells (assuming power control means that

shadow fading is set to 1.0 for the target user's home cell).

3. Check for clashes between the hopping sequences of the target user and all

other users. If the hopping sequences are allowed to be entirely asynchronous

(as opposed to chip synchronous, where the sequences are randomly shifted

by an integral numbel of chips), adjacent channel interference will occul as

well as the co-channel intelference. Adjacent channel interference is taken as
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occurring when anoth,el use-i is present in a cha,nnel immediately next to that

of the target useL, fol some fraction of the target user's chip period.

4. I1 a clash occurs, the shadow fading coefficient is adjusted in proportion to

the fractional chip overlap and whether- it is co-channel or adjacent channel

interference. An entry describing the interferer's state (ie user number, ad-

justed shadow fading, Rayleigh fading variables) , is generated in the linked

list for that frequency. For the isolated cell, chip synchronous simulation with

interferers specified to be in particular arrangements, only this last step is

performed.

Similarly, dorvnlink initialization follows a similar sequence:

1. If random assignment of users is being used, allocate the hopping sequence

of each user, and generate overlaps in whole chips and fractions of a chip

betrveen the hopping sequence of the central base station (communicating with

the target user) and transmissions from other base stations. The hopping

sequences lvithin a cell are frame synchronous, hence no interference comes

from within the central cell (for less users than the total number of channels

in the band).

2. If multiple cells are being modelled, generate shadow fading variables for trans-

missions received from all base stations.

3. Check for clashes between the hopping sequences of the target user and all

other users. As the hopping sequences from foreign base stations are asyn-

chronous rvith respect to the target user's sequence, adjacent channel inter-

ference will occur as well as co-channel interference. Only the first adjacent

channels on each side are consider-ed to provide significant interference.

4. lf a clash occurs, the shadow fading coefficient is adjusted in proportion to the

fractional chip overlap and whether it is co-channel or adjacent channel inter-

ference. An entry describing the interferer''s state (ie user number, adjusted
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shadow fading, Rayleigh fading variables) , is generated in the linked list for

that frequency.

The coefficients for each flequency for the target user and interferers are used to

generate a set of initial values for the signals received during an assumed previous

frame. Once all the preliminary variables have been set, the simulation proceeds to

model the reception of successive codewords until enough errors have been counted

or the maximum number of codewords sent. This process is illustrated by the flow

chart in figure 3.3.

The message bits or symbols are generated from the appropriate uniformly dis-

tributed symbol set by a pseudo-random number generator with good correlation

properties. The ISML random number generator was used for most simulations,

because of its proven lack of bias and long sequence length [62].

The message bits are then encoded into the appropriate code bits for transmis-

sion. The code bits are used to specify the differential coding between the previous

transmission and the current one at the particular frequency in the cycle. This cor-

responds to a 0 or zr radians phase shift of the carrier, or alternatively as used here, a

f 1 multiplication of the complex envelope. New values for the inphase and quadra-

ture components of the complex envelope at the particular frequency are generated

for the target signal, and multiplied by the appropriate slow fading coefficient. The

linked list of interferers is then followed, with each interferer envelope being updated

and multiplied b5' the slow fading modifier and by _þ1 randomly to simulate the data

encoding, before being added to the sum. The inphase and quadrature components

of the total complex fading envelope are scaled by the signal to noise ratio and

then have zero-mean Gaussian noise added. This noise is simple to generate by

a number of methods. Again, for convenience and to ensure uncorrelated samples

and lack of bias in the samples, the IMSL software library was used, generating

values by the inverse cumulative distribution method. (This is not necessary: a

more portable package could have been ploduced by writing the relevant unifor.rn

and Gaussian random valiate generation loutines. Algorithms for such procedures
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with good randomness proper-ties a,re well known, for example [63,6a].)

Finally, the complex envelope is multiplied by the delayed envelope from the

previous frame in a quadratic detector. This consists simply of multiplying the

two in-phase components together and the two quadrature components together,

and then summing the two products. This output is then stored in a register until

all the chips necessary to form a unit of the inner most decoding cycle have been

received, and a decision made on the contents of all the registers. Each time a

code bit is transmitted, the frequency channel is incremented around the frequency

hopping cycle by one channel. Note that the number of channels need not necessarily

equal a particular coding cycle length.

3.3 Simulation of Fast Fading

The most widely used model for fast fading on an urban radio channel at UHF is that

of Clarke [7], discussed in section 1.1.1. Many other models have also been proposed,

using such random variable distributions as the Suzuki, Weibull, and Nakagami-nz

distributions [65] to model the variability of the received signal. Aulin [66] has

also produced a three-dimensional extension to Clarke's plane model. While these

models appear to offer improved fits to much of the measured data [67,65], none of

them can claim to adequately represent the channel in all circumstances. It seems

unlikely that a single model can match the gleat diversity of fading which is exhibited

around cities and subur'ba,n areas. The Rayleigh fast-fading, lognormal shadow-

fading model has been shown to be a good fit to much measured data [5,67,68] and is

of an easily manipulated analytic form. The Weibull and Nakagami-rn distributions

are more complicated exponential distributions, and the Suzuki distribution is an

integral form which requires numerical evaluation. Thus analytically, the Rayleigh

distribution is a good choice fol the distribution of the envelope of the fast fading.

It tends to give the worst case results but is also fairly acculate in many leal life

situations.
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As with analytical models, there ha,ve been a large number of methods developed

for simulation of the ulban mobile UHF radio channel on computers. These can be

very detailed, including the effects of Doppler shift, frequency selective fading due

to time delay spread, wide coherence bandwidths, specular components and much

more. One approach has been to model streetscapes and to compute the effects of

the summation of the scattered reflections as the vehicle moves down the street.

Such models as these [69,70,71] can be made to give very similar results to real

situations, at the cost of much complexity.

What is surprising about many of these simulations is that while they often

succeed in matching their models to measured data with a high degree of precision,

in a significant number of cases there is often not much difference between their

results and those given by a simple Rayleigh fading model [65,68]. It would appear

therefore that the Rayleigh fading model, while not strictly accurate for much of

the time, is correct often enough to make it very useful and can be thought of

as a worst case model. The use of the Ra)'leigh model for both simulation and

analysis enables a comparison between the two methods of deriving results. Hence

the approach taken has been to use the Rayleigh distribution to describe the fast

fading behaviour, with a lognormal distribution for the local area mean as discussed

in section 1.1.1.

3.3.1 Generation of Rayleigh Fading Coefficients

On an individual radio channel in a bancl, fading may be characterised as being

fast or slow, and frequency selective or non-selective. All analyses of the system so

far have considered cases of slow fading, with the complex envelope not changing

between adjacent DPSK pulses. However, for the mobile channel, fast fading should

be consideled, as the cornplex envelope can change significantly over a hopping se-

quence period. In particulaL, lr'hen the magnitude of the fading envelope is sm.all,

phase excursions can be very large. The sevelity of this effect increases with max-

imum Doppler shift and leads to an ilreducible elror late for conventional DPSI(
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transrnission whereby no increase in transrnitted porvel will implove the bit euor

rate. Hence the simulation is designed to take account of this correlation between

successive fading coefficients.

The frequency selectivity of the channel is the next issue to be discussed. Mea-

sured frequency channels exhibit a coherence bandwidth of between 50kHz and

1MHz. Strictly speaking, a simulation should be able to account for the correla-

tion between frequency channels in a frequency hopping system, or alternatively

model frequency selective fading within the individual channel if required. However,

the computational load to simulate fast fading with accurate correlation across a

large number of frequency channels as well as in time, is very large and would be

difficult to run in a realistic time on any supermini type computer.

It is observed in [9] that the channels can be considered essentially independent

if the average channel separation is greatel than the coherence bandwidth, i.e.

B, <14/lL

where B" is the coherence bandlvidth, W is the total bandwidth available for hop-

ping, and -[ is the number of frequency channels in one user's cycle. Similarly, if

the individual channels have an IF filter main lobe bandwidth of 2 f r , where r is the

chip period, frequency selective fading within the band will not occur if

2fr<8.

If the two conditions are met simultaneouslr', the situation is one where each channel

experiences independent fades. flat across each channel. These assumptions will be

made for the majority of the simulation results in this thesis, and are identical to

those found in most analyses in the literature. Apart from the results of chapter 2,

more information on the degrading effects of wide coherence bandwidths on the

probability of error may be obtained fr-om [24,55,32], as it was not considered further

here. (It is found that the method used to genela,te the samples of the complex

fading envelope may be adapted to produce correlated fading by a suitable choice

of palametels. This can be used to ploduce collelated fading between fi'equency

channels if desired.) The case of frequency selective fading within a channel is
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looked at in [9], wherein it is concluded that fol nolmal values of delay splead and

coherence bandwidth, a slight degradation of the pulse will occur, causing the peak

output from the matched filter or correlator to be dirninished. The degradation in

peak output is likely to be less than 3 dB with 90% confidence. However, to model

the pulse smearing caused by this fading would require far too many samples per

waveform to be practical over the large number of frequency channels that a system

hops over.

Therefore the requirement is for a method of generating complex envelope fading

coefficients with independent statistics, with Rayleigh distributed magnitude and

uniformly distributed phase, suitably correlated in time.

A direct method is to generate the Rayleigh coefñcients (or the individual Gaus-

sian quadrature components) independently. These may be correlated by digital

filtering. Unfortunately, the digital filter would require a very large number of taps

in order to produce variables with the correct power spectral density. The compu-

tation time would therefore be unrealistic for a large number of channels.

Alternatively, Fourier transform techniques may be used; Fourier transforming

the input Gaussian variables, multiplying by the appropriate filter in the frequency

domain, and inverse transforming the resultant. Again, the disadvantage of this

method is the amount of computation required in the Fourier transforms. One way

of alleviating this is to generate a large number of data files once only, and then read

the data in as required during each simulation. The drawback of this method is the

large amount of disc storage required: fol instance, simulating a system hopping over

32 channels with 18 interferers present would require 50 independent Ra,yleigh fading

data files, of adequate length to simulate low probabilities of error. The amount of

storage required would easily exceed 50 megabytes, which was not available on the

computer systems used for simulation. As the above methods all have disadvantages,

they were not used and instead a diffelent approach was used.

Clarke's theory for the generation of a, complex fading envelope with Rayleigh

distributed magnitude and uniformly distributed phase arises from the considera-
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tion of scatterers uniformly distributed in angle around a moving vehicle. Power is

assumed to be received from all sonrces equally, and a omnidirectional antenna on

the vehicle such as a vertical whip is assumed. It seems logical thelefore to consider'

a method of generating the fading which mimics this theory. Such a model has been

described by Davis [72] and a variant of this method has also been described in [2,

chapter 1] for hardware simulation. Consider a set of n scatterers spaced uniformly

in angle around a moving vehicle, on which the receiver is mounted. Incoming signals

from the base station will be reflected by the scatterers in the immediate vicinity

and received at the vehicle. Each component wave flom the scatterer will be re-

ceived with a carrier Dopplel shift in keeping with the angle (from 0 to zr radians)

its direction of arrival subtends lvith the direction of motion of the vehicle.

Angles with magnitude less than rf2 contribute a positive Doppler shift, and

magnitude greater than r f 2 a negative Doppler shift. The scatterers may be ar-

ranged symmetrically such that they are reflected in the c and y axes, where the r

axis is in the direction of motion of the vehicle. For each signal with Doppler shift

c*.r¿, there is also one with a Doppler shift of -c,.,¿.

Assuming the signal s(t) : cos{.,.rsf was transmitted, the received signal is thele-

fore:

"(t) D [on cos((øs * u¿)t a on) * ó¿ cos((aro -,':¿)t + þ;)] (3.1)
n

i=7
fL

| ø¿ cos(u.';t * a) * ó¿ cos(a.r;t - þ¿) cos ûJsÚ

i:7

- lË ø; sin(a,;l * a¿) - b;sin(u;t - P)lsin&.,súL=;r
Choosing ai : bi gives a fading spectrum symrnetrical around {/6, and the two

components will be independent [72]. Choosing ø¿ to all be equal, such that a¿ : Il2

will give the best approximation to the Gaussian distribution for the components

for the fewest number of scattelels. Hence

ln I I' I
u(L) : lf cos 0¡cos(u;t+ó¡)lcosrrsl - Itsinú;cos(c..,¿t*ót)l sinc..,sl\ / l7=t I L7=, "'l

: nl"i'"'"çt¡f
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where ó¿ : (o, - þ;)12

0;:(a;+þ;)12

ft[.] denotes real part.

As a;, B; are independently and uniformly distributed on [0,22r), then so are þ¡,0¿

It is convenient to deal with the complex fading envelope z(f)

z(t) :Deie' cos(c.r;ú f /;) (3 2)
¿'=1

By the above analysis it is clear that there is no distinction between positive and neg-

ative Doppler frequencies, and only positive Doppler frequencies need be consideled.

Hence assuming a uniform scatterer distlibution, these frequencies are:

@i : t¿)D cos [(2i - L)r lan) radian/s (3 3)

where u)D:2Tfsuf c is the maximum Doppler shift in radian/s

u is vehicle speed in m/s

c:3 x 108 m/s is the speed of light

/¡ is the carrier frequency (in range 900-920MHz)

The phase d¿ is the phase of a component phasor corresponding to the frequencies

*u,r; in the sum. Since the phase angle of the complex envelope is uniformly dis-

tributed, d; is chosen to be uniformly distributed. As cos(ø;ú * d¿) becomes negative

periodically, it is only necessary to choose d; in the range [0,t). Therefore

{0u} :some permutation of Qi - r)r i : r. ..n
2n

As the Doppler frequencies are not linearly related, the phase angles S¡ may be

chosen arbitrarily, such æ Ó¿ :0. However, if more than one signal is desired, the

cross-correlation between the fading envelopes must be minimised.

lL

n

i:t
n

Consider two fading envelopes:

"r(t) :

,z(t) :

l¿io" cos(a;t * ör¿)

T eio" cos(ø¿f * öz¿)
i=7



The cross-correlation is given by

R",""(r) : < zt(t)zi(t* ") >
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(3 4)
TL

<leiî" cos(r.r¿ú * ót;)T eiq'* cos(c.r¡(f + r) * órt) >
i=1
n

lc=1

2 i=1

1l.i{er,-q',) cos(u¿t * ót;) cos(c..'¿(ú + r) * ó"n) >

i=1

The cross-correlation cannot be made zero for all r. It is possible however to set

the correlation to zero at, r : 0. A solution which fulfills this condition is [72]

gt¿ - 0r; : some permutation o, Qi - L)n 
(3.5)

2n

ór¿-ór¡: !! forsome o<k<n (3.6)
n

This relationship between the phases is really only of importance in the downlink

simulations where more than one user is present on a particular channel, as the

maximum Doppler frequencies for each user will be equal. For uplink simulations

where each user's maximum Doppler frequency is different, there is no restriction on

the phases. To avoid initial correlation between two users who randomiy have close

Doppler frequencies, the phases {0,ó} for each user and channel were allocated as

a random permutation as previously described.

So far the scaling of the fading envelope has been ignored. The autocovariance

IS

1
n

(3 7)R."(r) )ì .or r¿t

i=
1-t

I
fL

| ¿i(0r-02')(cos(2c..r;f I óu -f ór;) + cos(ø;z * ót; - ór;) >

1n
: l|"r(r"-or,).o"(r;, * ót;- óz;), ¿-r

2=t

with mean power j n

R""(0): 
iD,:rcos(0) 

: nf2 (3.8)

Hence for a complex envelope z"(ú) with unit average poweÌ, it is necessary to

multiply z(t) by tøn
z"(t) : ,þ¡" "p¡

An approximately Rayleigh distributed variable r can be extracted bv

r(t) : lr"(t)l

(3.e)
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with the probability density function

T12
p(r) : æ""pG n)

and E[r2] : 2b: I
E[r] : ,lçø:0.8862

It was initially stated that the point of this method of generating the fading envelope

was to impart the correct correlation ploperties to consecutive samples, ie to produce

a fading spectrum consistent with that predicted by Clarke's model. The correlation

desired for the complex fading envelope is given as (section 1.1.1)

R""(r): Jo(unr) (3.10)

The autocorrelation of the normalized complex fading envelope is

R.^r^(r) (3.11)

(3.12)

ÍLtj=l
n

1:
n

1:
n

)

! co' (a.'¡r cos ï(2i - I)r lanl)

TUicos

i=l

By noting that

Jo(*) : 
1 1""'' 

cos(r cos a)d,a

it has been shown that [2, chapter 1]

R"^""(r) x Js(c.'pr)

to 8 significant digits for upr ( 15, provided that more than eight scatterers are

used.

3.3.2 Computation Procedure

The requirement is fol va,lues of the complex fading envelope at time intervals A,

one frequency hopping cycle apart. Norv

"(t) : i""' cos(u¿t + ó¿)
;:1



At time intervals A,

zx: z(le L)

1
n

zk+r:z((k+t)A) I ei (e ;+ö ;) 
"i 

u ; ka 

"iu; 
L

2

I+,
fL

lnln' 5- 
"r{4,+ó;) "i.;t + I \- .i(0;-ó;).-l-;t4/-t ¡Lt

L=l ?=l

I ei(ei-ó;) 
"-iu;kL "-iu;L

1n
i I "ir, l¿i@'t+ó'l ¡ e-i@,t+Ó,)|
,z¿ L

1n1nt 5- 
"j{4,+ó,) "ju,kò. 

+ : \- pi(o,-ó,) 
"- 

ju,k\.
q z_¿ .\ /-t
L.-L.17=L 2=L
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(3.i3)

l= 1

Let

i=1

si(otö;).ju;kL'
0

¿i(o;-ó;) 
"- 

ju¿kA'

1

2

1

n

i : Ir.. .1n
i:0
i : -ft,,. .. , -1

P;*

Then

z¡ Ð
lL

tr=-fL

P¿t
l=-ÍL

n

zk+t
2

Hence to obtain the current value of the complex envelope, it is simple just to

multiply the pleviously computed values p¿¡ for each Doppler component (scatteler)

by an incremental value representing phase shift with elapsed time. The real and

imaginary parts of the envelope are desired and may be obtained by additions of

the exponents of the exponential terms followed by conversion to real and imaginary

parts. However, this involves calls to sin and cosfunctions, which are comparatively

long operations. An alternative method was used. Let

P¿* P;r, I 1P¿¡,

"iu;A-a¿r*ja¿,

D P'r"j''o

; ,i,lPno,on, - P;k,a¿" * i(P;*"a;, i P;*,a¡,)l

{I¿

I
Ð p¿(r+r)' * iP¿$+t).,

1=-n

Then

zk+r

2
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At any step in the simulation, only the previous values of the scattering coefficients

p;¡" and the increment value r¿i are required to compute the Rayleigh fading coeffi-

cients. The values of p;¿ and c; are computed at k : 0 as

Pio: P¿o, * JPio2 :
cos(d¿ + ó¡) + j sin(0¡ + ó;)
0

cos(d¿ - ó¿) + j sin(O; - þ;)

i : Ir... )n
i:0
i:-Ttr...,-1

I
I

I coso;A*jsinø;A i:I,.-.)n
ai:ah*ja;r:10 i:0

I cosr..,;A - jsinc.r¡A i : _rtt..., -1
and p; is then updated each time a new fading envelope is computed. As the value

p¡* is formed by sums of products, rounding erlors will occur with each calculation

and gradually accumulate. To ensure thai the magnitude of p¿* does not vary too

greatly from unity, it is necessary to renormalize p;¡, occasionally. For this reason,

pr& was renormalized every 500 iterations by dividing it through by its magnitude.

Graphs of the sample densities and distributions for the fading magnitude produced

by this procedure are shown in figures 3.4 and 3.5. As can be seen, this procedure

generates variables which closely approximate Rayleigh variables, except at the very

extremities of the graph. Very high values of envelope magnitude are less likely to

happen than for the ideal Rayleigh distribution, and very low values are also less

likely. This is not a significant drawback to the use of this technique, as the model

diverges very little from the ideal. In practice, studies [68] have shown that fades

of more than 40 dB down are very uncommon in the real world, as are very high

reinforcement values, both of which are allowed by the Rayleigh model. It therefore

appears that the simulated model with a finite number of significant scatterels is

more realistic model than the infinite number, uniform angular power density theory

of Clarke.

One further point is that a Rician fading density (a less extreme form of fading)

may be obtained by adding a constant spectral component at a particular Doppler

frequency. Although this has not been tried, it rvould seem relatively easy to imple-

ment if desired.
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Figure 3.4: Theoretical Rayleigh and generated sample densities, 1000 samples.
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Nurnber of scatterers used in rnodel

It is noted that the distribution of the generated fading valiables, while closely

approximating a Rayleigh distribution for most of its range, fails a chi-square distri-

bution test for equality for leasonable values of n such as 8, 16 and 32. For example,

runs of 10000 samples were generated and scaled to have unity mean power for

rz : 8, 16, and 32.

Using an IMSL [62] routine GFIT to perform a chi-squared test against the

theoretical cumulative distribution

P(x) :1 - exp(-22)

the results shown in table 3.3.2 are obtained

n sample ¡fi probability that y2 > y'N

8

16

32

t77.3
133.8
t23.4

2.4 x L0-6
1.1 x 10-2
4.9 x 10-2

Table 3.1: Results of Chi-squared test for equality of Rayleigh and generated distributions

Using 100 bins for the sample distribution for the y2-test, the number of degrees

of freedom is 99, and for a 5To chance of rejecting the null hypothesis (i.e. distri-

butions are the same) we have X3.nr(99) -- 723.2. Hence the test would reject the

null hypothesis in all cases. However, the steady improvement of the fit of the sam-

ple distribution to the Rayleigh distribution with increasing number of scatterers is

obvious.

The number of scatterers required to generate samples with accurate correlation

was reported to be greater than 8 by Jakes [2]. Davis [72] has suggested that 16 scat-

terers may be more appropliate. Of course, ¿s the number of scatterers increases, the

distribution and corlelation statistics become much closer to the ideal. By the same
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token, computing tirne for each variate lises linear-ly with the nurrber of scatter.er.s.

There is also the requirement that any fading variables which are simultaneously

generated have minimum closs-correlation. As the number of scattelers increases,

so does the number of simultaneous fading variables that may be generated with

zero cross-correlation at z :0.

A compromise between accuracy and speed of computation must be made. For

the simulations of the isolated cell, 16 scatterers were used, with this number being

reduced to 8 to produce reasonable run times for the multiple cell system simulations.

3.4 Simulation of Attenuation and Lognormal

Fading

Following the model detailed in section 1.1.1, the signal attenuation follows an in-

verse power law with distance. Lee's model for Philadelphia is chosen as a median

case. Once a position for the mobile is read in from a data file or randomly generated

from a distribution uniform across the cell area, the slow fading (ie the combina-

tion of attenuation and shadow fading), can be generated. The cases of uplink and

downlink will be treated separately.

For the uplink, power control is assumed, such that the effects of slow fading are

annulled by increasing the transmitted power. Thus the local mean (mean of the fast

fading envelope) at the user's base station will always be the desired value, specified

by E6lNs. The power attenuation a¿ with distance to this home base station can

be computed from:

an : 172.8 + 36.8lo9 r¿ dB (3.14)

where r¡ is the distance from the mobile to its corresponding base station in kilo-

metres. The values for base station and mobile receiver antenna heights hp,h,¡¡ and

carriel flequency / assumed ale the defaults for Lee's rnodel:

hn : 30m
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h¡¡ : 3m

Í : 900MHz

The attenuation is then subtracted from the initial signal to noise ratio to form the

area mean (in dB)

¡ndn: Pt - a dB (3.15)

where the subscript å denotes the user's home cell (that in which his current base

station is located). This area mean serves as the mean of the local area mean, which

is a log-normally distributed variable, or equivalently a Gaussian variable in dB.

The standard deviation a of this corresponding Gaussian variable lies between 6

arrd 12 dB, generally found to be increasing with the degree of urbanization [65].

Then a Gaussian variable is generated as r¡ - i/(0,1) bV the inverse cumulative

distribution method using a standard IMSL [62] software routine (GGNML). To

get a variable with the correct variance and mean for the shadow fading, form the

Gaussian variable in dB:

sdn: o:Ê¡ { rn¿o (3.16)

This value when converted from dB then becomes the mean of the fast-fading dis-

tribution.

The slow fading is compensated for by increasing the transmitted power to

Pt I an I onn and hence the signal is received at the home base station with the

desired El,lNo. Hence all mobile units in an isolated cell witl be received at their

base station with equal mean power.

However, surrounding cells will receive interference. The attenuation to a base

station in a foreign cell at a distanceT.Í rr'ay be calculated as

a¡ : 112.8 + 36.8 log ry dB (3. 17)

Hence the alea mean power at the base station in the foreign cell due to the interferel

will have a rrrean value

mdt P, * an ! or¡ - a¡ (3.18)
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This received area mean power is then subject to slow fading, and hence another

value of r¡ = l/(0,1) is generated and the local area mean value of the shadow

fading at the base station results (in dB).

Sdf on¡ * ma, dB (3.1e)

This value is used as the mean of the signal envelope (ie the mean of the fast fading)

s; - I}sdr/2o (3.20)

For the case where the target user is located within the central cell of a clus-

ter, all transmissions from users within that cell will be received rvith a power

Pr dB. Transmissions from outside the central cell will be received rvith a powel

P¿ + g0.g log(r¿ - ,¡) ! 2or where r is a random variable, distributed - /{(0, 1).

Letting the signal amplitude A: \B - lgPt/2o, the slow fading can be ac-

counted for as a factor 10' multiplying ,4, where

0 for the centlal cell

+t36.8log(r¡ - r¡) *2oxl for surrounding cells. 
(3'21)

On the downlink (base to mobile transmission), it is assumed that no power

control is in existence, and thus there is no compensation for the slow fading on the

home base station link. This can be modelled in the following way:

1. Compute the distance r¡ from the central base station to the target mobile

user (in the central cell).

2. Compute the distance r¡ from the interfering user's own base station to the

target mobile user.

3. Taking the the area mean to be specified by the value of P¿, given by the EalNo

being simulated, the factor rc such that 10' multiplies the factor ¡ - lgPtlzo

":{

1

20

IS

[36.81og(r¡, - r J) t 2or] (3.22)
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When asynchronous hopping sequence transmission is considered, the slow fad-

ing coefficient is multiplied by chip overlap e for cochannel interference and by

e sin [zreAlr) lfne\fr] for adjacent channel interference (these factors are easily

derived from the filter characteristics, as shown in [23]).

The slow fading values of a user is not changed during the simulation run and

applies to all channels of that user. There are two reasons for this. The first is that

the distance travelled by the mobile is short in the time span of the simulation for

error rates around P¡ : 10-3 , and no appreciable variation in the shadow fading

would occur. Secondly, the extra complexity needed to properly account for the

gradual changes in shadow fading would lead to longer run times which are not

desirable.

3.5 Accuracy of the Simulation

The accuracy of a Monte Carlo simulation, assuming that the pseudorandom vari-

ables used to model random quantities do not bias the results during the simulation

period, can be increased by running the simulation for a longer time. However, it is

not a linear relationship, and some measure is required to decide for how long the

simulation should be run.

Por a simulation that counts binary errors which can be written as the probability

that a detected value exceeds a certain threshold, and if independent error events

are assumed to happen with a probability of error given by p, then the estimate of

error probability for a run of N samples is given by

N

þ: tlNDe¿
i=I

where e¿ : I if the ith sample was in error, and e; : 0 otherwise. This estimate

p is binomially distributed but can be approximated by a normal distribution for

large ly'. This enables a confidence interval of level 1. - a to be constructed for

the probability of erlor p. From [61], if û + 0 then it can be written as p - 10-ß,
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and ¡/ : ?10k. For all cases of interest, the approxirnations Nl(N + ¿) = 1 and

p(l - p) x p are reasonable, where do is chosen such that

fdo 1

J-:"à"-t"lzd't: 1 - a

The confidence interval may be derived for p as [61]

P.[y+ 1p1y_]:1-o (3.23)

where the confidence interval is given by

u+:ro-k{'.*['.\FF]]
For a 95% confidence interval of about (2þ,þ12), ie a factor of 2 on the error rate,

the number of samples that should be taken is of the order of Iy' : 1gß+t - l0f p, or

in other words, about 10 err-ors should be counted. This is the confidence interval

on the point; if the situation is such that a smooth curve can be drawn through

a number of points, the confidence interval on the collection of points as a whole

will be decreased as information from surrounding points is being used to better the

estimate at any particular point.

For the simulations of the FH-DPSI{ system, decisions are either made on a chip-

by-chip basis for the case of hard decision coding, or on a per symbol basis where

soft decision decoding is used. The above confidence intervals were derived on the

basis of independent errors occurring, which is not necessarily the case. In fact for

the fast fading case, a burst of errors is more likely to occur when a particularly bad

bout of fading is encountered on a number of channels simultaneously, and when a

large number- of interferers exist. This has the effect of increasing the variance of the

sample mean erLoL Late, and hence more samples are lequired to achieve the same

confidence intervals. The nunber- of samples is dependent on the channel conditions

and the number of interferers. At low probabilities of error, the error statistics tend

to resemble those of the independent case, as bursts of errors become very much less

(3.24)

common

A tradeoff must then be made between speed of execution and accuracy of the

result. It was found that at fairly high probabilities of bit error (above 10-3) the
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probability of bit error did not always settle down to a fairly stable value quickly,

and a value of 10 codeword errors was too earlS' to terminate the simulation. For this

reason, the follorving criteria was used to determine the simulation run length. For

the simulations of the isolated cell system, and employing a block code, the simula-

tion run was continued until either 1000 bit errors had been counted (corresponding

to around 400-500 codeword errors) or 106 codewords had been been received. This

effectively meant that the probability of codeword error could be simulated with a

reasonable degree of accuracy down to a probability of 10-5. Values belolv this were

counted but are not to be regarded as accurate, although the trend of results can

often enable a culve to be drawn through this area.

For the simulations of multiple cells, random allocation of user position and

sequence overlap meant that a number of simulation runs were necessary to obtain

a reasonable estimate of the average bit error rate for a given number of users and

EolNo ratio. To count 1000 errors would be far too time consuming and hence

the criteria for an individual simulation run to terminate was set to be when the

number of bit errors reached 100 (corresponding to about 40 codeword errors), or

alternatively to the transmission of 100000 codewords. At error rates of around P6 :
10-4-10-2, this lvas sufficient for the sample mean to converge to be reasonably close

to the long-term error rate. As the values were further averaged over a number of

simulations for the same parameters (with different random seeds), this was deemed

to be accurate enough.

3.6 Language Considerations and Run Times

The efficiency of the simulation is dependent on the algorithms and data str.uctures

used. As large numbers of users are possible in the system, but the number of

interferers to be simulated may vary from being a very small subset to a large one,

it is important to realise the interferer representations in a manner which will not

lead to large searches through a sparsely populated clatabase. For these situations,

dynamically assigned memory is a natural choice. This is realised most conveniently
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through the use of pointers and lecords. Also to be considered is the ease of writing

and debugging code. A structured approach with a highly typed language such as

Pascal has distinct advantages in readability and the ability to debug quickly and

easily.

For these reasons, the simulation program was initially written in Pascal. Run-

ning on a VAX 11/780 computer with the 4.2 Berkeley Standard Unix operating

system, the program produced results but took a very large amount of CPU time

fol error rates of around Pt : I0-4. Two factors contlibuted greatly to this situa-

tion. The first was that the version of Pascal distributed with this operating system

was formatted in accordance with the standard definition of Pascal, and hence had

no enhancements designed to speed it up. Chief among the problems was the fact

that the standard definition makes no distinction between single and double pre-

cision floating point variables, and hence every real type variable is represented as

double precision and all operations pertain to this format. Secondly, the lack of a

predefined function to raise variable to the power of another variable requires careful

arrangement of the existing predefined functions and operations to obtain accurate

results. Secondly, as a result of being a UNIX operating system, the Pascal compiler

actually u'as just a front end processor which then utilised the system C compiler

for the remainder of the compilation. As a consequence, the Pascal compiler was

found to produce slower code than an equivalent C program.

The program was therefore rewritten in C to gain several advantages. C supports

all the features such as pointers used in the program, and hence no majol lewlites

of the algorithm were necessaly. In double plecision for-m, the C version ran faster-

than the Pascal version by about 15%. Using single precision for most real variables,

but performing all opelations in double precision as per normal C operation led to a

further speed increase. It was also found that the compilation could be made to pro-

duce code which performed all floating point operations on single precision variables

in single precision. Using this option gave a further speed improvement without any

significant loss of precision when compa,red to the purely double precision version.

Bven after these improvements, the run times on the VAX were still too large to
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enable a large number of simulations to be carried out in a practical length of tirne.

Fortunately, access to a SUN 4 computer became available. When running on this

computer, the C program ran 22 times faster than the initial Pascal version on the

VAX. The longest isolated cell simulations lasted about 5 hours CPU for very low

probabilities of error and using 16 scatterers in the model for the fast fading, but

average simulations around P¡ : 10-3 required about t hour of CPU time to run.

For the multiple cell simulations, run times ranged from a few minutes to up to 4b

minutes of CPU time.



Chapter 4

Orthogonally Coded FH-DPSK

In this chapter, the perfolmance of the systern using orthogonal Hadamard coding as

proposed by Nettleton and Cooper [2a] is investigated. This coding scheme encodes

a k bit message word into a 2À bit codeword by the message acting as an index to the

appropriate row of the Hadamard matrix, where the Hadamard matrix is specified

previously by equation 2.4.

The amount of redundancy introduced by the code increases rapidly with k,

hence increasing the bandwidth at a particular frequency slot of a single user. Too

much coding redundancy means the users will tend to interfere more in a tone inter-

ferer model, as they cannot be separated adequately by choice of hopping patterns.

Too little redundancy rvill result in an unacceptable error rate for comparatively few

interferers. Previous v'ork has concentrated on examining system perfolmance with

the parameters shown in table 4.1, which were suggested as a reasonable compro-

mise for tlansmission assuming the AWGN interference model. .More coding gain

has only a small effect on the system error rate, at the expense of doubling the

number of front end components (filters, detectors, etc.) required.

The performance of the various receiver types is examined for these parameter

values. It is notable that this coding scheme as proposed transmits one totally

useless chip. The first chip of evely codeword is identical, which therefore conveys
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Quantity Symbol Value Assumed
inforrnation bit rate
total one-way bandwidth
bits per frame
codeword length
number of hops in sequence
chip period
frequency separation r"

Rt
W
k
n
L
T

-1 lr

32 kbit/s
20 MHz

5

32

32

4.88 ps
204.8 kIlz

Table 4.1: Values initially assumed for transmission

no information. It therefore can be discalded to folm a simplex code with a fractional

improvement in chip signal to noise ratio for a given bit energy to noise ratio.

4.L White Gaussian Interference Model

This model, described in section 1.4.1, assumes the interferers may be represented

as white Gaussian noise. Thus results will be computed for a one-sided Gaussian

noise power spectral density Iús. This can be related to the number of interferers as

described previously.

4.I.L Linear Receiver

The system is assumed to use hopping over -L frequency channels, each with its own

fast fading coefficients. As each channel experiences fading and interference with

identical statistics, it is convenient to let the number of channels equal the length

of the codeword and hence L :2k as used by Nettleton and Cooper. It is assumed

that power control is exercised to countelact the effects of shadow fading and atten-

uation. Instead of the receiver shown previously in figure 1.8, a colrelation receiver

as shorvn in figure 4.1 was assumed, as it is more convenient for simulation. Both

forms of receiver are ideally equivalent, but Park [73] has shown that the receiver- of
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Figure 4.1: Schematic diagram of the linear FH-DPSI( correlation receiver

figure 4.1 has better pelformance in conditions where intersymbol interference rs a

consideration.

No Fading Case

This case is the simplest to simulate and analytical bounds exist which provide a

good check on the simulation results. As addressing has no impact on this model,

and multiple cells just result in a increased noise power spectral density, it is suf-

ficient just to know the bit energy/noise ratio hlNo to simulate the system. The

performance which results from a system with no fast fading reptesents the best

possible from that system, such as would be obtained on a direct line of sight com-

munication link with negligible multipath, close to the transmitter.

The system is the same as that treated in chapter 2, except the locai oscillator at

the correlator receiver is assumed to have an arbitrary phase, and consequently the

transmitted signal appears in both the in-phase and quadrature parts of the received

signal plus noise. Independent noise samples are generated with a normal 
^r(0,1)

distribution for each quadrature component. The magnitudes of the signal compo-

nents are (J2S cosd¡) and (",,85 sing¿), where d¿ is the phase difference between the

local frequency reference signal in the /th chip and the received signal.

o(her

T

Register

T

For unit varia,nce noise components, the signal amplitude .,ÆS i" given by the
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(4 1)
E. kE¡

s - 
^b 

- 2ß¡tr0

where EolNo is the bit energy to noise ratio and.Ð" is the chip energy.

The sampled inphase and quadrature parts of the signal for the /th channel are

Tlc

Tl"

: tB .o" 0t I nt.

: tÆ 
"\nït * 

nt,

These signals are then fed into quadratic detectors as shown in figure 4.1, v;here

they are multiplied by the delayed signals from the previous sequence, and then the

two branches are summed. This can be represented by the operation on the complex

envelope

e¿ : ft {r¡(l)ri(ú - ")} 
(/ - 1)r St < Ir (4.2)

where ffi denotes real part and r¿ - rrc I jrt". The resulting L detector outputs

are then combined by the Hadamard transform to produce the correlations of the

received signals with each of the codelvords. The largest output is then chosen as

the best estimate of the transmitted codeword and the corresponding message word

is decoded as the number corlesponding to the row of the Hadamard matrix, in the

range 0-(2k - 1). The bit errors betrveen the transmitted message word and the

received word a¡e counted. The probability of codeword and bit error can then be

easily estimated over the sirnulation run. The results of this simulation are shown

by the f symbols in figure 4.2.

The results of Nettleton and Cooper[24], Henry [25] and Yue [27] have all been

recomputed from their formulae. These results are plotted on the same graph in

figure 4.2, together with results from Yamada and Daikoku for a simulation of the

no fading case (taken from a graph in their paper [7a]). The results derived from the

present simulations are in excellent agreement with other work, lying almost exactly

on the results of Yamada and Daikoku. The simulation results can be seen be to

bounded by the results of Nettleton and Cooper and those of Henry at low E,,lNo

and tightly bound by equations 1.31 and 1.30 at liigh EulNo values. It shows that

the use of the union bound to obtain the probability of erroÌ over the L codewold
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Figure 4.2: Bit error rate of the linear FH-DPSK correlation receiver, hopping over 32

channels, in AWGN and no fading.

comparisons from a pairwise codeword comparison results in a very good estimate of

the bit error rate at low probability of error. These results emphasise the accuracy

of the simulation as a tool for checking the validity of analytical approximations.

Fading Case

For the case where the signal envelope fades with Rayleigh statistics, Gaussian vari-

ables were generated for the inphase and quadrature components of the complex

signal envelope for each chip by the method detailed in section 3.3.1. These multi-

plied the signal amplitude ,/25, scaled as in the case of no fading, and unit variance

zero-mean Gaussian noise was added to complete the signal. To ensure the inde-

pendence of each of the fading envelopes on different channels, each was computed

with a random maximum Doppler shift of the maximum considered (600 rads/s,

equivalent to a speed of 115 km/hr at 900 MHz) plus a random shift of 0-14rads/s

84a 6
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due to the channels being located sepalately within a 20 MÍIz band. In addition,

the oscillator phases d,, and /" specifiecl in the fast fading coefficient generation lou-

tine (section 3.3.1) were chosen as a landom permutation of the set in equations 3.6

and 3.5. This ensures low cr-oss-correlation between fading coefficients in the initial

stages of the simulation when two channels are not widely separated in frequency.

These conditions satisfy the requirement that the fading on each of the channels be

independent.

The results are plotted in figure 4.3, together with results from other authors.

The accuracy of the simulation can be seen from the close agreement with the an-

alytic upper bound of Yue (equations 1.30 and 1.32) at low error rates, where the

union bound is expected to be tight. Approximations made b¡' Henry in assuming

independent combiner outputs and using a union bound based on the pairwise prob-

abitity of codeword error can be seen to result in slightly worse results. The results

of Nettleton and Coopel are very pessimistic at high 4lNo values resulting from

their choice of the worst case distribution function for the statistics of the detector

outputs, their assumption of independent combiner outputs and their formulation

of the probability of bit error.

The fading model adopted in the simulation takes into account the correlation

between chips at a particular frequency in adjacent frames. This is in contrast to

the analytic bounds derived by Yue, which were derived assuming that the complex

fading envelope did not change over the duration of one frame. As the results of the

two approaches are very similar at high hlNo values, this implies that the effect

of change in the fading envelope is small for the particular r-alues of parameters

being used (eg Rt, L, r,lc, n). If this was not the case, the simulation bit ellor r-ate

curve would lie slightly fulther to the light, above the analytic bound derived for

the case whele thele is no change in the signal envelope. Hos'ever', this does not

mean that such an assumption is justified in all cases, as the decorrelation increases

with hopping sequence length and Doppler shift, and this effect may rapidly becorre

significant in its effect on the bit error rate.
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Figure 4.3: Bit error rate of the linear FH-DPSK correlation receiver, hopping over 32

channels, in AWGN and with ideal independent Rayleigh fading.

The effect of correlation between frequency channels due to wide coherence band-

widths has been discussed by 12a,55) and in chapter 2. It is possible to directly

generate a certain amount of correlation between the fading envelopes at diffelent

frequencies, without using the techniques used in the study of diversity systems

earlier. From section 3.3.1, the complex fading envelope can be written as

"(t) Ð"iet cos(c..,¿ú + ó;)
E

\,1;

E
,,1;

r(t) + iu(t)

fL

i=l
TL

i=l
! cos(ar¿ú f /¿)(cos 0; * j sin d¿)

From the above results, it is obvious that provided the frame period is short enough,

the decorrelation in time of two chips at a particular frequency over the frame peliod

may be ignored. A flame of chips at different frequencies may be approximated to be

at the same point in time. The desired correlations between the fading components

between two frequencies fi, /2 separated by A/, at the same instant in time, are

.. simulation
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(4.6)

(4.7)

(4.8)

given b¡'

Elvtarl

El*tyr)

n["1]

E[r1r2] : 
L +&TBf

-''l"rArl:#æffi
: nl"'r) : E'ly?l : Ely|l : bs

A solution for the quantities 0r¿,,0r;rÓt¿rÓr;,o4i,t')2; such that these correlations are

satisfied, seems difficult to obtain, but may be possible. If this is the case, then the

fading generation routine could become completely general in terms of specifying

correlation in both time and in frequency.

As an example, consider the case where both phases 0¡,$¿ are picked from a

uniform distribution on [0,2r) as discussed in section 3.3.1. So the envelopes are not

independent, set the maximum Doppler shift and number of scatterers n used in the

coefficient generation to be equal for each channel. To ensure that the correct spectra

is obtained, the phases d; and þ¿ are generated by taking a random permutation of

{0,}:ry i:r,...1n

and {/;i : {0"-¿}.Thus the 0¿ and d; will appear randomly distributed.

For two fading envelopes zt(t),,22(t) generated this way, with identical Doppler

frequencies cr;¿, the cross-correlations of components at relative shift r : 0 given by

(where < . >

1 r1r2 ) : .:tcos(c..r¿f -f ót¿)cos(ø;ú * óz¿)cos d1; cos02; ) (4 9)
t=l

1n: ; Ð -rtø t; - óz¿) cos d1¿ cos 02¿ (4.10)

If it is assumed thal fu;,02;,ór¡,þ2; are independent, uniformly distributed on [0, zr)

(which is approximately tlue due to the random permutations taken for signals 1

and 2), we can take the expectation of the autocorrelation over these variables

E < x1x2 t: I f n¡".r1¿ ,¿ - ór;)]E[cos d1;]E[c os02;) (4.11)nf,i L

Norv let ,þ : ót; - ór;. Then the density function of { is

p(,þ):{ ill il,tÄ)t '_;!íI, Ørz)



and the expectation

Hence E < r1t2 ): 0

Similarly,

and

E[cos ç] : 4l12

E[cos 01r,21;] : 0

cos(/1; - ör¡) sindl; sin02¡
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(4.13)

(4.t4)

(4.15)

(4.16)

and

1
1ußz >= -n

E 1ytu" > * å 
ut""' r/lE2[sin o1;]

n

Ð
i=1

: #lil'
16

T4

E < *tyz >: !å tn*,t ,; - ó"¿)lu[cos d1;]E[s inl"¿f : g (4.rT)

and

E 1*rA, ):0 (4.i8)

Correlation then exists between the two imaginary parts of the complex envelope.

The above situation was tested by simulation. Although this is not the exact

correlation that would be required to simulate wide coherence bandwidths, it does

give some idea of the effect of correlated fading coefficients on the probability of bit

and frame error. The results are shown for case of transmission in additive white

Gaussian noise in figure 4.4, and should be compared with those of figure 4.3. An

increase in the error rate of the order of 2 is noted at medium to low probabilities

of error over the case of independent fading.

4.L.2 Hard Decision Receiver

The hard decision receiver is identical to that of figure 4.1, except that instead

of a contimrous (or- finely quantized) value being lecolded in the register following
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Figure 4.4: Bit error rate of the linear FH-DPSI( correlation receiver, hopping over 32

channels, in AWGN and correlated Rayleigh fading.

detection, hard decisions are made on each chip, before decoding.

No Fading Case

Frequency hopping systems have been proposed for mobile radio to counteract the

serious problem of frequency selective fading. The performance of a hard decision

receiver when no fading occurs on the link is identical to that of single channel per

carrier, frequency division multiplexed (FDM) systems with equivalent coding. It

serves as a lower bound to the bit error rate possible for this receivel in fast fading,

without spatial diversity.

For (32,5) Hadamard code, the bit error rate of the hard decision receiver in

AWGN is shown togethel rvith that of the linear receiver in figure 4.5. It can be

seen to requir-e about 1.4 dB more ,86/l/s to achieve a bit erlor rate of 10-3. The

normalizing receiver, discussed in a follolving section, has performance lying betlveen
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Figure 4.5: Bit error tate of (32,5) orthogonal coding, for linear, hard decision and nor-

malizing receivers, hopping over 32 channels, in AWGN with no fading.

these trvo receivers, and achieves P¿:10-3 with approximately 0.7 dB more E6f Ns

than the linear receiver. Under the AWGN interference model, these curves would

correspond to 91, 78 and 66 users in an isolated cell for the linear, normalizing and

hard decision receivers respectively, and these numbers form an upper bound for the

Rayleigh fading situation under the AWGN interference model.

As it is a "best case" condition which occurs rarely in practice, the no fading

condition is not considered further. Instead, this thesis will concentrate on the

system behaviour when fast Rayleigh fading is present, as this fading is the major

channel degradation which frequency hopping has some potential to alleviate.

Fading Case

The performance of the receiver in fading conditions is simplified by the assumption

that each channel is independent and thus may be treated separately. Fol each

x
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channel, ¿ decision is made on a fading signal leceived in additive white Gaussian

noise. Voelcker's result for the DPSI{ on a Rayleigh fading channel is

P.: I
2(1 + f)

where f is the signal to noise ratio, defined as

I : o2"lol

.9

Wr

and hence

1 1+e)

and ø"2 is the variance of either of the inphase or quadrature signal components and

øl is the variance of the inphase and quadrature noise components.

For the leceived signal in the /th chip

"(r)
,Æo,cos(ø¡l + d¿) + ?¿c cos utt I n" sinø¿ú

tÆ\",cos /¡ cost'd¡ú { a¡ sin $¡sinu¿t) f n. cos utt I n"sinu¡t

Jzsç""cosr/¿ú f z" sin a¡t) -t r¿c cos utt I n" sinø¿ú

and hence for $¡ uniformly distributed on [0,2r) and power control ensuring that

E[af] : t,

o2": El2Sz:)

: 2SE[a|]E[co"" g¡)

:s
ol : e+No)lr

where I : S(J - I)IIM is the equivalent white Gaussian noise one-sided power

spectral density of the interference. For Ns negligible with respect to 1, whicir is the

case at normal signal levels,

o'^: Il': J -r)

(4.1e)

(4.20)

(4.2r)

The chip error probability is therefore

(4.22)
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For a (2r , k) orthogonal code, an upper bound on codeword error can be derived as

[75]

2k-r 2k-r
D I

l_2k_2 +t

The system was simulated and the results are compared to those of the linear

receiver and the normalizing receiver in figure 4.6, in which the hard decision bit

error rate asymptote is also plotted.

The results show a marked degradation in bit error rate from that of the linear

receiver. This is to be expected, as the hard decision receiver is not using all the

information presented to it, and the linear receiver is maximum likelihood optimal

for a fading DPSK signal in AWGN with no interference (discussed in the next

chapter). The difference in performance amounts to several dB at a bit error rate

of 10-3, and represents a substantial decrease in the number of users that can be

supported in the system over that the linear receiver could support. The results

are validated by the hard decision bit error rate approaching the asymptote at high

EulNo as predicted, aithough the bound is very loose at low E6f Ns.

It is of interest to determine the system performance using a code with less

redundancy, as it is possible that the ha,rdware cost for the 32 channel systern would

be too great. Alternatively, a concatenated scheme with the same overall code rate

may be envisaged, with the inner code a Hadamard code, and a Reed-Solomon code

as the outer code. In this fashion, longer overall code lengths can be constructed.

For the (16,4) Hadamard orthogonal coding scheme, similar trends in receiver

performance are found to those for the 32,5) code, linear receiver being about 4.5 dB

better than the hard decision receiver at a bit error rate of P¿ : 10-3. The results

are shown in figure 4.7. The smaller amount of coding redundancy and diversity

p* 1 (20 -t, 
lå 

(3rr-:")p:r-" (r - p.¡z*-' * )Pjf r - P")'--'-'l
/)

(4.23)

The bit error rate is strictly bounded by Pu 1 P-, but an approximate asymptote

for high EalNo is given by

ru= fiP_ Ø.24)
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Figure 4.6: Bit error rate performance of three receiver types for (32,5) orthogonal coding,

with unit power Rayleigh fading and AWGN.
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against fading leads to a higher error rate at a given EtlNo, as expected

4.L.3 NormalizingReceiver

This receiver is shown in figure 4.8. It is equivalent to the receiver of figure 1.8 with

ideal hard limiting and bandpass filtering inserted after the matched IF bandpass

filter and before the quadratic detector. The magnitude of the complex envelope on

each channel is normalized, retaining only the phase on which to make a decision.

In fading and additive white Gaussian noise, large changes in phase between one

frame and the next are more likely when the envelope magnitude is small. The

linear receiver implicitly uses this information, effectively weighting the quadratic

detector output by the magnitude of the envelope for that channel. The normalizing

receiver therefore discards some information pertaining to the reliability of the faded

received signal in AWGN.

However, it does retain a continuous phase measurement, unlike the hard decision

receiver, and thus can be expected to give performance in between the linear receiver

and the hard decision receiver. This is quite easily pictured. The normal behavioul

of the received signal on a particular channel will be to undergo a phase shift of either

0 or zr radians between frames. A large deviation from either of these two values

indicates that some combination of fading and noise is affecting the signal severel¡'.

As this deviation approaches r f 2 radians, the contribution from that channel will

approach zero. The phase measurement is therefore in proportion to the reliabiliti'

of the channel, although it is not a simple linear relationship.

Fading Case

The non-linearity of this leceiver and the complexity of the analysis due to the di-

mensionality of the signal cornbining resulted in accurate analytical results being too

difficult to obtain for this type of receiver. On the other hand, it is a simple matter

to alter the simulation program for the linear receiver to include the normalizing
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Figure 4.8: Normalizing receiver

operation. Results for simulations of the (32,5) and (16,4) Hadamard orthogonal

codes are shown in figures 4.6 and 4.7 respectively.

As predicted, the per-formance of this receiver is poorer than that of the linear'

receiver, correspondingly requiting E6f Ns to be 2 dB higher to achieve P6:10-3
for the (32,5) code, and 2.5 db more for the (16,4) code. However, the performance

of the normalizing receiver for the (32,5) code is around 1.5 dB better than that of

the hard decision receiver at P6 :10-3, and about 2.0 dB better for the (16,4) code.

4.L.4 l-Isage under the AWGN Interference Model

From the results given in previous sections, the number of users possible at in an

isolated cell can be determined for the three receiver types. From equation 4.27 and

the fact thal E" : kÛtlLk,,

E6
(4.25)(J - r) Rb(J - r)

Hence

14/ Et' VrT 14/

r s(J-t)

,- w -,l:V¡¡^tI (4.26)

The numbers of users that can be supported in fast Rayleigh fading at an average

ì:it error rate of P¡ : 10-3 f'or the (32,5) and (16,4) Hadamar-d codes ale given in

table 4.2.

T

Register

-=.4.r+
v=y

T
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Values at

4 : 10-3
Hadamard code

(32,5)
EalNo dB I No. Users

(16,4)
Eu/No dB I No. Users

linear rec.
normalizing rec.

hard decision rec

9.8
t2

13.3

66

40

30

10.6

13.15
15.5

55
31

T7

Table 4.2: Number of users that could be supported at an average Po : 10-3 in an isolated

cell, for the different receiver types and assuming Rayleigh fading and AWGN

4.2 Performance with Tone Interferers

For this interference model, chip synchronism between user hopping sequences and

orthogonal tones are assumed. Interferers are modelled as a series of fading tones

with random data modulation, as discussed previously in section I.4.2.

Simulation is used here as a comparative guide to the merits of the various

receivers. Only a small number of all the different combinations of user interference

patterns can be examined in a realistic timescale. However, for the linear and hald

decision receiver, analytical or analytical/numerical solutions can be derived for the

random addlessing case. The comparative performance of the normalizing receiver'

may then be estimated for the area of interest, around a bit error rate of 10-3,

by observing the difference in performance from the other receivers fo¡ interferer

configurations which result in bit error rates around that level.

The performance of the various receivers in fading conditions were assessed for

different bit energy to noise ratios, and a number of different interferer patterns.

Interferers were inserted into frequencies in a particular order to produce the desired

patterns, with each ne'tv pattern in a sequence being formed by the addition of an

interferer to the previous pattern. Figures 4.9 and 4.10 show the performances of the

receivers with a signal corrupted by a certain sequence of interferer patterns, which

will be collectively referred to as "pattern 1", fol bit energy to thermal noise E6/l/s
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ratios of 17 and 28 dB (ie E"lNs:9 and 20 dB). In these interferel pattelns, only

one interferer', of equal average polvet to the wanted signal, is present in a palticular'

time chip. As expected, the bit error r-ate increases with increasing numbels of

interferers. It is also clear that the system is influenced by noise up to reasonably

high levels of. E6f Ns.

The linear receiver is seen to perform poorly in the presence of even small num-

bers of strong tone interferers. The hard decision receiver shows a large improvement

over the linear receiver, especially in the presence of a small number of interferers.

This is to be expected, as the effect of the interference is limited to the palticu-

lal chip in lvhich it is present, and hence for a small number of chip errors, the

code distance will ensure that the correct codeword is recovered. As the thermal

noise or the number of intelferers increases, the effectiveness of the hard decision

decoder decreases. These results are in accord with those published previously by

Yue [26,35], where the hard decision decoding performance is superior to that of the

linear receiver.

A major gain in performance is noted for the normalizing receiver. This recerver

exhibits superior performance for large numbers of interferers present, with over an

order of magnitude improvement over the hard decision receiver at bit error rates of

at or below 10-3. A curious fact is that the normalizing receiver performs better than

both other receivers even when every channel has an interferer present with average

power equal to that of the wanted signal. This effectivelS' ¡¡s¿¡s that when analyzing

the normalizing receiver', the interferers on each cha,nnel are not well represented as

Gaussian noise with samples independent from frame to frame. (Otherwise the bit

error rate rvould equal the Gaussian noise case with EolNo:0 dB).Although the

randomness of the data will canse the phase of a single interfering signal to vary

by 0 or r radians randomly from frame to fi'ame, the magnitude will only change

slightly. For the case of one interferer per chip, the normalizing receivel is obviously

able to exploit this structule to produce a,lowel error Late than fol the other receiver

types. This effect would decrease in magnitude as the number- of interferers pel chip

became larger, and apploximated Gaussian noise mole closely.
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Figure 4.9: Bit error rate of three receiver types for (32,5) orthogonal coding and fading
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4.3 Effect of fnterference Patterns

One of the quoted advantages of a spread spectrum system is the ability to degrade

gracefully. By this, it is meant that the bit error rate of the system degrades for all

users gradually as more users are added, increasing the mutual interference. Con-

versely, it is expected that every user should communicate with almost the sarne

error rate. While the chance of this condition being met is to a large extent deter'-

mined by the addressing algorithm, it is reasonable to desire that two users subject

to the same number of interferers would suffer the same error rate. Unfortunately,

the system as presently proposed does not meet this criterion.

Use of a hopping sequence length equal to the codeword length results in a

sensitivity of the receiver performance to the interferer locations within the hopping

sequence, notably for the hald decision and normalizing receiver. This is not an

obvious result. Normal coding practice on a fading or burst noise channel is to

interleave the data over a large time frame such that the bits in the de-interleaved

stream may be viewed as having independent statistics, and thus the distribution

of errors is closer to a random distribution, more easily handled by the majority of

decoding schemes. This technique allows the decoder to decode accordingly witlr

no knowledge of the error locations, but requires a large memory and can introduce

substantial delay.

With fi'equency hopping systems, independence of the code bits is achieved

through the independence of the frequency channels, and hence there is no need

to interleave over time unless the channels happen to be correlated due to a lvide

coherence bandwidth. It has been shown that [76] that several hundred kilohertz of

spread bandwidth used with flequency hopping gives pelformance equivalent to sev-

eral hundreds of bits of interleaving. However, this analysis ignores the presence of

cyclic interferers which may be present in the fr-equency hopping cycle in a multiple

access situation.

If the code usecl has a u'eight stluctnle which exhibits a -r-ange of steps, then
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the sensitivity to large tone intelferers at particular points in the codeword rvill

be diffelent among all the codewords. However, in the case of the Hadamard (or'

Walsh) orthogonal code, the codewords are regularly structured by their method of

formation. All codewords have the same Hamming distance from any other code-

word. This leads to a situation where all codewords exhibit an increased error late

when large interferers occur in particular locations within the codeword. This can

be shown clearly by the graphs of the codeword error rate for two different series

of interferer patterns (patterns 1 and 2), shown in figures 4.II, 4.I2 and 4.13. The

linear receiver codeword error rate is not significantly disturbed by the effect of

the interferer pattern, but the hard decision and normalizing receivers are affected

severely.

The comparative pelformance of the different receiver types for pattern 2 is

graphed in figures 4.14-4.17. As shown previously for interferer pattern 1, the

differences in performance of the receiver types are maintained, with the normalizing

receiver being far superior to both the linear and hard decision receiver at both high

and low EolNo values when one or more tone interferers are present.

In addition to the effect of interferer patterns on codeword error rate, the map-

ping from the data to codeword is of importance. Under certain mappings, the

codeword most likely to be chosen in error will result in the same number of bits

being \l/rong, irrespective of what codeword was transmitted. This can lead to a

further deterioration in the bit error rate for certain users, and hence increase the

difference in performance between users with the same number of interferers. To

illustrate this, the bit error rate graphs corresponding to those previously given for

codeword erloÌ are shown in figures 4.18, 4.19 and 4.20.

At the high E6l Ns value of 28 dB, the bit error rate for patter-n 2 is almost iden-

tical to the codeword error rate, especially where about half the chips are subject

to interference. This implies that a majority of the codeword errors are causing

5-bit erro¡s to occur in the decoded message. Pattern 1, on the other hand, exhibits

behaviour which is sirnilar to the case of fading transmission in additive white Gaus-
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Figure 4.11: Codeword error rate of linear receiver for (32,5) orthogonal coding, with

fading tone interferers, unity power Rayleigh fading and two interferer patterns.
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Figure 4.12: Codeword error rate of hard decision receiver for (32,5) orthogonal coding,

with unity power Rayleigh fading and trvo interferer patterns.
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Figure 4.13: Codeword error rate of normalizing receiver for (32,5) orthogonal coding,

with unit power Rayleigh fading and two interferer patterns.

sian noise, where the average bit error rate P6 :2k-tl(2* -I)P-, and P- is the

codeword error rate.

The choice of these two patterns is not random. While simulating different

interferer patterns with the same number of interferers and interfered chips, it soon

became apparent that widely different codeword and bit error rates resulted flom

different arrangements. After investigating the causes of this problem, two patterns

were chosen to exemplify the range of values which could be obtained. The wolst

case is arranged by successively placing interferers into locations which cause a high

probability of a codeword error occurring. This turns out to correspond to the

positions of the -1 elements of any of the allowable codewords (how this occur-s

will be demonstrated shortly). Therefore, a woLst case pattern (pattern 2) could be

chosen, and collesponds to the last rolv of the Hadamar-d matrix when constr-ucted

as shown in the introduction to this chapter. (Any of the patterns coÌr'esponding

to the -1 positions may be chosen, but the last low of the Hadamard matrix was
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code ofreceivers at =17d8

20
No. of chips with single interferer

Figure 4.16: Bit error rate of receivers for (32,5) orthogonal coding and fading tone inter-

ferers in pattern 2, unity power Rayleigh fading, EalNo: 17 dB.
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Figure 4.17: Bit error rate of leceiver types for (32,5) orthogonal coding and fading tone

interferers in pattern 2, unity powel Ravleigh fadir-Lg, Et,lNo = 28 dB.
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Linear receiver ortho code I andZ

20
No. of chips with single interferer

Figure 4.18: Bit error ¡ate of linear receiver for (32,5) orthogonal coding and fading tone

interferers, with unit power Rayleigh fading, two interferer patterns.

Hard decision receiver code, I and2

20
No. of chips with single interferer

Figure 4.19: Bit error tate of hard decision receiver for (32,5) orthogonal coding, with unit

power Rayleigh fading, trvo interferer patterns.
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Normali recelver code, I and2
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Figure 4.20: Bit error rate of normalizing receiver for (32,5) orthogonal coding, with unit

power Rayleigh fading and two interferer patterns.

chosen to illustrate a further propert)¡ of mapping data to codewords, which will

be discussed later.) As the number of interferers increased from 1 to 16, they were

randomly placed into one of these remaining slots dictated by the -1 code bit.

When all 16 of these slots had been filled, the interferers were placed randomly into

all the remaining slots until these were full, with the last to be filled being the very

first channel. This channel tr-ansmits no information when the number of channels

is equal to the numbel of chips in the codewold of the orthogonal code.

An inter-ferel pattern that reflected the best possible performance was also -r-e-

quired. At any stage., the wa¡' to assure this is to choose a pattern which has the

maximum Hamming distance from the vectors with entries corresponding to the -1
code bits of each of the codewords. To obtain this optimum pattern would requile

extensive cornputer searching through all the possible patterns as each new inter-
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incorporates a large amount of repetition in it, with factors of two being prevalent

in relating sub-matrices. For this reason, a pattern was devised such that no power

of two relationship or symmetry was embodied in the structure when up to 16 inter-

ferers were pÌesent. Spacing between interferers was arranged such that the number

of odd and even chip separations was roughly equal, and the number of chips in each

half of the codeword was approximately the same at all stages of filling the chips

with interferers. The order of insertion of interferers into the two patterns is shown

in table 4.3.

Channel number Interferer Number
patternllpattern2

1

2

3

4

5

6

7

8

I
10

11

72

13

T4

15

16

t7
18

19

20

21

22

23

24

25

26

27

28

29

30

31

32

32

19

t7
1

25

l4
8

22

30

I
5

11

26

20

28

3

12

10

2

23

31

29

27

4

6

13

7

16

24
1B

27

15

32

16

t2
20

2

23

28

5

4

30

26

10

22

6

L4

27

3

19

18

11

31

1

13

24

25

I

8

2L

I
29

t7
15

Table 4.3: Order in which interferers are inserted, one to each channel.
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That the two patterns are well chosen can be seen from the fact that patteln

1 produces codeword errors which result in bit errors which span the entire range

from 1 to 5, and have an aveÌage bit error rate close to the theoretical average

of Pö : (2k-Ll(20 - f))p- where P- is the codeword error rate. Pattern 2 has a

far worse error rate that rises steeply with increasing numbers of interferers, and

produces 5 bit errors fol every codeword error consistently.

Thus not only is there the potential for a user to have a poor codeword error rate

due to a bad interferer pattern, but the number of bit errors per codeword error for

these patterns can be quite high. Conversel¡ patterns may be found which have a

high codeword error rate, but consistently produce 1 bit error per codeword. This

means that for a similar level of interference, the bit error rates for differ-ent usels

may vary by a large amount, and hence all users will not experience the same level

of service. \Mhy this occurs is due to the structure of the code, and is best shown

by a set of simple examples.

Example

Consider the (8,3) code formed by three data bits acting as an index to the appro-

priate row of the 8 x 8 Haclarnard matrix, which is to be transmitted. It is assumed

that three interferers are pr-esent in separate frequencies of the hopping patteln.

The number of interferers which will contribute to a pairx'ise comparison of two

codewords can be ascertained. For simplicity, it is assumed that a hard decision

receiver is used.

Row A is transmitted and the received rorv correlated with rows B, where

B : L .. L, including ,4. In checking whethel an error has occurred, a series of

pairwise comparisons is conducted between the correct output from A and the other

outputs. Only those elements H[A, jl+ HlB, jl are counted in a pairwise compar-i-

son. Define the matrix C such that element C;¡ is the number of interferers which

affect the result when the combiner output for tra,nsmitted rorv i is compared with

that fol row j.

Firstly consider interferers present in the second, thild and fifth columns of the
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received codewords. It is assumed that the power in the interfelers is cornparable to

that of the wanted signal in those chips, and that noise of far lower power is plesent

in all chips. It is obvious that those chips with strong interfelers present will be

more likely to be in error in a hard decision receiver. In a normalizing receiver,

the more strong interferers present in a pairwise comparison, the more likely that a

codeword error is likely to be made.

Data
000
001

010

011

100

101

110

111

Then matrix C is

This matrix shows that if the interferers are in the stated positions, every transmit-

ted codeword will have on reception a larger probability of being mistaken for one

particular codeword than any other. Irrespective of what codeword was transmitted,

the full effect of all three interferers is certain to be felt in one pairwise comparison,

leading to a much higher probability of error for that comparison, and hence for the

overall probability codeword error probability.

The mapping of data to the codeword is clearly seen to be of importance here.

The most likely codeword to be chosen in error will result in all three data bits beìng

incorrect, which is the worst case that could be arranged.

H
1

I
1

1

1

I
I
1

I
1

1

1

1

1

1

I

1

1

1

1

1

1

1

1

1

i
1

1

1

1

i
1

1

1

1

I
1

1

1

1

1

1

1

I
1

1

I
1

1

I
I
I
1

I
I
1

1

1

1

1

1

1

1

1

=)

C

01t2L223
102r2t32
t20123r2
2r10322r
t22301r2
2t32102r
23r2r201
322r2L10

So what happens if the intelferer pattern is changed? Take another inte¡ferer'
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patter-n, such a,s intelfelels plesent in the second, foulth and sixth colurnns

C-

Again, at least one pairwise compaÌison will feel the full effect of the interferers fol

any codeword transmitted, and hence a higher codeword error rate will result. The

bit error rate will equal one thi''-d of the codeword error rate, as the most likely

codeword error will always result in one bit error.

Both of the previous patterns of interferers have been distinguished by the fact

that they correspond to a subset of the -1 locations of a codeword. Now a patteln

u'ill be tried which beals no relation to this critelion, inte.-felers in the thild, fifth

and seventh elements of the codeword.

In this situation, the probability of a codeword being in error is reduced, as there are

at most only two interferers in each codeword comparison. Instead of one particulal

codeword being more likely to be picked if errors exist, there are six other possible

codewords that could be the ones picked. If the noise level is low compared to the

signal and interference levels, such that the probability of a chip error due to noise

a,lone is very low (this being the usual case), the effect will be a lower codeword

error rate.

Given that this situation exists, what can be done about it? The obvious solution

is to try to randomise the interferer pa,ttern over tirne. This can be done by mapping

the bits of the codewolds onto the frequency channels in an older which changes

03r2122r
302t2rr2

C

12032r12
2130r22r
t2210312
21I2302r
21r2r203
t22t2730

22002222
22002222
22220022
22220022

00222222
00222222

22222200
22222200
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with time, such as from cycle to cycle. At the receiving end, the inverse transfor-m

must be carried out to reorder the code bits correctly prior to decoding. This rnay

raise problems when synchronisation is lost and must be reestablished. To enable

this to be done reasonably quickly, the number of different permutations of the code

bits must be limited to be fairl¡' small. The choice of the best permutations to use

is also not obvious.

One method possible for achieving a limited amount of randomness of the in-

terferer patterns is to rotate the codeu-ord through a larger frequency set than the

codeword length. As long as the hopping sequence length -L and the codeword length

n are relatively prime, this will ensure that the interferers effectively cycle through

,L different patterns in the codervords. When using a longer sequence length, the

variance of the number of interferers rvithin the sequence over all the users should

decrease, and bit error rates of the users should be more tightly clustered around the

mean. However, using longer sequences also has a disadvantage in that the frame

period increases, and thus the irreducible error rate of the DPSK modulation will

be higher due to decreased correlation between chips at a particular frequency.

This rotation scheme was simulated for the patterns 1 and 2. For efficiency

reasons, the (31,5) simplex code rvas used instead of the (32,5) orthogonal code, and

a channel set of 32 frequencies was used for each user. This means that any interfer-er

present will appear in all 3i chips of the codeword successively. The contrasting

situation where an interferel will alwa,r's appear in the same chip of the codeword is

obtained by using a set of 31 channels. The lesults for the codeword error rate of

the hard decision and normalizing receivers are shorvn in figures 4.2L-4.24.

It is clear that this method does substantially reduce the difference between pat-

terns 1 and2 which represent one of the best and one of the worst cases respectively.

Pattern 1 is shown to give very slightlv worse error rates, while the error rates for

pattern 2, while still exhibiting a pronounced "hump" for moderate numbers of in-

terfering chips, are far lower than for the case where interferers are stationary within

the same codeword chips. Also shorvn is the relative bit error rate performance of the
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hard decision 17dB

20
No. of chips with single interferer

Figure 4.21: Codeword error rate of hard decision receiver for (31,5) simplex coding,

Rayleigh fading, EølNo - 17 dB, interfererpatterns 1&2, using 31 and 32 channels.

1 slm hard decision receiver =28d8

20
No. of chips with single interferer

Figrre 4.22: Codeword eLror la,te of ha,rd decision receivel for (31,5) simplex coding,

Rayleigh fading, EalNo = 28 dB, interfererpatterns 1&2, using 31 and 32 cha¡nels.
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normalizi recelver, 17dB

20
No. of chips with single interferer

Figure 4.23: Codeword error rate of norma,lizing receiver for (31,5) simplex coding,

Rayleigh fading, EulNo - 17 dB, interfererpatterns 1&2, using 31 and 32 channels.

recelver =28d8

20
No. of chips with single interferer

Figure 4.24: Codeword error rate of normalizing receiver for (31,5) simplex coding,

Rayleigh fading, EalNo - 28 dB, interferer patterns 1&2, using 31 and 32 ch.annels.
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32c =17d8

z0
No. of chips with single interferer

Figure 4.25: Bit error rates of receivers for (31,5) simplex coding, Rayleigh fading, E6f Ns :
17 dB, 32 channels, interferer patterns 1&2.
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Figure 4.26: Bit ertor rates of receivers for (31,5) simplex coding, Rayleigh fading, E6f Ns:
28 dB, 32 channels, interferer patterns 1&2.
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two receivers at EolNo of 17 dB and 28 dB. The difference in performance between

the two receivers is maintained at a value similal to that previously noted.

In this rotation scheme, some patterns will still be a problem, such as the pattern

101010. .. in the simplex code (where the I's represent an interfered frequency chan-

nel), which will have a higher codeword error rate every second codeword. For exam-

ple, for the hard decision receiver with 16 interfered channels and E6f Ns:28 dB,

this interferer pattern has a codeword error rate of about 2.3 x I0-2 when 31 chan-

nels are used, and 1.0 x 10-2 when a set of 32 channels are used. This is consistent,

as the error rate for 32 channels is expected to be around half the error rate for when

31 channels are used. However, the probability of this particular pattern occurring

is fairly remote. It is possible with this approach to arrange the patterns with the

most amount of uniform repetition in them (such as 101010. . .) to correspond to

the least number of bits in error, given that that codeword error is made: a form of

Gray coding.

To avoid the complexity of this Gray coding approach, or if a codeword-to-

channel permuting process is not being used, another mapping approach would be

to have the average number of information bit errors per wrong codeword to be

about half the number of bits per data word for all interferer patterns. No optimal

procedure could be found for mapping the data to the codeword. It is likely that

an exhaustive search of all possibilities by computer would be necessary. For the

Hadamard matrix as shown previously, it has been found that any structure present

in the Hadamard matrix should not be present in the corresponding data matrix.

In the example given previously, the mapping progresses uniformly down the rows

of the Hadamard matrix, with higher order data bits referring to alternate rows.

This factor of two relationship can be seen to be reflected in the Hadamard matrix.

In fact, any structure which incolporates a factor of two in the mapping appears to

result in a poor mapping. For example, for the Hadamard matrix as defined above,
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the mappings
000
001

011

010
110

111

101

100

010

011

001

000

111

110

100

101

are not optimum, as for intelferers in positions (2,4,5) and (2,3,5) respectively, the

most likely codeword error will always produce three bit errors. The first and second

columns of the each pattern exhibit a factor of two relationship in the blocks of ls

and 0s. Mappings such as
000
001

010

100

111

011

110

101

which are designed to avoid symmetry and trvo-fold element structures, perform well

for a large number of interferer patterns, although this was not exhaustively tested.

Thus it is feasible that such mappings with good properties may exist, but they

are difficult to find, and the difficulty is increased as the codeword length increases.

Moreover, the importance of the optimalitl' of such data-to-codeword mappings

is diminished if a codeword-to-channel permuting process is used, as the different

interferer patterns in the codewords will ensure that a variety of bit errors will occur

overall.

4.4 Isolated Cell Uplink Simulation \ /ith Ran-

dom Allocation of lJser Hopping Sequences

It has been demonstrated in previous sections that the performance of the normal-

izing receiver is far better than that of the hard decision and linear receiver-s when
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the number of tone interferels present in each chip is condtrained to be one ol zero.

Before any conclusions may be drawn from this result, it is necessary to detelmine

whether the normalizing receiver outperforms the hard decision receiver when an ar-

bitrary subset of the total number of interferers may be present in each chip. (The

linear receiver performs so poorly in the presence of tone interferers that it is not

considered).

As there are are an enormous number of ways in which even a small number

of interfereÌs may be distributed throughout a user's hopping cycle, it is feasible

only to take a few samples of the possible interferer patterns. This was achieved by

assigning to each user a hopping sequence with a random time shift (as happens in

practice) and using the resulting pattern of interferers in the target user's hopping

cycle as the condition for simulation. By per-forming enough such simulations, a

representative spread of situations likely to occur in practice may be achieved.

The simulations assumed the same parameters used in the previous simulations,

with the exception that (31,5) simplex coding was used, as it requires one less bit

per codeword to be transmitted than the (32,5) orthogonal code and gives a slightly

greater number of channek (q : 100 instead of 96) within the 20 MHz bandwidth.

The E6f Ns value was reduced by 0.18 dB to make the chip energy equal to that used

in the orthogonal code simulations previously performed. Power control was assumed

on the uplink, and therefore user position and shadow fading were ignored, with the

Rayleigh fading, which multiplied the transmitted signals, having an average power

of unity. As before, chip synchronism between user hopping sequences was assumed,

ensuring that results could be compared rvith those already obtained.

For a given number of users in the cell, each user was allocated a hopping se-

quence from a one-coincidence set (section 1.3) with a random time shift correspond-

ing to an integral number of chips, distributed uniformly over the entire hopping

cycle. This meant that the number of interferels that could be present in a hopping

cycle was less than or equal to the total number of active users, and that every per'-

mutation of positioning these inter-felers within a set of channels was possible. The
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values of usels per cell were chosen to be those values predicted to give P6 = 10-3

for a celtain E¡,f Ns ratio ancl rardom a,ddressing (this is discussed in more detail in

section 6.3). To average out the eflects of bad user patterns within the codeword, a

set of 32 channels was assumed for each user.

The resulting system was simulated and the error statistics collected. For a

particular combination of E6f Ns ratio and number of users, 50 simulations were

executed rvith different initial random seeds, (50 being chosen as a compromise

between accuracy and total run time). For these simulations, the sample mean P6

and sample variance Vpo wete calculated for the bit error rate. In addition, the

median bit error rate P6 was detelmined.

The results are given in table 4.4 and illustrated in figures 4.27,4.28. The normal-

izing receiver can be seen to maintain its superiority over the hard decision receiver.

When the nolmalizing receiver is experiencing an error rate in the r-ange 10-4-10-3,

the corresponding hard decision receivet error rate will be 6-8 times larger, with the

factor increasing with -E¡/1Vb. This is in agreement with the restricted cases where a

maximum of one interferer per chip is allowed. The spr-ead of the results is reflected

in the sample variances. From the limited number of points, it appears that the

variance, as a proportion of the mean value, increases as the number of users and

&lNo increase. A possible reason for this is that in an interference-limited system

(noise has little effect), bad interferer patterns which cause high error rates can

occur even lvhen the majority of interferer patterns will cause low error rates. At

lower Er I tr'o, the system errol rate is influenced far rnore by noise, and therefore the

effect of interfeler- pattelns is of less impoltance, leading to a mole tightly bunched

set of samples. As the numbel of users incr-eases, the plobability of a specified bad

pattern occtur-ing increases, and so too does the possible severity of the interference.

These factors are responsible for the larger spread of bit error rate samples.

The median bit erroL rate is also of interest. It is noted from the graphs of

results (figures 4.27,4.28) that the spread of results sometimes extends quite a long

way belou' the mean. In such cases whele the distribution may have a large area
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Figure 4.27: Sample bit error rates of 50 uplink simulations for the normalizing receiver,

with (86/tr[s,no. of users) being (15,30), (20,60) and (30,75).
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Figure 4.28: Sample bit error rates of 50 uplink simulations for the hard decision receiver,

with (86/Ifs,no. of users) being (15,30), (20,60) and (30,75).
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EblNo (dB) No. Users P6 Pt Vpt

Normalizing
recelvel

15

20

30

30

60
tÐ

3.7 x 10-a
9.0 x 10-a
9.9 x 10-a

2.2 x l}-a
2.2 x l}-a
2.0 x 10-a

2.6 x 10-/
4.8 x 10-6
4.0 x 10-6

Hard
decision
recelver

15

20

30

30

60
Iõ

2.5 x 10-"
6.2 x 10-3
8.2 x 10-3

2.1 x 10-"
2.6 x 10-3
4.0 x 10-3

3.0 x 10-b
8.0 x 10-5
1.4 x 10-a

Table 4.4: Error rate statistics for user numbers estimated to give & - tO-t for normal-

izing receiver and random addressing.

in the tails of the distribution, the median is often taken as a more robust measule

of centre of the distr-ibution. The median position is an estimate of the error late

below which the error rates of 50% of all users will fall. In this instance, the median

value Pu li". consistently below the mean value P6, indicating that a small number

of large values of P¿ are inflating P6 to a value greater than that exper-ienced by

a majority of users. This suggests that the median has more practical significance

than an average error rate taken over all users. The difference between the median

P6 values for the hard decision and nolmalizing receivers is approximately an order

of magnitude, again emphasising the better performance of the latter.

On the basis of these results, the difference in performance betrveen the nor-

malizing and hard decision receivers can thus accepted as being generally true in

practice for the values of E6f Ns and number of users being considered. This will

be used to estimate the numbel of users possible in a isolated cell system in a later

chapter.

4.5 Multiple Cell Simulation of the Uplink

For the multiple cell simulation of the uplink, a clustel of one centlal hexagonal cell

and six surrounding cells rvas modelled. A cell corner ladius of eight kilometers was

used. Power- contr-ol lvas assumed lvithin each of the cells to ovelcome attenuation

and shadorv fading, and for tra,nsmissions receiveci from foreign cells, shadolv fading
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was incorporated as described in section 3.4. For a given number of users in each

cell, each useÌ was allocated a one-coincidence hopping sequence with a random time

shift, uniform over the hopping sequence.

Both chip synchronous and entirely asynchronous systems were studied. In the

former, hopping sequences of all users are aligned at chip boundaries, thus leading

to total or nil overlap of chips and no adjacent channel interference. In the second

system, a continuous time overlap of the user hopping sequences exists, and hence

cochannel and adjacent channel interference can exist for fractions of a chip. In

this latter case, only the immediately adjacent channels on each side were modelled,

as contributions from further channels decrease rapidly in significance and to take

account of them would increase run times considerably. Again as for the isolated

cell,50 simulations wererun for each combination of hf No and number of users.

The mean and median bit error rates are shown in figure 4.29, and all results

are tabulated in Appendix B. Similar trends in results are noted to the isolated cell

simulations. The normalizing receiver always outperforms the hard decision receiver,

with the hard decision receiver bit error rate being 3-8 times the corresponding

normalizing receiver bit erlor rate when the lattel is in the range 10-3-10-4. A

larger spread of recorded bit error rates, as a proportion of the mean, is observed

for larger numbers of users and higher ù I No. The median bit error rates are again

always below the sample mean bit error rates, the median often being about half

the mean in the vicinity of P6 : 1g-s.

When interference is constlained to be chip synchronous, the bit error rates

recorded are 2-3 times higher than the corresponding result when intelference is

allowed to be asynchronous. It would appear that the effects of adjacent channel in-

terference and increased numbers of co-channel interferers, overlapping for fractions

of a chip in the asynchronous case, are not severe enough to equal the interference

from a smaller number of co-channel interferers, each overlapping for a complete

chip. This justifies the approach of modelling the interfer-ence as chip synchronous

in the isolated cell to give a wolst case scenario (proposed by Yue [26]).
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This is in contrast to the FH-MFSI{ scheme with adjacent channel interference

examined by Agusti et al l44], where it was found that the presence of asynchronous

users and the resulting adjacent channel interference substantially degraded the

performance of the system over the chip synchronous case. The poor performance

of FH-MFSI( can be explained by an increased number of false alarms in incorrect

chips being recorded as a result of interference being above threshold in the adjacent

channel as well as the correct channel. A net increase in the number of signals above

threshold which form valid codeword sequences increases the error rate of the FH-

MFSK system.

In areas where many mole tha,n seven cells exist, it may be difficult to achieve a

high E6lNs valuein a cell due to interference (assumed here to be Gaussian) from

those cells outside the first surrounding ring. However, if an E6f Ns of 20-30 dB is

available, the results for these multiple cell uplink simulations indicate that up to

70-80 users per cell should be feasible in a power control situation. These results

are superior to those for the FH-MFSK system obtained by Agusti et aI, givenin

section 1.6, although further improvements in the FH-MFSK system capacity are

obtained through using addressing knowledge in the decoding process.

4.6 Multiple Cell Simulation of Downlink

For downlink simulations, tr-ansrrrissions fïom a particular base station are frame

synchronous. As no power control is used, signals from the target user's current

base station are assumed to be received with a certain specified area mean hlNo
ratio, which is then subject to lognormal fading to form the local mean. Rayleigh

fading and Gaussian noise then affect each channel independently. The signals from

a foreign base station (which do not interfere among themselves) are assumed to

arrive with a random time shift uniformly and continuously distributed over the

hopping sequence period, thus forming asynchronous interference. If it is assumed

that each base station tla,nsmits equa,l power, then these signals from foreign cells

are received with area means that suffer extra attenuation due to any excess dis-
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tance from the mobile to the foreign base stations over the distance to the home

base. The plocedure used to calculate the slow fading modifier was described in

section 3.4. The tlansmissions from foreign base station also suffer Rayleigh fading

independently on each channel.

As a complete characterisation of the system is beyond the scope of this work,

a limited nurtber of simulations were performed to observe the trend of the results.

Both hard limiting and normalizing receivers were simulated, with 50 simulations

being performed for E6f Ns ratios of 15 and 20 dB, and the number of users fixed

at 60 per cell. The radius to the cell corners from the central base station was

8 km, with the mobile unit being located in a cell corner) equidistant from its

base station and two others. This h¿s been found to be the worst position for'

interference when no power control is employed 125,771. The results are given in

table 4.5, and illustrated in figures 4.30 and 4.31. Where no errors occurred during

the 105 codewords transmitted during a simulation, the codeword error rate was set

to 10-5 as an estimated worst case and the corresponding bit error rate estimated

to be 5.2 x 10-6.

Receiver Eö/¡'/o (dB) No. Users P6 P6 Vp^

Hard
decision

15

20

60

60

6.8 x 10-2
2.9 x I0-2

1.6 x 10-'
< 5.2 x 10-6

\.7 x l0-z
6.6 x 10-3

Normalizing 15

20

60

60

6.1 x 10-'
2.4 x I0-2

1.5 x 10-b
< 5.2 x 10-6

1.5 x 10-z
5.9 x 10-3

Table 4.5: Error rate statistics for simulations of downlir-Lk, 7 cells, 60 users per cell,

normalizing and hard decision receivers.

The figules show that shadow fading seriously degrades the quality of the received

signal. For the mobile in the cell corner, significant levels of tone interference were

found to be received only from the trvo closest sulrounding cells, the bases of which

are at the same distance from the mobile unit as it's own current base station.

Although the majority of users in this position will not expelience an unacceptable

error rate even u'lten area mean EalNo is as lorv as 15 dB (as indicated by the

median pr), 
" significant plopor-tion of users will. Tliis results in the large spr-ead in
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Figure 4.30: Sample bit error rates of 50 downlink simulations for the hard decision

receivet, with 60 users and hlNo: 15,20 dB.
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Ìecorded values, reflected in the sample variance. (Note that for both ,E6/,À/s, many

simulations recorded no ellors and are set to the minimum bit error of 5.2 x 10-6,

shown as one point on the glaphs).

For the limited number of samples taken, it was found that in all cases where the

error rate r¡¡as unacceptable, an interfering base station was being received with a

mqch stronger signal. This indicates that a hand-off strategy would generally be an

appropriate solution to the poor signal reception. In practice, situations may arise

where signals from all surrounding bases are received with inadequate strength due

to shadowing, but this is a problem no matter what modulation or multiple access

scheme is used. Given that in all but exceptional circumstances, handoff protocols

will result in acceptable bit error rates for all downlink users, the system capacity

is therefore limited by the number of active uplink users that may use the system

at a specified bit error rate.

To check that this applies, further work is required to establish the downlink

performance at mobile locations closer to the centre of the cell, where more sur-

rounding cells may contribute significant levels of interference, although at a much

lower level than that found at the cornets.



Chapter 5

An Optimurn Linear Receiver

The optimum receiver delivers the best possible performance for a given set of con-

ditions. It is thus of interest to determine this receiver as a benchmark against

which others may be measured. In this chapter, the optimum linear receiver to op-

erate with the Nettleton and Cooper type orthogonal Hadamard coding is derived.

Transmission through a Rayleigh fading environment with background white Gaus-

sian noise is initially assumed, and the results extended to the more general case of

Gaussian interferers being present. In the event of the magnitude and location of

the interference being known at the receiver, this information may be used to obtain

a lower bit error rate. The treatment is adapted from that of Wozencraft and Jacobs

[78] for FSK with envelope detection, extended further for the case where interfelers

are known to exist in certain chips.

5.1- Optimurn Receiver for Rayleigh Fadittg

In this section, no inter-ferers are assumed to be present, but the theoly will be

developed to allow for extension to that case in the next section. Uplink transmission

with power control is assumed. For convenience, the number of channels is assuned

to be equal to the number of chips in a codeword, although this is not necessaÌy.
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Figure 5.1: Schematic diagram of a transmission and reception on a single channel.

Without loss of generality, it may be assumed that the transmitted signal on each

channel is composed of two parts, the first being a reference and the second being

the message encoded by differential phase shift keying. In sequential operation,

the previously transmitted signal serves as a reference for the current transmission.

Over two frame periods 0 < ¿ 1 27,, the transmitted RF signal given that the kth

message is sent can therefore be written as

L-r
s'*(t) : fløSrect"(t- /r)cos(artt - óò *hsrF2Srect"(ú -T - /r)cos(c.r¡ú - d,)]

r=o 
(5 1)

where the differential encoding is specified by the element h¡¡ of the Hadamard

matrix, and /¡ is a random phase constant uniformly distributed on [0,2n').

The received message is corrupted by Rayleigh fading and additive white Gaus-

sran norse.

L-r
,(t) : Ð l",tÆs'ect"(t- /r) cos(ø ú - f.t)

l=0

*h*totJ2Srect"(t-T - /r)cos(tr¡ú -0t)+",(¿)] 0 <ú < 2rþ-2)

where n¿(ú) is assumed to be additive white Gaussian noise with one-sided power

spectral density of l/0,. The o¿ âr€ independent Rayleigh variables with power con-

trolimplyingE[of] -Zbt-- 1,and 0¡are independentrandomvariables,uniformly

distributed on [0,2r).

It is assurned that the tlansrnitted signal is bandlimited such that the in-phase

and quadrature components may be recovered with no loss of energy and t'ith

lc
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minimum noise by the arrangement in figure 5.1. After multiplication of the received

IF signal plus noise bS, tÆcosrrr¡ú and Øsin u¡t in each blanch lespectively, the

resultants are lowpass filtered to produce

ru(t) : (o¿ cos ?¡)s¡¡(t) + nu(t) (5.3)

r," (f ) : (a¡ sin î¡)s¡¡(t) * n¡, (ú) (5.4)

where nt"(t) and n¡,(ú) are zelo mean Gaussian noise processes, and s¡¿(f) is the

equivalent baseband transmitted waveform for the kth message

"¡¡(r) = t/Srect,(t_ tr)lhstßrect,(t -T _ tr) (5.5)

For convenience, renumber the quadrature (sine) demodulator outputs

r¡(t):/s¡¡(t)a¡cosd¿+nu\) 
l:0,"''L-l 

(b.6)
[ "ut,-rl(¿)o¡-¿ 

sin 0çr * ng-¡¡"(t) I : L,. . . ,2L - I

Define
n (a¿cosï¡ /:0,...rL-Lt'=t 

a4-¡sin,,¿-¡ l:L,...,2L-l (5'7)

which implies zr are independent Gaussian random variables with zero mean and

variances Elzll -- b¿ for / : 0, .. .,2L - l.

It is convenient to u'rite s¡¡(ú) in telms of an appropriate orthonormal basis set

for each of the / : 0, ..., L- 1 channels.

t

s¡¡(ú) : ls¡"¿¡q¡(t)
j=7

(5 8)

(5.e)

(5.10)

where the orthonormal functions V¡{t) are defined as

çy(t): |r".t,(t-tr)vr
çrt(t) : jr""t,(t - T - lr)vr

(An alternative set of basis functions such as

çu(I) : #r".r,rt - tr) + $;r".t,(t - 
T - Ir)

ezt(t) : #r".r,rt - Ir) - ftr".t,(t - T - tr)
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can be found, but this representation is not convenient for latel analysis.)

The /th demodulator output for the kth message transmitted may then be lep-

resented in vector notation as

rt: zts*I* Íùt l:0,1,...,2L -I (5.11)

where each vector has two components.

Additive white Gaussian noise is represented by the components n¡ which are

zero-mean Gaussian variables with variances Ns, f 2 when projected onto the or'-

thonormal basis. (In a situation where there is only background Gaussian noise

and no interference, the variances would all equal No12.Ho'rvever, allowing them to

differ accommodates the possibility of interferers being present in some chips.)

The vector of random variables representing all of the demodulator outputs ts

t : (to, Tt,t.. . rr"L-r) (5.12)

with an actual sample value being

P:(Po,,P'r---,P"L-') (5.13)

where each component is a 2 element vector.

When r : p, the optimum receiver sets the estimated message ñt : rrl¡ for which

Pr[rn;1, : p] is a maximum. Assuming all messages nr; ãîe equally likely,

vrfm;lp7þlm¿)
Pr[rn;lr -- p)--Lffi x pr(plm¡) (s.t+)

The noise vectors {rz¡} are statistically independent, with probability density func-

tion

pn¿(æ): -J-"-lælz/Not (5.15)
nNot

Conditional on the {¡/0, i (pelhaps known through side information)

pr(plrn¿,{rr}, {No,}) : fI pnlpt - ztsit)
2L-t

l=0
(5.16)
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Avelaging over {z¿} to get pr(plm¿, {1ú.,})

Pr(plm¿,{^¡r,i) : E,,lp,(plm;, {zt},i¡/r,})]

through independence of the z¡. Now

lp - ,,"r1"

(5.17)

(5. 18 )

2L-r

il
l=O

pzt Pt - zts;t

pt' sa)2

l"¿¡l'

(5.1e)

(5.20 )

,')]

lptl' - 2"t(pt. s;¡) * t?|"¿tl"

lp,l'+l"rf (",- Í#)'
Letting l"o,l' : E; (the symbol energy contained in the two time chips at the /th

frequency), then

lpt - ","*l' : lp,l' + uo (", - "#)' - 
(p' :.u)' (5.21)

: lp,l" + E¿(rt - ot;)2 - E¡pln $.22)

where

'"2#Dz

Hence (dropping terms in lp,l" as they are independent of the message rn¿)

pr(plm¿,{¡/0,}) ='ÍI' Lor",þ- (-#; e, - p,o)')] *r (rt#)

From [78, page 522], the following Lemma is required

Lemma For a Gaussian random va,riable r, with mean rn, and variance

ol, wilh u any complex constant such that ft(tll) < I l(2o2,), then

exp (tum2"f (L - zwo))
(5.25)

I - 2uo|

Hence putting u : -E¿lNo,, ffi" - -pti and ol : b,

n,l"-""1 --

(5.23)

(5.24)

n., 
f"*n (-ftu,- r,,,,)] : (8, I A'o,) p7,1

0 r + zbt(EilNo)
CXP

T + 2l)t(E;lAto,)
(5.26 )



(.)dr
Jkt

(.)dt
kt

J

(Ð cos ((¡) kt )

sin ((l)kt )

Then

pr(Ptlrn;, {No, })

¡ =ft+r) t

No,r r + zbt(EilNo)

brmches
othq

t46

(5.27)

t =(k+t) t

Optimurn weighting
for chmnel

Figure 5.2: Schematic diagram of the optimum FH-DPSI{ receiver

2L-r
O( II

l=0

2L-r:lI
l=O

2L-r:II
I=O

1

Àb,r L + zbúEilNo)
exp

1 E;lNo)'
exp

À6,r r +zbúE;lNo) | + zbt(EilNo)

r0,.",,rrffi¡*¡f1
exp

This is the decision variable which must be maximised.

For the case where there are no interferers, with equal fading statistics on each

channel and equal energy signals, the following quantities are

¡/0, : ¡/o l:0r...r2L-l

b¿: b I-0,...,2L-l

E¿ : E" : 28" where E" is the chip energy for all signals

Then as ln(r) is a monotonicaliy increasing function

2L_T

pr(plm;,{¡r.}) o( fI "*p(p, 
. "r)' (5.28)

i=0
2L-1

Ð (pt ' s¿ù2 (5.2e)
l=0

Considel now a correlation receiver of the type shown in figure 5.2. The leceive-,-

forms the following quantities ovel each chip peliod r

xt, : [t" r¿(t) d,t / : o, .. . ,L - | (5.30)
J (t-t)r

T

Regists

T
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Y,

: 
l,::::.'.,r¡(t) dt

rl,: 
Ju-r,r(t+lþ) 

dL

r(tr\+.1: 
Ju,-r,*rrç¡q(t) 

dt

/:0r...rL-I

r47

(5.31)

(5.32)

(5.33)

(5.34)

Yt 0 ,L-r
/:0,...rL-l

Then
2L-7 L-r
D Ø, ' sr)2 : V D(X¿r * h¿tXn)" + (Yt + h¿tYz)2 (5.35)
I=O I=O

where V is a gain constant. The best strategy is therefore to choose rn¿ such that

L_L L_T

D(x,' rh¿txn)2 + (Yt+h;tYz)2 : t x?r* x7r+Yi+Y7*2h¿t(xuXzt*YYzù
l=o r=o 

(b.36)

ls maxrmum.

Discarding terms which are independent of i, the best strategy is then to pick

the rî¿ : rn; such that 
L_r

D h,,(x'xzt *y{zù
l=O

ts maxlmum.

This collesponds to the linear- receiver, with each combiner input being equally

weighted. This proves that the linear receiver is the optimum receiver in a fading

environment, with white Gaussian noise and no tone interference.

5.2 Optimurrt Receiver in Fading Tone

Interference

Consider the case where the fading on each channel is independent and identically

distributed. Interferers are present in some channels, and are assumed to fade with

Rayleigh amplitude and phase distributed randornly on [0,22r). The interfelers ale

assumed to be phase modulated b)' r'andom data, and thus each chip is randornly

modulated by *1. The assumption is thus made that an interferer can be included
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with the noise on each channel by representing it as a Gaussian random variable, with

zero mean and varian ce N6, f 2 in the /th time chip. Each message rn; is transmitted

with the same enerçy E¿ - E" - 28. and fading takes place with the Rayleigh

variables a¡ such that E[of] :2bt.

Pr(Plm¿,, {No,})
1

| + 2br(E"lNo)

I
No,T

2L-r

il
l=0 "*p ((p, . s¿ù2 

)No,r

* (Pt'
INo,E"+ 2bí

Dispensing with terms of the sum that are independent of i

rr(pl,"r¡,{rvo,}) ='1 Ø, - "ò' uffi, (5.37 )

Now substituting for (p¡ . "u)'flom equation 5.35

pr(ptlm¿, {^¡0,})
"f , [(xr, + htxtr)'+ (ï, + hitYrù2] 2btf NoI

/=o 
¿/ r\r¡r I Jt+2bt(8"/¡/0,)

",f^ 
n *rr,, x tz * urvr¡ ffi" ¡/=O

(5.38)

Hence the appropriate strategy is to weight the output of the product detector- for

each chip by the factor
2h I N3,

I * 2b¡(E"lNs,)

For the case where the average power of the fading is unity (e[r?] :2bt: 1), the

factor becomes
rlN3,

1+ (8"/1Vb,)

The weighted outputs are then summed to produce the codeword and a decision

made by choosing the largest output.

Now what is required is a link between the presence of an interferer and the noise

density No,. Consider the signal representation over the orthonormal basis set used

previously. The signal vectors defined on the orthonormal basis are then

s¿t : ÁP¡z,rralzl : (\[&,r@l
: G[8J2, -{n"tzl : ({8., -r[C¡sl"

(5 3e)

(5.40)
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This representation allows the interference power to be equally split into each di-

mension irrespective of the modulation of the interferer, and thus be lumped in with

the noise.

Assuming that signal s. was transmitted, the received signal on the /th channel

in the presence of noise alone can be written as

,¿ : Q¡1þ. * nn, ",1p" + nn) (5.41)

where z¡ is a zero-mean Gaussian random variable random variable with E[2,2] : ó¿

as before. Let b¡ : l12 which corresponds to a power control situation, removing

attenuation and lognormal (shadow) fading variation.

The n¿1, TL¿2 àre- zero mean Gaussian random variables with varia\ce Nsf 2 projected

onto the orthonormal basis.

Introducing an interferer i¿ into this channel:

,¡ : Q¡1þ"* i¿r * n¡, z¡{8" * in * nn) (5.42)

Now the interferer i¡ is assumed to be of identical average power to the target signal

In this case

<r78.>: <r?>8"
E"l2

< i? > (5.43)

<'?, > : < n?z >: Nol2 (5'44)

If in : utJ4 (where u¡ is a Gaussian variable) then by the independence

of the data, in: tqJÐ. with equal probability and the autocorrelation

R¿,r,i,r(?) : 0. This approach has been justified by studies of the performance of

(hard decision, no diversity) DPSK in Rayleigh fading by Wu et all79)., and by Sevy

[80]. Hence we can form two new Gaussian quantities with identical and independent

distributions as

?-¿ : z¿t*nn

: znlnn

(5.45)

(5.46)TZD
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(5.47)

(5.48)

(5.4e)

(5.50)

1n'r', ) : <"'å>:ai?, > + < n?r>

: (8.+ No)12

r+28.1(8"+¡ro)
t(¡v"+4x^¡r+3¿.)l-'
IIQE:) for high signal to noise ratios

Now the equivalent one-sided noise density is No, with equivalent variance on the

orthonormal basis functions of l/0, f 2, and hence No,l2: (8"+ No)12

The weighting function for the /th product detector output, given a single inter-

ferer is present, is

rlN3, Ll(8.+No),
I + E"f No,

For j interferers, where0 < j < J - 1, the weightingfunction is

rl(jE"+ No),
L+28.1(jE"+^¡o)

The ratio of weights for a chip with j interferers to a chip with no interferers is

weight (j interferers) ¡ú"(^i, + 28")

(5.51)

(5.52 )

(5.53)

weight (no interferer) (jø"+ ¡/rX¡/. + (j +2)8.)

For high signal to noise ratios E" >> ¡úo

weight (j interferers)
weight (no interferer)

2NoE"
jE.(j +2)8.

2No
(5.54)

iU + z¡n.

Hence if a certain number of interferers are known to be present in a particular

time chip, the weighting of that chip can be adjusted to give the optimum result.

Surprisingly, this may actually be possible in practice. On the link from mobile to

base, power control exists. The base station will have to track the optimum sample

instants for the transmission of each user independently. With this timing informa-

tion, the base station will be able to cletermine which chips of a wanted signal ale

being interfeled with stlongly, and make an estimation of the weight function for
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those chips. Analysis of the received signal over a long time period rnay give infolma-

tion on whether interference is present in a channel. For the downlink, it is unlikely

that the mobile unit would be sophisticated enough to distinguish the interfelence,

but frame synchronism within a cell should lessen interference considerably.

The performance of the optimum receiver has been simulated with the tone in-

terferer patterns previously used for examining the linear, hard decision and normal-

izing receiver, although the simplex (31,5) code was used instead of the orthogonal

code (resulting in less computation). Results are shown for patterns 1, 2 and a thild

pattern. The results show a vast improvement over the bit error rate of the othel re-

I linear recei 17dB

20
No. of chips with single interferer

Figure 5.3: Bit error rate of (31,5) simplex code, optimum linear receiver, with ideal

Rayleigh fading and tone interferers, E¿ll[o: 17 dB

ceivers for small numbers of interfèrels. As the number of intelfered chips incleases,

advantage of this receiver orrer the normalizing receiver becomes smaller and even-

tually disappears. The effect of bad interferer patterns can be clearly seen to affect

the optimurr linear receiver, in contlast to the lineal receiver examined eallier which

had no weighting on the detector outputs. Again, to avoid these repetitive bad pat-
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1,5 code, linear receiver

20
No. of chips with single interferer

Figure 5.4: Bit error rate of (31,5) simplex code, optimum linear receiver, with ideal

Rayleigh fading and tone interferers, hlNo = 28 dB
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terns, a cyclic codeword-to-channel mapping process must be used, as described in

the preceding chapter.

For small numbers of interfered chips, the optimum linear receiver has a clear

performance advantage over the normalizing receiver. However, when large numbers

of chips are subject to interference, the normalizing receiver exhibits better perfor-

mance than the optimum linear receiver (although stiil resulting in too high an error

rate). This may result from the assumption in the derivation of the of the optimum

linear receiver that the signal plus noise samples are independent. In fact, as the

magnitude of the signal component varies only slightly during the period T, these

samples are not independent, although uncorrelated. The normalizing receiver is

able to exploit this structure to produce better results when many channels suffer

interference. In specifying only an optimum linear receiver, this leaves open the

question of whether an optimum non-linear receiver may be derived.



Chapter 6

Other Coding Schernes

The ability of a frequency hopping scheme to cope with interference is inextricably

linked to the type of coding used and the nature of the inte¡ference, a fact well

demonstrated in a tutorial treatment by Viterbi [81]. Previous authors have all as-

sumed the (32,5) orthogonal Hadamard code was being used and not investigated

the possibility of using more suitable codes for the FH-DPSK system. This chapter

examines how some of the more commonly used block codes perform with the dif-

ferent receiver structures. Estimates of the number of users possible in an isolated

cell under a random addressing assumption, for the hard decision and normalizing

receivers, are also presented. Simulations for the simplex coding case indicate that

these estimates are reasonable.

Although insufficient time was available to tholoughly research the application

of convolutional codes and concatenated schemes to the FH-DPSK system, some

initial investigations were made into these important methods of error control. The

preliminary results are presented in appendix C, and appear to be quite promising.
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6.1 Biorthogonal Coding Schernes

The orthogonal and simplex codes used previously have considerable redundancy,

with an effective 3Ll5:6.2 chips transmitted for every message bit. This redun-

dancy gives considerable protection against interference but the shorter chip period

results in wider channel bandwidths. If the bandwidth required by each user is le-

duced by using less redundanc¡ the number of channel slots in the total bandwidth

will be increased and the mutual interference for a given number of users will be re-

duced. The bit error rate of the system will be determined by this trade-off between

redundancy versus number of channels available in the total bandwidth.

It is logical then to examine a scheme which has a slightly lorver code rate,

providing less protection against random noise and interference but allowing more

frequency slots to be used because of the lowel transmitted symbol rate. This

may therefore allow mor.-e users undel the tone interferer model and the random

addressing assumption.

An obvious extension of the orthogonal coding scheme is a biorthogonal coding

scheme. This can be derived simply from an orthogonal scheme by simply adding

the complements of the existing olthogonal codeword set. This doubles the number

of codewords of a particular length, or alternatively halves the length of a codeword

necessary to transmit a certain number k of information bits. For example, the set

of 2k :8 codewords for L : 3have length zk-L : 4 and can be specified as

Codewords
111
1 -1 1 -I 1 -1
1 -1 -1
1 -1 -1
1 1 -1
I -1 1

1 1 1-
where the mapping frorn the data to the codervord is designed to minimise three-bit

eltors by mapping complementarJr message rvords to complernentary codewor.ds. Fol

the same reasons as previously given for the orthogonal code, the biorthogonal code

Data
000

001

010
011

111

110

101

100

I
I
I
1

I
1

I
1

(6 1)
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also suffers florn the sensitivity to palticular patterns of intelferers. The solution is

the same a,s for the orthogonal code: r'otation through a larger frequenc¡r set ol a

repeated sequence of mappings from the codewords to the frequency channels.

Decoding of the code utilises the same approach as for the orthogonal Hadamard

code. A set of half of the codewords corresponding to the orthogonal codewords can

be used to correlate with the received signal, with the complementary codewords

not required. The greatest magnitude of correlation and the polarity determines

which codeword is the most likely to have been transmitted. As the decoding is a

linear transformation (via the Hadamard transform) which is easily performed, the

same choices of receiver exist for the biorthogonal code as for the orthogonal code.

The bit error rate of the (32,6) biorthogonal code in the presence of Rayleigh

fading and additive white Gaussian noise is shown in figure 6.1, and is slightly better

than that of the (32,5) orthogonal code. As the number of nearest neighbours is

increased by a factor of two for codewords of the same length, the probability of

codeword error is approximately doubled over that of the orthogonal code at a given

chip signal to noise ratio. However, as the biorthogonal code has a larger chip energy

for a specifred E6lNs than the orthogonal code of the same codeword length, the

biorthogonal code shows a net decrease in the probability of error. The number of

users under the AWGN approximation can be computed from equation 4.26 as 72,

45 and 32 users for the linear, normalizing and hard decision receivers respectively.

This represents a small increase on the numbers for the simplex and orthogonal

codes.

The performance with tone interferers is also similar to that of the orthogonal

code, and is shown in figures 6.2-6.6. There is little difference in the performance

for orthogonal and biorthogonal coding for the same number of tone interferers at

E¡lNo : 15 dB and above, with the separation in performance between the three

receiver types being maintained at the same level as for the orthogonal coding. The

number of channels available for hopping for the (32,6) biorthogonal code is given
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biortho AWGN
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Figure 6.1: Bit error rate of the (32,6) biorthogonal code, with ideal Rayleigh fading and

additive white Gaussian noise.
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which is an increase of 20% over the orthogonal code. The closeness of pelformance

for the biorthogonal and orthogonal codes, coupled with an increase in the number

of channels available for hopping due to the higher code rate, should result in the

biorthogonal code being able to support a higher number of users at an errol r-ate

of 10-3. This is in fact shown in a forthcoming section.

6.2 Golay Coding Scheme

The opposite extreme to the (32,5) orthogonal code is a high-rate code which plo-

vides minimum t'edundancy but a large number of channels. To investigate what

sort of error lates are achievable flom high rate codes subject to a ferç tone inter.-
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code of receivers, =17d8

20
No. of chips with single interferer

Figure 6.2: Bit error rate of (32,6) biorthogonal code, with ideat Rayleigh fading, fading

tone interfereß, E6f Ns = 17 dB.

code of receivers

20
No. of chips with single interferer

Figure 6.3: Bit errot tate of (32,6) biorthogonal code, with ideal Rayleigh fading, fading

tone interferers, .l?6/N¿ : 28 dB.
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) code, linear receiver, I
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Figure 6.4: Bit error rate of (32,6) biorthogonal code, linear receiver, with ideal Rayleigh

fading and fading tone interferers.

ferers, the (23,12) Golay code was used. This code, encoding 12 message bits into

23 code bits, is a so-called "perfect" code and can correct all patterns of 3 error-s

in the codeword and no others, thus achieving the maximum efficiency possible for'

the codeword length and code rate. It is not proposed to cover the theory of the

Golay code here: texts on coding such as [82] oL [83] cover the subject of coding

in depth. This investigation serves a dual purpose. It is very easy to analytically

compute the probability of codeword error for hard decision decoding of the Golay

code, and hence the simulation results for a known interferer configuration may be

assessed against theoretical results.

A hard decision encoding/decoding package was written for the Golay code,

using a systematic feedback encoder and decoding by a look-up table indexed by

syndrome (method based on a hardware implement¿tion in [8a]). The performance

of the FH-DPSK system rvas assessed by simulation and by analysis. The parametels

of the Golay coded scheme are set out in table 6.2. It was assumed to hop over' 23

0
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code, hard decision receiver
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Figure 6.5: Bit error rate of (32,6) biorthogonal code, hard decision receiver, with ideal

Rayleigh fading and fading tone interferers.

frequencies, thus assuring the independence of each chip in the codeword.

Note that it is possible to cycle through more frequencies than the actual number

of chips in a codeword, as suggested for the case of the orthogonal coding scheme.

However, the Golay code has a weight structure which results in a series of groups of

codewords at particular Hamming distances from any given codeword. These groups

are different for- every codeword. An interferer pattern which badly affects one par-

ticular codeword by increasing the probability of erroneously choosing a codewold

at the minimum distance, for another transmitted codeword may correspond to a

pattern which perturbs the codeword in the direction of a codeword at maximum

distance and is unlikely to cause an elror. This structure seems to be iess sensitive

to particular interferer patterns, and no significant difference in bit error rate per'-

formance was noted for the Golay code for va,rious patterns of interferers tlied. In

addition, choosing a larger set of frequencies to hop through will increase the frame

period, and thus decrease the correlation between chips at the same frequency in
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biortho recelver

20
No. of chips with single interferer

Figure 6.6: Bit error rate of (32,6) biorthogonal code, normalizing receivet, with ideal

Rayleigh fading and fading tone interferers.

adjacent frames. This will shorv up as an increased irreducible error rate.

6.2.L Analysis and Results

For this analysis, a receiver such as that in figure 6.7 is assumed, with hard decisions

(:E 1) being made on each chip at the output of the quadratic detector, on sampling.

Consider a frequency hopping signal transmitted over L :2k frequencies as

s(t) : d(t)tÆrect,(t - lr)cos(Zrf¿t - ót) I : 0,1,..., L - | (6.2)

where all s1'¡¡þo1s have the meanings previously defined in other chapters

The data is differ-entialll' sn...1ed onto the signal with the nzth word of k bits

mapping to a cor^responding n bit codeword. For example, if the codeword was
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Parameter Value
Total available bandwidth IV
Information rate .R6

Code rate
Channel bandwidth
Number of channels available
Frame period T
Chip period r

20 MHz
32 x 103 bits/s
12123
32 x 103 x23lI2: 61.3 kHz
326
375 ¡rs
16.3 ps

Table 6.1: Parameter values used for the (23,12) Golay coded FH-DPSK scheme

SAMPLE
t=î Output

lF input

Figure 6.7: Alternative form of the matched filter type receiver.

mapped to the first n frequencies of the .L channels for the rnth frame under consid-

eration, such that c* : (c*orcm-t ¡. . .rc*(n-\) mapped to channels 0,. . . rfr - I,

the differential encoding would be:

n-l

bts

d^(t): D d^¡rect,(t - lr) where d^t : d6-¡tc^t (6.3)
l=0

At this point, there is no restriction on the type of coding that can be applied

It is assumed that thele are ./ users active in the system with chip synchronisn of

hopping sequences and power control. After fading through .L independent Rayleigh

channels with additive white Gaussian noise, the received signal at the output of

the matched bandpass filter for the /th time chip around time of the peak output

can therefore be written as [35]
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(6.5)

+ D \Æ P(t) l(¡t cos(2r f¿t) * n¡tsin(2rl¿ú)l
J-r

j=7

n [eí] : Nsfr-t.9!tir
j=l

f n¡. cos(2 r f ¡t) * n¿, sin(Zn f ¡t) (6.4)

where 0¡ is a phase angle uniformly distributed on [0,22r')

at is a Rayleigh distributed random variable such that E[af] : t

rtrt".,rtr" are i.i.d. zero mean Gaussian variables with variance Nsf r

P(t) is the amplitude function resulting from the matched filter,

assumed unity at sample time

and (r¡ and r7¡r are i.i.d. zero mean Gaussian random variables with variancel¡tf2.

The distribution of. 1¡t is determined by the addressing strategy used, but will not

be of importance in this section as 7¡¡ will be set to specific values'

For any frequency, interferers in each frame are assumed independent, as al-

though their magnitudes change only slightly from one frame to the next, the random

data ensures no correlation. It is then possible to write the sum of the interferers

plus noise for the inphase and quadrature parts in any time chip / as independent

Gaussian random variables {¿ and 4¡ with zero mean and variance equal to

J-r

Note also that the signal component of the received waveform in the /th time chip

can be lvritten as

¿*tJzS þ(t)a¡ cos(2r f tt - É-t) :

d^t\Æ P(t)[r,"cos(2rf ¡t) * z¡"sin(2tr f ¡t)] (6 6)

where zt"rzt" are i.i.d. zero mean Gaussian random variables with variancelf2.

The received signal is applied to a, quadratic detector and the output har-d-lirnited

to either *1 or -1. Using the lesult due to Voelcker [58], the corresponding har-d

decision chip error probability for DPSK with Rayleigh fading in the presence of
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, _f(l -6) +1 ...:ìffi (67)

where f is the ratio of signal variance to noise variance of either quadrature com-

ponent of the envelope, and e is the correlation component over the pulse length.

white Gaussian nolse rs

Now
1

(6.8)

The correlation coefficient is [2]

e: J.(aoT) (6.e )

where Jo is the Bessel function of the first kind, order zero.

ttD is the maximum Doppler frequency in rads/s, taken to be

about 600 rads/s, equivalent to a vehicle speed of around

115 km/hr.

T is the frame period.

Hence after substituting the appropriate quantities and a small amount of rear-

rangement, the probability of a making a hard decision error on a chip is

(1 - e) + (No¡ø"+ D/=i r,),.: (6.10)

Yue [35] derived a similar formula by considering the characteristic function of the

detector, but did not include the decorrelation between chips at the same frequency

but separated by a sequence period. His formula therefore lacks the (1 - t) term in

the numerator, and does not account for the irreducible error rate.

Consider only the case where one oÌ zero interfeÌers may be in any particulal

chip. Then with hard decision decoding on each chip, we have

Pr(chip in errorlinterferer present) : pt

Pr(chip in elror'lno interferer plesent) - ps

(*ol t" + Dt¡:i t,)
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Then for (23,12) Golay coding, with j interferers distributed one to each chip

lwhere i < 23)\¿-/

Pr(frame errorlj interferers) : 1 - Pr(O chip errorslj interferers)

- Pr(1 chip errorlj interferers)

- Pr(2 chip errorslj interferers)

- Pr(3 chip errorslj interferers) (6.11)
23

!er1l chip errorslj interferers) (6.12)
l-4

The conditional probabilities can be evaluated by the following formulae using the

number of terms appropriate for the number of interferers.

Pr(O chip errolslj int.) : (I -t',,)i(1 - po)23-i (i > 0)

Pr(l chip errorlj int.) : (í)rt,t - rr)i-11r - po)23-i (i > 1)

+ (1 - ùt(", ')o,rr - Po)22-i

pr(2 chip errorslj int.) : (L)r*, - pr)i-'(L - po)23-i (i >- 2)

. (l)pi(l - p,)i-'("; i)o,t' - Po)22-i

+ (1 - ,)'(" , 
j)rzo - po)"-j

(6.13)

I (6.14)

Pr(3 chip errorslj int.) : (í)rt,t - p')i-'(1 - po)'"-i

. (;) pie - p,)'-2(";')

u>3)

po(1 - po)22-i (j >2)

(rlt)

(j>i)

(6.15)

(6.16)

. (l)pl(r - P)i-'(";i)oo,o - Po)21-i

+ (1 - ,,r'(", i)o;rt - Po)zo-i

Using equation 6.10, the quantities po,pt may be evaluated. The value of up

used in the simulation was around 600 r'adians/second, and with the frame period

T specified earlier, e : Jo(0.2356) : 0.9862.
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The results for simulation and analysis at two different signal to noise ratios are

summarised in tables 6.2.1 and 6.2.1.

Number of chips with
single interferer

Pr(codeword error)
calculated I simulation I calculated (Yue's formula)

0

1

2

3

1.17 x 10-a
5.42 x L}-a
2.13 x 10-3
6.95 x 10-3

1.00 x 10-n
6.10 x 10-a
2.02 x I0-3
6.75 x 10-3

4.93 x 10-ö
4.68 x 10-5
3.64 x 10-a
2.18 x 10-3

Table 6.2: Calculated and simulation values for the (23,12) Golay code with single inter-

ferers in several chips, E.lNo = 20 dB

Number of chips with
single interferer

Pr(codeword error)
calculated I simulation I calculated (Yue's formula)

0

1

2
o
ó

4.96 x 10-'
7.17 x l0-2
9.98 x 10-2
1.34 x 10-1

4.13 x 10-'
6.49 x 10-2
8.60 x 10-2
1.23 x i0-1

3.68 x 10-'
5.57 x 10-2
8.05 x 10-2
1.12 x 10-1

Table 6.3: Calculated and simulation values for the (23,72) Golay code with single inter-

ferers in several chips, E.lNo = 9 dB

The results show that the correlation term becomes significant at high signal to

noise ratios and for few interferers. The simulation results are a very good match

to the predictions calculated using the formulae derived above, validating the simu-

lation approach for estimating receiver performance. Yue's formula which assumes

perfect correlation between adjacent DPSK chips is shown to consistently underes-

timate the codeword error rate, by ordels of magnitude at high signal to noise ratios

and few interfelels. The simulation results also validate the modelling of intelfer-

ers as large independent Gaussian randorn variables in the inphase and quadratule

stream for the case where a hard decision is made on each decoder output. Hence
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if the interference pattern distribution is known, the plobabilitl' of codewor-d error

'may be calculated and the bit elror rate found.

It would appear that the Golay code is not a suitable code fol use with the FH-

DPSK system. As the number of interferers increases, the bit error rate increases

rapidly. With a chip energy to noise power spectral density ratio of 20 dB, the system

is unable to maintain a codeword error rate of 10-3 if more than one interferer is

present. It will be seen later that this leads to poor results for this system undel a

random addressing assumption.

It is noted that soft decision decoding of the Golay code is possible by using other

techniques. In particular, the Chase algorithm [83] may be used, where the least

reliable codeword bits are progressively replaced by their complement and decoded,

until the most likely solution is found. This can lead to further gains in performance,

but is not examined here, as it is not amenable to analysis.

6.3 Performance of Codittg Schernes under

Randorn Addressing

To compare the performances of the various coding schemes for the model where

interferers are assumed to appear as fading tones with random tl modulation in

each time chip, it is necessary to take the effect of the addressing scheme into

account. The probability of an interfeler pattern occurring is a function of the

way the hopping sequences ar*e generated and allocated. Unfortunately, the "one-

coincidence" addressing schemes, which have the lowest cross-correlation properties

for a random time shift, are difficult to incorporate into analysis. As an interferer

may use a particular frequency only once, and may only interfere with the wanted

user's signal in at most one frequency, the probability of an interferer being present

in a chip is dependent on the previous chips. This then requires enumeration of all

the possible patterns that the interfelels may take, and subsequent evaluation for
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the probability of elror

This has been achieved for the FH-MFSI( system [51], where the probability of

error can be evaluated based on the probability of receiving valid patterns of chips

with energy above a threshold. An error is made when the number of chips in a valid

but erroneous pattern is greater than (or equal to) the number of chips detected in

the correct pattern. Now consider the FH-DPSK system. This type of analysis used

for the FH-MFSK system cannot be applied to the linear or normalizing receiver as

the decisions are not made on a chip by chip basis. Secondly, the method of [51]

enumerates the possibilities of interferer signals being in frequency channels other

than that of the wanted signal with an energy greater than a threshold value. It does

not take account of interferers being present in the same frequencies as the wanted

signal, as the probability that an interferer will cause the wanted signal to be below

threshold is assumed to be very small. It also relies on the fact the every user can

interfere with the wanted signal in at least one chip, as the frequency transmitted

at any chip is determined by the data.

For the FH-DPSK systems, the number of frequencies that a user can transmit

on is a function of the sequence length and the number of frequency channels in the

available bandwidth. In addition, the error probability is determined by the num-

ber of users transmitting in each time/frequency chip and the interferer arrangement

within the codeword. The determination of probability of error becomes a very large

enumeration problem, whereby the conditional probability of error and the proba-

bility of occurrence must be evaluated for every interferer pattern, and combined to

obtain the overall error rate.

To estimate the nurrrbel of users that may use the system at any time, a random

addressing approach [35] is used to upper bound the probability of error. The ran-

dom allocation of addresses covers all possible sequences. As the sequences with low

cross-correlation properties will have a lower error rate than those chosen randomly,

the error rate for the randomly allocated sequences will form an upper bound on

the probability of error for the "one-coincidence" addlessing schemes.
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This approach has been used for FH-MFSK schemes, whele simulation has con-

firmed that the allocation of hopping a,ddresses on a random basis leads to lesults

which approach those of the "one-coincidence" addressing as the total available

bandwidth and the number of users increases [22]. However, these results are not

entirely valid for the case of FH-DPSI(, as the number of users able to interfere with

the wanted signal is the subset of users who have one or more of the frequencies in

their hopping set in common with the target user's set. Those users in this subset

have an increased chance of a clash with the target user, inversely proportional to

the sequence length, and proportional to the number of frequencies which are com-

mon to both the target user and the interferer sequences. It is therefore unknown

how tight the random addressing bound is for the FH-DPSK case.

Under the tone interfeler model flom sectior L4.2, the effect of the jth interfeler

on the wanted signal can be modelled as

L-r
i j(t) : \ tEsr."t"(t - Ir)[€¡tcos(2rf¿t) * rt¡tsin(2rf¡t)] (6.17)

l=0

where €r¡ and T jt arc i.i.d. zero mean Gaussian random variables with variance 1¡¿f 2

such that

_ | t if the jth interferer- is present in the /th chip/i¿-l.o otherrvise
(6.18)

The distribution of 11 is determined by the addressing technique, but for reasons

given above. hopping sequences are allocated by a memoryless process. At any

flequency, the probability of next hopping to a particular frequency is unifolmly

p, : 7 I q, where q is the total number of available hopping channels. The number of

channels available in a bandwidth I4l' Hz, assuming an information bit rate.R6 and a

code rate C: kln,is q:Wl(RblC). For the purposes of comparison, the values

of W : 20 \[Hz and -R¿ : 32 kilobits/second were used. In a system where the user

hopping sequences are constrained to be chip synchronous, the distribution of 7 is

given by

p",(n) - ó(r)(1 - p) + 6(I - r)¡t (6.1e)

fol evely user. As the 7¡r are identically and independently distlibuted fol each user
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and each channel, the total number of interferers present in a chip is distributed

binomially.

6.3.1 Hard Decision Decoding Performance

It is assumed that the signals and receiver used are as defined in section 6.2.1, with

the exception that any hard decision block code may be thought to be encoding the

message bits.

For -I users active in the system, the probability of a making a hard decislon

error on a chip is

(6.20)

(6.21)

where all symbols have the previously defined meanings.

Assuming that frequency hopping sequences are allocated by random addressing,

eachl¡t willbe distributed as equation 6.19. For (J-1) interferers, using hard deci-

sions on each chip, the probability of chip error can be obtained from the identical

and independently distributed binomial probability distributions for the 7¡¿ as:

r-t-j(l -6) +U+ NolE.)

The upper bound on codeword error rate for a given chip error rate for an

orthogonal code is given by [75,35] and is expected to be tight for codeword error

rates around and below the region P- = 10-3.

'":'f(';') 
pj' - t') (1 +J+NolE.)

2k-1t
l-(2t -2 +t)

P- < (20 -r' l; (3rr-:,)P:r-" (t - P.)'u-" +
t^;') P:Í - 's'r-'-rLrl

The mean bit error rate is then asymptotic to P6: P*zk-r f (2* - t)

From the above equations, the probability of bit error versus number of users can

be computed for a given hlNo for the orthogonal code. This is shown graphically in

figure 6.8. By dropping the useless bit transmitted at the start of every orthogonal
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Figure 6.8: Bit error rate versus number of active users, for (32,5) orthogonal coding, hard

decision decoding and random addressing.

codeword, the simplex code thus formed can also be assessed: for a given chip erlor-

rate, the bit error late is identical to the orthogonal code, but the chip error rate

is smaller due to the increased number of channels available for hopping and the

fractional increase in chip signal to noise ratio for a given EulNo. Two more users

than for the orthogonal code may be present in the system at an average bit error

rate of 10-3.

For the biorthogonal code, defined in a plevious section, a similar relation can

be derived. Any codewold has the pr-operty of being at the same Hamming distance

dt : d^in from any other codeword except one, which is at twice the distance

dz : 2d*;n: n. One extra information bit can thus be transmitted with no increase

in bandwidth over the olthogonal code. For this (n,k) bi-orthogonal code, the

probabilit¡, of a codeword er-r-ol can be obtained from the union bound, (choosing

randomly when both the corlect and incolrect codewords compared have the same

(:)
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k
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where

P¿,

P¿"

2k-2 /oß-2\

t (" , )pjtr - P.)2k-2-l
¡-2t-a-,u1 \ ¿ /

/¡k-2\
, LI¿ ì pz¡-¡ (t _ p.¡zk-t' z\2*-s1'"

2k-l /oÈ-1\

t (" , )pjtr - P"¡zk-l-t
¡-2r-2.,r1 \ ¿ /

* +(7-r-',) P:r-' (r - P.¡zr-'

P-<
f Pr(error in codeword at distance d2)

: (2r - Z) [Pr(more than 2k-3 errors in 2k- 2 chips)

+ (I l2)Pr(2ß-3 error s in 2k-2 chips)]

+ [Pr(-".e than 2&-2 errors in 2fr-1 chips)

+ (rl2)Pr(2Ë-2 errors in 2È-r chips)]

: (20 - 2)P¿, * P¿,

172

(6.25)

(6.23)

(6.24)

11

The bit error probability is then bounded by

Pb<(rlk) t B¿P¿ (6.26)
d,=d,min

where B¿ is the total number of all bit errors that occur in all block error

events involving codewords at distance d from a codeword

P¿ is the probability of wrongly choosing a codeword at a distance d

Assume the complementary information words are mapped to the complemen-

tary codewords to minimise the probability that a codeword error will cause all

information bits to be in error. Then

n

Bù:
B¿z :

ß-1t
i=1

k

(f)' (6.27)

(6.2s)
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The results for this code are given in figure 6.9. Due to the increased numbel of

channels being available, and the codeword error rate being only slightly rvorse than

that of the Hadamard code, the biorthogonal code allows a few more users to use

the system at a bit error rate of 10-3.

Results for other block coding schemes can also be obtained in a straightfor'-

ward manner. Given a binary (n,,k,t) block code (hard decision decoding) with k

information bits encoded per block of n channel symbols and an error correction

capacity of f channel symbols, for a given channel symbol (chip) error probability

P" the information bit error probability is approximately given by [85]

po: *,ä (;) P:o - P')n-' *: 
,=P--,'(î) 

P:G - P')n-' (6 2e)

where d^in :2t + I is the minimum Hamming distance.

The above approximation has been shown [85] to be very accurate for the (23,12)

Golay code. Applying it to the FH-DPSK Golay encoded system, discussed in a

previous section, is straightforward. Results are shown in figure 6.10. It is apparent

that the increased number of channels available to the Golay coded system is not

sufficient to overcome its reduced ledundancy compared to the Hadamard system.

In order to see the effect of code rate on the system, the performance of primitive

binary BCH codes [82] was computed using equations 6.21 and 6.29. Only those

codes which resulted in chip periods of approximately five microseconds or greater

are of interest, as systems with chip periods shorter than this will experience severe

problems with time delay spread. In addition, only code lengths of up to I27 symbols

were examined, as the longer code lengths will have ve'-y long sequence periods and

thus the DPSK irreducible elror rate lvill be unacceptable. (The hardware lequile-

ments for such long codes using n independent channels would probably prohibit

their use). For each code, the correlation coefficient e was computed for a sequence

length equal to the codeword length, and the maximum Doppler frequency was set

to 600 radians/second for all cases. The number of active users that may use an

isolated cell at a bit elror rate not exceeding P¿ : 10-3 fo¡ the different length and

late codes aÌe summarised in table 6.3.1.
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Hard decision biortho code
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Figure 6.9: Bit error rate versus number of active users, for (32,6) biorthogonal coding,

hard decision decoding and random addressing.
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Figure 6.10: Bit error rate versus number of active users, îor (23,72,3) Golay coding rvith

hard decision decoding and random addressing.
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n k t code rate
kfn

chip period
kl@n) (ps)

No. of users at Pö < 10-'
lslzoleo

I

15

15

15

31

31

31

63

63

63

63

63

r27
t27

4

11
a
I

5

16

11

6

24

18

16

10

t

29

22

I
1

2

3

3

5

I

I

10

11

13

15

2I
23

0.571
0.733
0.467

0.333

0.516
0.354
0.193
0.380
0.285
0.254
0.159
0.111

0.228
0.173

17.9

22.9
14.6

10.4

16.1

11.1

6.0
11.9

8.9
7.9

5.0
3.5

7.t
5.4

0

0

0

0

0

1

b

0

4

I
6

3

0

5

3

0

9

2l
1

28

30

3

30

35

31

27

24

30

t4
2

20

32

T2

39

40

1.4

4T

45

4T

37

35

4I

It is noted that the (127,22,23) code requires more channels than would be

available at the frequenc5'spacing of If r in a total bandwidth of 20 MHz, which

would lead to more correlation between fading on adjacent channels and hence a

higher error rate. This compromise between code rate and number of channels in

the total bandwidth leads to an optimum rate for the code. This is clearly seen for

the length 63 codes, where the user capacity increases as the code rate decreases,

until a maximum is reached for a code rate of 0.254, whereupon the number of users

possible in the system decreases with decreasing code rate. The same behaviour is

exhibited for length 127 codes. Codes with chip periods of less than 5 micr-oseconds

are not optimum, so the effect of time delay spread can be assumed to be reasonably

small. Indeed it is possible to double the chip peliod, halving the channel bandwiclth,

and have two frequencies transmitted simultaneously (as proposed by Timor laZ]for

FH-MFSI{), to mitigate the effect of frequency selective fading within a channel.

As the sequence period is not increased, there is no increase in the irreducible error

rate.

The best three BCH codes, a,ssuming that the rz chips ale all on different fi'e-

quencies, ale the (63,16,11), (63,10,13) and (31,6,7) codes, and the results for tìre
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best length 63 and 31 codes are plotted in figures 6.11 and 6.12. Under-the landom

addressing assumptions, none of the BCH codes match the bi-orthogonal code per'-

formance. The average number of users that each of the above hard decision codes

can suppoú at E6f Ns ratios of 15,20 and 30 dB, are surì.rnarised in table 6.4.

EulNo
(dB) orrhogonar I biorrhoiliÏi'åt"i;" i'#¡; 

tt-" u.n 
I

(32,5) | 1rz,o; I lzr,rz,r¡ | 1er,o,z¡ | 1or,ro,rr¡ |

BCH
(63,16,11)

15

20

30

13

38

48

T7

42

52

0

t7
28

Ð

30

40

6

31

4T

q

35

4T

Table 6.4: Number of users possible at P6 - 10-3 for hard decision decoding

The number of users which can use the system at an average bit error rate of

10-3 for the (31,5) simplex code is midway between that of the orthogonal and

biorthogonal codes, being 15,40, and 50 for E6f Ns of 15,20 and 30 dB respectively.

These values were used as the number of users in an isolated cell with addresses

allocated from a one-coincidence set for a series of 50 simulations, as described in

section 4.4. The results obtained for the mean bit error rate P6, the median P6, and

the sample variance Vpo are given in table 6.5.

Ebl¡ro (dB) No. Users Pa Pa Vp^

15

20

30

15

40

50

6.0 x 10-n
4.8 x 10-a
7.4 x L}-a

4.9 x 10-n
1.9 x 10-a
1.3 x 10-a

1.6 x 10-'
7.9 x 10-7
3.6 x 10-6

Table 6.5: Error rate statistics for those user numbers estimated to give 4 = 10-3 on

uplìnk with hard decision receiver and random addressing.

The mean bit error rate is consistently just below the P6: 10-3 predicted by

the random addressing model. While the number of samples taken is not lalge, it

does provide an indication that the random addressing leads to a reasonably close

approximation and is within an older of magnitude as an upper bound on mean bit
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Figure 6.11: Bit error rate versus number of active users, for (63,16,11) BCH coding with

random addressing.
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Figure 6.12: Bit error rate versus nurnber of active users, for (31,6,7) BCH coding with

random addressing.
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erroÌ rate

The difference between the mean and median sample bit error rates again r-aises

the question of what is the appropriate quantity to be measured: despite the conve-

nience of an analytic formulation for the mean, it would perhaps be more logical to

take the median, or perhaps a particular percentile of the distribution, as the point

of comparison. A common practice in telecommunications is to specify a service

in terms of a given probability of success, where success is measured in terms of a

quantity not exceeding a threshold. Thus a service area for mobile radio may be

dimensioned on the basis that users at 90 percent of locations in the service area will

experience a bit error rate belorv a maximum of 10-3. Unfortunately, to establish

such a detailed profile of bit error rate as a proportion of users is a time-consuming

problem, especially if the mathematics is intractable and the distribution must be

estimated fi'om simulation, and as such was not pursued further.

6.3.2 Estimation of Normalizing Receiver Performance

As no method of analysing the performance of the non-linear normalizing receiver

exists, apart from direct simulation, it is not possible to produce a formula like

that derived for the hard decision receiver. It is therefore necessary to estimate the

performance, based on the behaviour of the normalizing receiver compared to the

hard decision receiver, for conditions which result in bit error rates close to 10-3.

Results for the normalizing receiver show that the probability of codeword elror

at error rates of 10-3-10-2 is consistently less than that of the hard decision receiver.

The difference in error rate is lowel with high background noise levels, and is also

dependent on the actual arrangement of interferers within the received signal. The

benefit of the normalizing receiver is greatest when only single interferers are located

within a chip. This is to be expected, for as the number of interferers per chip

increases, the total interference per chip becomes more truly Gaussian, and the

magnitude of the interference from fra.me to fi'ame at a particular frequency rvill
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vary instead of remaining roughly constant as in the case of a single interferer'.

Consider the isolated cell simulations whele the interference is limited to one

interferer pet chip. Results for the orthogonal and biorthogonal codes indicate a

decrease by a factor of 4-10 (greater at high F16lNo) in the probability of codeword

error over the hard decision case for a given number of tone interferers, in the region

of interest such that P6 = 10-3. The factors 4,7, and 10, for EalNo: 15,20 and

30 dB respectively, were applied to the probability of codeword error in the random

addressing case. This enabled an estimate to be made of the increased number of

users possible for the normalizing receiver with the simplex and biorthogonal codes.

(table 6.6).

Ebl¡t¡o (dB) No. of users at P¿ : 10-3
(31,5) simplex | (32,6) biorthogonal

15

20

30

29

60

tÐ

31

63

78

Table 6.6: Estimate of number of users at P6 - 10-3 for (31,5) simplex and (32,6) biorthog-

onal codes using the normalizing receiver.

The estimated numbers of users have been used as the basis for a series of sim-

ulations. These have been previously described and the results given in section 4.4.

As in the case of the hard decision leceiver, the mean bit errol rates are close to that

predicted by random addressing. It would appeaÌ that the estimation employed is

a reasonable approximation.

These figures represent an increase on the number of users which Yue's post-

detection soft-limiting receiver was able to provide. Fulther gains could be expected

by using the true optimum receiver, which assumes an estimate of the chip position of

the interferels could be obtained. Another point is that the use of chip synchronism

between user hopping sequences has been shown in the multiple cell simulations to
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give a wolst case estimate. Thus the figures given above are conservative estimates

of the number of users that may use the system at an average bit erlor rate of 10-3.

A final important point is that no account is taken of user voice activity. Alt

analysis has assumed that users continue to transmit on a channel during the silent

periods in a conversation. As a speaker is silent for roughly 50% of the conversation,

only transmitting when necessary would reduce the interference seen in the network.

This would allow a further increase in the user capacity. Of course, the problem of

acquiring synchronization every transmission and the overheads involved must be

examined.

6.4 Cornparison of lJsage with FDM system.s

It is of interest to compute the number of users in a digital FDM system (each

user is assigned a single channel in a cell) and compare it to that supported in the

FH-DPSI{ scheme with equivalent operational parameters. In a multiple cell FDM

system, the number of users will be markedly reduced from the single cell case due

to the effects of co-channel interference and channel assignment strategies.

The same parameter values will be assumed for the FDM system as for the FH-

DPSK system: an information bit rate ,R6 of 32 kbits/second and a total one-way

bandwidth IU of 20 MHz. The modulation is assumed to be binary DPSK. (It is

noted that higher order modulation schemes, eg QPSK, have been considered for

the mobile channel in FDM schemes, and these schemes require less bandwidth

to achieve the same bit rate as the binary schemes. However, if the error rate of

these schemes is higher for a given SNR, this leads to larger re-use distances and/or

increased redundancy in the channel coding, which diminishes their advantage.)

The average number of users per cell U which may be accomodated in each cell

for a code late C is given by the relation

u:YC!' (6.30)
Ruf,
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where /¿ is the trunking efficienc5', a factor which holds the call blocking probability

to a specified level (eg 2%). The re-use factor /" denotes the number of cells which

share the total available bandwidth befole channels are re-used in other cells.

For omnidirectional base stations, Yue [86] states that a re-use factor of 12 is

necessary for FDM systems. Calculations are made for this factor, and also for a

smaller re-use factor of 7. In addition, error correction coding is likely to be used, and

so figures are given for a code rate of IfZ as well as for C:1. Trunking.efficiency

factors of 100% and 80% are assumed. The results are presented in table 6.4.

Re-use factor Code Rate Trunking Efficiency No. of Users
t2
t2
12

t2
I

I
,7
I

I

1.0

1.0

0.5
0.5

1.0

1.0

0.5
0.5

1.0

0.8
1.0

0.8

1.0

0.8
1.0
0.8

52

41

26

27

89

7I
44

35

Table 6.7: Number of users supported in a multi-cell FDM system for a range of re-use

factor, code rate and trunking efficiency.

A wide lange of user numbers is obtained for the FDM systems, dependent on

the operational parameters. The best results exceed the performance of the FH-

DPSK system, which is estimated in section 4.5 to support about 70-.10 users per

cell. However, under less ideal assumptions, the FDM system pelformance is inferior

to that of the FH-DPSK system. These results are promising for FH-DPSI{ systems

and reinforce the need for further work to fully characterise the perfolmance of such

systems.



Chapter 7

Conclusions

The FH-DPSK system has been analysed and simulated to provide a more complete

picture of the performance that such a system could attain. Previously published

research on this topic has assumed different transmission parameters and conditions

when analysing receivers, making comparisons of performance very dificult. The

work presented in this thesis has attempted to present results for a uniform set

of basic assumptions for each receiver modelled, so that valid judgements on the

relative performances may be made.

In chapter 2, previous results from [24] for the performance of an orthogonally

coded FH-DPSK system using the linear receiver in correlated fading and rvhite

Gaussian noise have been extended to investigate the use of spatial diversity tech-

niques. The use of maximal ratio combining, equal gain combining and selection

diversity (well characterised in single channel FM transmission) leads to greatly im-

proved performance both in uncorrelated and correlated Rayleigh fading. Better

results are obtained from these schemes than from an alternative diversity scheme

proposed in 124], although the level of complexity is much greater. These results

apply for transmission in a Rayleigh fading and AWGN environment. While the

modelling of multiple user interference as A\Ä/GN is not viewed as a verS' good

approximation to the real situation, these results are applicable to doivnlink trans-
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mission in an isolated cell whele synchronization at the base station ensures that

no interference exists between all the signals to user-s. In this circumstance, spatial

diversity, and in particular the combining methods, may be of use in decreasing the

frequency with which the combination of wideband fast fading and shadow fading

causes the signal power to fall to a level where the bit error rate becomes unac-

ceptable. It is likely that similar gains from diversity would be forthcoming for the

alternative receivers examined in the remainder of the thesis, but the appropriate

form and implementation rem¿in to be determined.

In chapter 4, the performance of three different receivers for the orthogonally

coded system proposed by Cooper and Nettleton was assessed by simulation. In ad-

ditive white Gaussian noise, and both with and without independent Rayleigh fading

on each channel, the results for the linear and hard decision receivers match those

predicted from anal5'sis, validating the accuracy of the simulation. The performance

of a non-linear "normalizing" receiver was also investigated for these conditions, and

found to be slightly inferior to the linear receiver, but superior to the hard decision

receiver. The de-correlation between the successive samples of the complex fading

envelope at a particular frequency, modelled accurately in the simulation prograrrr,

rvas found to have negligible effect for the sequence periods assumed by previous

authors, whose analytic predictions had assumed 700% correlation. However, this

de-correlation effect, which leads to an irreducible error rate, was found to be signif-

icant when longer sequence periods were later considered, and should be taken into

account under these circumsta,nces.

The main argument against the AWGN interference argument is that it does

not adequately represent the cyclical presence of a large amplitude interferer within

the frequency hopping sequence. By using the tone interference model originated

by Yue [26,35], this repetitive interfeÌence may be accounted for. The interference

from other users is modelled as a series of independent Gaussian tone inter-ferers in

individual channels of the talget user's frequency hopping sequence? each landomly

modulated (collesponding to random data). Under these conditions, the linear

receiver of l2a] is no longer optimal. Instead, the "hard decision" receiver, which
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makes hard decisions on each tlansrnitted code bit in the individual channels befole

decoding, rvas pledicted by Yue [35] to provide imploved perforrnance.

While this behaviour was verified by simulation in chapter 4, the best receiver

under conditions of tone interference was the normalizing receiver. Results for this

receiver indicate a considerable performance improvement over the hard decision

receiver in all conditions. A decrease of up to an order of magnitude in bit error

rate may be realized in going from a hard decision receiver to a normalizing receiver

for bit erlor rates around 10-3. This gain in performance is dependent on the number

of channels sub ject to interference, and the ratio of bit energy to noise power spectral

density.

The systems examined in the literature all assume that the number of channels

in a hopping sequence is equal to the codeword length, commonly 32 chips. Simu-

lation revealed that u'hen a moderate number of interferers were present in discrete

channels of the hopping cycle, the use of the Hadamard orthogonal code resulted in

a very wide spread of bit error rates depending on where the interferers \ryere located

within the codewords. This disparity in bit error rates between users subject to the

same number of interferers is due to the structure of the code, and the solutions

proposed to combat the problem rely on changing the mapping from the codeword

to the frequency channels over time. A reasonably effective solution has been found

in the rotation of the frequencies used to transmit the codewords through a set of

channels larger than and relatively prirne to the number of code bits in a codeword.

Simulation results prove that this technique significantly reduces the spread of elror'

rates experienced by users. The extra hardware necessary is only a small increment

on the existing requirement, and would provide a more consistent response for all

users. Horvever, the task of synchronization of the hopping sequence at the receiver

would become more complex, especially if synchronism is lost after being initially

acquired.

A further- problem is the consistent number of bit errors which result fol any

wrong codewold when the codervorcl error rate is high as a result of the coding
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method being sensitive to certain interferer patterns. This effect is entirely de-

pendent on the rnapping from data to codewor-ds. While no optimal rnapping ivas

found, several mappings which produce a more random spread of errols have been

found. The mapping problem decreases in importance if the codeword to channel

mapping is permuted over time, but must still be considered if uniform error rates

across all users for the same amount of interference is to be achieved (ie a "graceful

degradation" characteristic is desired).

As a benchmark for performance, the optimum linear receiver for the orthogo-

nally coded system was derived in chapter 5. Simulations show that if large Gaussian

tone interferers are present within the frequency hopping cycle and their locations

and magnitude can be estimated, this information may be used to significantly lorver

the mean bit error rate in the area of interest. This translates into an increase in the

number of users that may be simultaneously active in the system. Such a proposition

should be feasible at the base station, as it has accurate timing knowledge of the

incoming mobile signals from within the cell. Measurement of the signal strength

over time would also be able to indicate the presence and magnitude of a significant

interferer.

To investigate the effect of varying coding redundancy, systems using biorthogo-

nal coding and Golay coding lvere simulated and compared to the orthogonally coded

system. In Rayleigh fading and AWGN, (rg downlink transmission in an isolated

cell), the biorthogonal code achieved a lower bit error rate for a specified E6f Ns than

the orthogonal code. When tone interferers were introduced, very little degradation

was noted in bit error rate performance compared to the orthogonal code, but the

lower coding redundancy enables more channels to be created in the total available

one-way bandwidth. The plobability of a given number of interferers being pr-esent

in the codeword is thus less for the biorthogonal than for the orthogonal code.

The (23,12) Golay code pelformed poorly in the presence of more than a single

interferer. Thìs is not sulprising, as it was decoded as a hard decision code, and

hence could only corlect a naximum of 3 incorrect chips within a 23 chip codewor-d.
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However, as the probability of cocleword errol could be derived exactly for a given

number of chip erroÌs; the lesults from the Golay code were useful in assessing the

accuracy of the theory used to predict the probability of a chip elror for the hard

decision receiver. An improved analytical formulation of the hard decision bit er-ror

rate produced results in close agreement with simulation results, and proved more

accurate than a previous formula from [35].

Predictions for the number of users that can be active in an isolated cell for an

average bit error rate of 10-3 were computed for the hard decision receiver from

a random addressing approximation. Simulation using one-coincidence frequency

hopping addresses indicates that the random addressing approximation results in a

fairly tight upper bound. By noting the difference in performance between the hard

decision and normalizing receiver when the number of interferers is constrained to

be at most one per channel, an estimate was produced for the number of active users

possible in an isolated cell with the normalizing receiver.

This estimate was confirmed by simulation. Assuming an information bit rate of

32 kilobits/second, a total one-way bandwidth of 20MHz and (31,5) simplex coding,

up to 75 usels (at an EulNo of 30 dB) may corrununicate with an average bit error

rate of 10-3 in an isolated cell, as opposed to 50 for the hard decision receiver. This

figure assumes that users hop in synchronism ("chip synchronism"), although their

hopping sequences are not aligned for minimum cross-correlation, having a random

shift of an integral number of chips. This is a considerable improvement on a figure

of 56 users given by Yue [38] for a receiver with soft limiting after the quadratic

detectors and before combining by the Hadamard transform.

Further modelling of mobile to base transmission for a cluster of seven hexagonal

cells, each rvith a corner radius of 8 km, indicated that the number of active users

per cell for the normalizing receiver under the chip synchronism assumption is of the

same order as for the isolated cell. This suggests that for the parameters assumed,

the average difference in distance to the base station between the target user in the

same cell and the interferers in foreign cells is large enough for attenuation to ensure
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that the amonnt of significant interference contlibuted by mobiles in foreign cells is

small. If the chip synchronism assumption is relaxed such that user sequerìces aÌe

entirely asynchronous, the bit error rate is roughly halved, and the user capacity

slightly increased. This implies that there is an overall reduction in the effect of

interference under the asynchronous assumption, despite increased numbers of users

contributing co-channel and adjacent channel interference for part of a chip. The

chip synchronous figures for the number of usels possible in the system can thelefore

be viewed as a worst case.

A small number of simulations of the downlink (base to mobile) in a multiple

cell situation with (3i,5) sirnplex coding were performed. With no power contlol

to counter shadow fading, a mobile in the cell corner (8 km radius in this example)

will observe a wide signal strength variation from area to area. While the shadorv

fading alone will generally be insufficient to cause an unacceptable bit error rate

at high EalNo values, it will have a disastrous effect when coupled with strong

interference from neighbouring base stations. Bit error rates of 10-2-10-1 are not

uncommon, even though the median bit error rate over many users may be low,

around 10-5-10-4. Such a poor error rate can only be countered effectively by

handing over control to the base station with the strongest signals at the mobile.

This is effectively the same strategy as used in present FDM schemes.

Several further conclusions may be drawn fi'om the results. Hard decision codes

like the BCH codes do not match the performance of those codes able to decoded

using a form of soft decision logic (such as the biorthogonal code). Thus although

the biorthogonal and simplex codes based on the Hadamard matlix are sensitive

to certain interferer patterns, they are still preferable to the other codes consideled

here. It appears that the (32,6) biorthogonal code using the normalizing r-eceiver

is a slightly better choice than the (32,5) orthogonal code proposed previously. A

reasonable estimate of the number of active users with a mean bit error rate of 10-3

in an isolated cell would be of the order of 78 for an E6f Ns of 30 dB. This is the

estimate from the chip synchronous sequence assumption: while the results shorv a

further gain under asynchronous conditions, real world imperfections in equiprnent
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would probably negate any theoretical gain.

Unlike the FI{-MFSK system, performance in asynchronous interference is not

seriously degraded from the chip synchronous case but is actually improved. The

number of users in a multiple cell scheme has also been found not to be reduced

much from the isolated cell case. If a received E6f N6 of 20-30 dB is achievable,

a value close to the asynchronous synchronous system estimate of 70-80 users per-

cell may be achievable in practice. This represents a considerable improvement the

previous estimates for the FH-DPSK system, and equals or betters some estimates

of capacity for a FH-MFSK multiple cell system [45,44]. In addition, depending on

the propagation conditions in the service area, the FH-DPSK systemmay equal or

better the performance of digital FDM system.

It has been demonstrated that the FH-DPSK system may be improved through

using receivers which, in the absence of knowledge of the interference, use phase

alone as a measure of the reliability of the received pulses on a channel. Other codes

which can be decoded using soft decision techniques may produce better perfor-

mance than the block codes considered here. While some preliminary investigations

into convolutional and concatenated coding schemes are presented in Appendix C,

further wolk is required to explore the potential of these schemes, valiants of which

are commonly used in forward error correction on such fading channels as satellite

links. The performance of these codes is critically dependent on the burst error

distribution, and the interleaving schemes to randomise the errors. As there are

a large number of variables required to specify these schemes, (such as the metlic

weights, truncation lengths, interleaving depths, code rate), many simulation luns

are necessary to determine a good combination of factors. Although some initial

results were encouraging, there was insufficient time to cover this area and this has

been left as further work.

Another avenue for further investigation is the synchronization process and re-

acquisition of the signal after loss when using a codeword-to-channel mapping which

cycles over time. When high user clensities exist, this may prove to be a difflcult
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and time consuming exelcise. The effect of different cell sizes on the inter-ference

from multiple cells, and hence the number of usels possible pel cell, is also worthy

of investigation.

As noted in chapter 6, all calculations have been made on the basis of the ac-

tive users transmitting constantly. As a typical speaker will have silent periods in

speech amounting to about 50% of the time, the interference from other users could

be reduced further by not transmitting any carrier while the user is not speaking.

This would entail a packetizing protocol, and hence the attendant problems of syn-

chronisation would need to be addressed on a packet by packet basis. Provided an

efficient scheme could be implemented, still more users could use the system.

While much work is still required to produce an optimized FH-DPSK system,

the results presented in this thesis both independently confirm earlier work, and pro-

vide new insight into the performance that may be expected from several receivels,

for both an isolated cell and multiple cells. Other coding schemes apart from the

Hadamard orthogonal code offer improved performance. The picture of the system

that emerges is more optimistic than that published in literature, and might perhaps

provide a real alternative to conventional FM/FDM systems if the considelations of

implementation and economics were favourable.



Appendix A

Glossary and Notation used in

this thesrs

4.1 Glossary

The following terms are used throughout the thesis

address sequence the frequency hopping sequence of a particular user

chip the frequency/time unit of a hopping sequence; a single frequency output from

a frequency hopping generator. The chip period is the time occupied by a pulse

at a single fr:equency.

code rate the effective number of message symbols sent as a proportion of the

number of code symbols

direct sequence a spectr-um spr-eading operation whele a pseudo-noise sequence

of t1, modulated at a much greater r-ate than the message bit rate, multiplies

the carrier to spread the signal over a wide bandrvidth

downlink the radio link from base station to mobile unit
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DPSK differential phase shift keying

FDM frequency division multiplexing (single channel per carrier systems)

frequency hopping spectrum spreading via hopping the carrier frequency in time

hit a clash between two users' frequency hopping sequences

interferer an intentional, or more commonly in this work, unintentional signal

causing interference to reception of the desired signal

MFSK multi-level frequency shift keying

MSK minimum shift keying

target user a user who is assumed to be the partner to the communication

uplink the radio link from mobile unit to base station

UHF the ultra-high frequency band (300-1000 MHz)

A.2 List of Common Symbols

Where possible, the following notation has been used for quantities that are referred

to in various parts of the thesis, in order to preserve continuity.

ú time (seconds)

.9 unfaded average signal po\\'er seen at the receiver'

r(t) the received signal

TLt.¡Ttrt" inphase and quadrature background noise in the /th time chip

o¡ magnitude of complex fading envelope in /th tirne chip (Rayleigh distributed)

E. chip energy
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øb bit energy

l/6 one-sided power spectral density of background noise

,R6 uncoded message bit rate

C coderateC:lefn

n number of code bits (chips) in a code word

k number of information (message) bits encoded into a n bit codeword

-L number of frequencies in user hopping sequence

7 period of complete frequency hopping sequence in seconds

r period of one hop (chip) in seconds

"I number of users considered to be active in the system

W total bandwidth available for all users on uplink or downlink

B" coherence bandwidth (Hz)

/¿,ø¿ frequency channel of /th hop inHz and lad/s respectively

øD maximum Doppler frequency of the user in rads/s

Pb bit error rate

P- codeword error rate

f signal to noise ratio

7¡r variance of the Gaussian noise due to the jth interferer in the /th time chip

e correlation coefficient for two chips at same frequency between which DPSK is

used

p(.) autocorlelation

Tnd atea lrtearì powel as a result of signal attenuation with distance - mean of

Iognolmal (shadow) fading
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d variance of lognor-mal fading distlibution (in dB)

-Is0 Bessel function of fir'sl, kind, older zero

rect(t) rectangular window function, defined as

rect"(ú): if0<t1r
otherwise{å



Appendix B

Results of Multiple Cell Uplink

Simulations

The results of the simulations for a mobile located in the corner of a central cell

(corner radius 8 km), surrounded by six cells and with power control employed to

counteract shadow fading and attenuation, are tabulated in the following tables.

Discussion of these results is given in section 4.5.
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EalNo: 15 dB No. Users Pb Pu Vp^

Hard decision,
chip synch.

30

40

60

2.9 x 10-r
6.1 x 10-3
2.0 x L0-2

2.4 x ID-J
5.0 x 10-3
1.5 x 10-2

4.4 x 10-6
2.0 x 10-5
2.3 x 10-a

Hard decision,
asynch.

30

40

60

1.7 x 10-"
3.0 x 10-3
1.0 x 10-2

1.3 x 10-"
2.5 x 10-3
9.6 x 10-3

2.3 x 10-b
4.8 x 10-6
2.4 x L0-5

Normalizing,
chip synch.

30

40

60

3.8 x 10-a
1.2 x 10-3
7.3 x 10-3

2.9 x 10-o
7.1 x 10-a
4.0 x 10-3

1.7 x 10-'
3.1 x 10-6
7.5 x 10-5

Normalizing,
asynch.

30

40

60

2.2 x l}-a
4.5 x 10-a
2.5 x 10-3

1.5 x 10-*
3.0 x 10-a
2.0 x 10-3

4.6 x 10-ð
1.6 x 10-z
3.9 x 10-6

Table 8.1: Mean, median and variance of the bit error rates recorded from 50 multiple

cell uplink simulations with a range of receivers, sequence synchronism and user numbers,

EulNo: 15 dB

Et lNo: 20 dB No. Usels P6 P6 Vpn

Hard decision,
chip synch.

60

70

80

6.5 x 10-3
I.2 x L0-2
1.6 x 10-2

3.2 x 10-"
5.7 x 10-3
1.4 x 10-2

7.5 x 10-o
2.3 x l}-a
1.6 x 10-a

Hard decision,
asynch.

60

70

80

2.0 x 10-r
4.4 x l0-3
7.1 x 10-3

1.6 x 10-r
2.6 x 10-3
5.5 x 10-3

4.0 x 10-6
2.7 x l}-s
3.4 x 10-5

Normalizing,
chip synch.

60

70

80

1.2 x 10-J
2.1 x 10-3
3.2 x 10-3

2.4 x l}-a
7.4 x l}-a
1.7 x 10-3

1.3 x 10-5
1.6 x 10-5
1.5 x 10-5

Normalizing,
asynch.

60

70

80

2.4 x L}-a
6.7 x 10-a
1.9 x 10-3

I.2 x l}-a
2.7 x L}-a
8.5 x 10-a

I.2 x I0-(
1.3 x 10-6
7.8 x 10-6

Table B.2: Mean, median and variance of the bit error rates recorded from 50 rnultiple

cell uplink simulations with a range of receivers, sequence synchronism and usel nurnbers,

EolNo: 20 dB
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EulNo:30 dB No. Users P6 P6 Vp^

Hard decision,
chip synch.

70

80

90

7.2 x I0-3
9.6 x 10-3
1.8 x 10-2

2.1 x 10-r
5.3 x 10-3
I.2 x I0-2

1.5 x 10-a
1.3 x 10-a
3.0 x 10-a

Hard decision,
asynch.

70

80

90

1.8 x 10-'
4.0 x 10-3
7.8 x 10-3

8.5 x 10-*
2.4 x I0-3
5.1 x 10-3

8.1 x 10-o
1.8 x 10-5
4.5 x 10-5

Normalizing,
chip synch.

70

80

90

6.2 x 10-*
1.3 x 10-3
2.9 x 10-3

1.1 x 10-a
3.8 x 10-a
1.3 x 10-3

1.7 x 10-6
5.1 x 10-6
1.8 x 10-5

Normalizing,
asynch.

70

80

90

2.0 x 10-a
6.4 x 10-a
1.9 x 10-3

5.9 x 10-"
2.3 x 10-a
7.9 x 10-a

2.0 x 10-'
1.0 x 10-6
6.9 x 10-6

Table 8.3: Mean, median and variance of the bit error rates recorded from 50 multiple

cell uplink simulations with a range of receivers, sequence synchronism and user numbers,

EalNo: 30 dB



Appendix C

Convolutional and Concatenated

Coding Schemes

This appendix describes some preliminary research undertaken to assess the po-

tential of using convolutional and concatenated coding schemes. As there was not

time available to investigate further, these results are presented as supplementary

material, intended to indicate the possibilities of this avenue of resea,.-ch. It is as-

sumed that the reader is familiar with the basic concepts of convolutional and Reed-

Solomon codes. A good introduction to these may be found in Lin and Costello [82]

or Clark and Cain [83].

C.1 Convolutional Coding Schernes

Many communication links subject to fading (such as satellite links) or jamming

(military communications links) [87] now use convolutional codes in preference to

block coding schemes. The reasons include the large coding gain that may be ob-

tained through soft decision decoding, and the availability of high speed haldware

decoders. However, the pelfolmance of such schemes is heavily dependent on a ran-

dom distribution of err-o.-s in the receivecl symbols, and they do not cope well u'ith
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burst errors. Thus in a single cha,nnel system, it is necessary to use interleaving,

where the consecutive code symbols over a long time period are re-ordered, tlans-

mitted, received and then restored to the original order before decoding. In the fast

FH-DPSI{ scheme, each channel fades or is intelfered with independently, and the

interference can be viewed as permanently present in the channel for any particular

connection. For this situation, there seems to be little advantage in interleaving, as

Iong as the number of channels used is at least as great as the truncation depth of

the decoder.

Generally, error correction capability and decoding complexity increases with

increasing constraint length (memory) and with decreasing code rate (more code bits

to the information bit). For example, a code often used in satellite communications

is the optimum ratelf 2, constraint length 7 code, discovered by Odenwalder (given

in [82]). Two code bits are output for every information bit input, with a memory

of the 6 previous information bits as well as the current information bit being used

in the computation. It is usually acknowledged to be the largest rate Lf2 code

that may be decoded in reasonable time by the optimum method, Viterbi decoding.

This decoding algorithm uses marimum a posteriori probability (MAP) to find the

optimum path through the tlellis of possible encoder states, based on the likelihood

of the received symbols and their a priori probabilities. (Sequential decoding is used

for larger constraint lengths and will not be considered here).

Half rate convolutional codes are often used as the inner code in a two-level

coding scheme, where the outer level encodes words of information bits before the

convolutional code. By this method, long and powerful codes may be constructed

which cope well with random and burst elrors.

To obtain an indication of the performance that a convolutional code could de-

liver, programs to perform half-rate convolutional encoding and Viterbi decoding

were written and incorporated into the FH-DPSK simulation, replacing the orthog-

onal/biorthogonal schemes. The truncation length of the decoder was chosen to be

at least five times the constlaint length of the code (by which time the altelnative
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bit streams have converged to the sanre answer in almost all cases). This left the

choice of the constraint length to be decided. The optima,l constraint length 3 and 7

codes were used as examples (ie (2,1,3) and (2,1,7) codes), with truncation lengths

of 20 and 35 respectively.

The values of the metric weights in the Viterbi algorithm depend on whether a

hard decision, linear, or normalizing receiver is used. A linear receiver is assumed

to to have a front end detection structure similar to that in figure 4.1. The detector

output of each channel is assumed to be quantized to 8 uniformly spaced levels (no

significant advantage is gained by having more levels [82]). In the situation where

Rayleigh fading and tone interference exist, the choice of weights becomes compli-

cated. As for the linear receiver for the orthogonal code, the effect of interference

was ignored. The metric weights for each path through the decoding trellis wele

allocated by assuming that a Gaussian noise distribution exists for a fixed EolNo.

Errors are more likely duling a fade, when the E6f Ns is low, and hence the deci-

sion was made to set the metrics initially assuming a mean EulNo of 4 dB. While

this is just an estimation of the threshold, it is justified by the demonstration in

[21] that a small signal approximation of the optimum receiver for orthogonal code

transmission in Gaussian noise alone leads a receiver which has been proved in this

thesis to be the optimum receiver in Ra,yleigh fading and Gaussian noise. For the

hard decision receiver, the detector output for each channel was set to the extreme

opposite levels of the linear scale and the corresponding metric weights allocated.

For the correct weights for the normalizing receiver (ie using a channel detector

as in figure 4.8 and quantizing the output to 8 equally spaced levels), knowledge is

required of the probability density function of the sum of outputs of the quadratic

detectors for a channel. Although this could be obtained by simulation, no time was

available to perform this and it is an a-,..ea for further work. Instead, the detected

output from each channel was linearly quantized and then weighted as per the linear

receiver, which assumed a Gaussian noise density. The purpose of this investigation

is to get an idea of the possibilities of the normalizing receiver', and hence a noìr-

optimal preliminaly weighting is acceptable.
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Table C.1: Bit error rates fo¡ interferers located singly within the frequency channels of

the target user, various receivers, Tf2-rate convolutional codes with constraint lengths 3

and 7.

The results for the two constraint length codes for the linear, hard decision and

normalizing receivers are given in table C.1. Only one interfere¡ may be present

in any chip, and the ratio of bit energy to noise power spectral density used was

EulNo : 17 dB. As for the block codes examined in the main body of the thesis,

the normalizing receiver is superior to the linear and hard decision receivers when

large numbers of interfered channels exist. However, in contrast to the situation

for the orthogonal code, the hard decision receiver did not perform well. It did not

significantly outperform the linear receiver at any stage, and in fact was worse for

most areas of interest. This is a somewhat surplising result when compared to the

block coding pelfolmance, and indicates that the metric weighting for the linear and

normalizing receivers is important in obtaining a good error rate. It also implies

that a weighting function on the detector outputs other than a linear scale may

improve the performance of the receivers for the orthogonal and biorthogonal codes.

The error rate is better for the longer constraint length code than for the shorter,

for the same number of interferers. However, the longer constraint length code hops

over almost twice as many channels, and for a set number of users, would have a fal

higher probability of r interferels a,ppearing somewhere in the sequence. Furthel

No. of
Intfr. (2,1,3)

iinear

I
(2,I,7)

hard decision
(2,1,3) | (2,,r,7)

normalizing
(2,1,3) | (2,t,7)

0

1

2

3

4

5

b

t

2.2 x I}-a
2 x 10-3

1.1 x 10-2
2.0 x L0-2
4 x I0-2

6.3 x 10-2
1.1 x 10-1

5.7 x 10-5
3.6 x 10-a
1.7 x 10-3
4.0 x 10-3
1 x 10-2

1.8 x 10-2
2.6 x l0-2

I x 10-"
2.6 x 10-3
7 x 10-3

1.8 x 10-2
2.8 x 10-2
4.3 x 10-3
5.9 x 10-2
1.1 x 10-1

1.4 x 10-ó
3.1 x 10-3
4.2 x I0-3
8.4 x 10-3
2.2 x L0-2
2.9 x I0-2
3.8 x 10-2
4.8 x 10-2

4.8 x 10-a
1.3 x 10-3
8.4 x 10-3
8.9 x 10-3
1.7 x 10-2
3.0 x 10-2
5.6 x 10-2

5.7 x 10-5
8.2 x 10-a
1.7 x 10-3
3.4 x 10-3
6.1 x 10-3
9.1 x 10-3
1.5 x 10-2
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work is requiÌed to investigate the optimun constr-aint lengths to obtain minimum

ovelall errol r-ate.

C.2 Concatenated Codes

One method of synthesising longer code lengths is to use concatenated codes. These

schemes have advantages in coping well with both random and burst elrors. Typical

schemes use Reed-Solomon (RS) codes as an outer code, where the RS code takes

several words of information bits and produces a number of parity words. The

resulting bit stream is then fed through an inner encoder before being transmitted.

(Interleaving is also usually incorporated to randomize bursts of errors that would

otherwise seriously degrade the performance of the inner decoder). The received

bit stream is first decoded for the inner code before then being passed to the outer

decoder. The inner code may be a convolutional or block code, and soft decision

decoding is often used to gain maximum coding gain. Further enhancement can be

obtained by setting the inner decoder to produce erasures for marginal decisions.

Some preliminary investigations were carried out into this technique. As the RS

codes operate over finite fields GF(2-) and produce 2^ - 1 codewords with values

between 0 and 2* -L,, it is a simple matter to use a simplex code of length 2^ -l as

the inner code to encode the output of a RS encoder. As an example, to maintain

approximately the same o\¡erall code rate as the (31,5) simplex code, a (15,4) simplex

code can be used as the inner code and a (15,9) RS code used as the outer code.

This results in an overall code rate of 0.16 for the concatenated code, equal to 0.16

for the (31,5) simplex code. This RS code has the capacity to corlect 3 symbol

errors out of a group of 15 transmitted, where the symbols are the 4 bits output

from the simplex decoder.

This code was simulated for a nurnber of tone interferers located singly within

channels of the target user's hopping sequence. Interleaving of codewords was not

employed for the RS encoder', but 16 frequencies wele used in the hopping sequence
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to average out the effect of intelfelel positions on the simpler code pelforrìance.

A bit energy to noise poweÌ density ratio of %lNo: 17 dB rvas assumed. The

performance for 4 and 8 interferers is given in table C.2.

P6 Number of interferers
4la

linear
hard decision
normalizing

2.1 x 10-z
1.6 x 10-3
7.9 x 10-5

5.2 x 10-3
2.3 x 10-3
1.7 x 10-3

Table C.2: Bit error rates for various receivers, for a (15,4) simplex inner code and a (15,9)

outer Reed-Solomon code.

Considel the performance of the (31,5) simplex code with a simiiar proportion of

interferers to channels. For 16 interfered channels out of 32 (cf 8 out of 16), the bit

error rate is typically around 2 x 10-3 for the normalizing receiver. For 8 interfered

channels out of 32, the bit error rate is around 4 x 10-5. The concatenated coding

scheme therefore gives performance of the same order as the straight simplex code

in this case.

However, more or less parity bits may be included in the RS code, thus giving

different performance. Changing the amount of parity in the outer code leads to

a different sequence period fo¡ the inner code as well as changing the number of

channels available in the total bandwidth. As the probability of interferers appearing

in the frequency channels being used varies with the change in parity, it becomes

difficult to compare the effect of different code rates. Similarly. as the behavioul of

the concatenated system is dependent on the burst error statistics of the innel code,

simulation of each case is required.

It is possible to use the tone interferer model rvith the chip sl.nchronous sequence

assumption and random addressing to obtain an estimate of the performance of the

concatenated scheme with the hard decision receiver for the inner simplex code.

Let the inner simplex code be a (n,k) code, where r¿ : 2k - I. The outer code
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Number of Users
at Pu: 1g-a

No dB
20l30

I{ :5
I{ :7
I{ :9
I{:lI
I{ :1.3

23

26

26

22

11

31

38

4T

40

33

34

43
48

48
43

Table C.3: Bit error rate for the system with a (15,4) simplex inner code with hard

decisions and a (15,1() Reed-Solomon outer code.

is a Reed-Solomon code, with /f information symbols and ¡/ : 2M - I symbols

per codeword. Then the distance of the Reed-Solomon code is d : 2t + 1, and it

can correctt: (n_ k)12 errors. Weconsider the case where n: N and k :Trù)

and n k-bit words of decoded output bits of the simplex decoder are fed to the

Reed-Solomon decoder to be decoded into 1l output words of k bits.

Given a symbol error rate P", the information bit error rate for hard decision

decoding of the Reed-Solomon code is approximately given by [85]

p^ - " * r 
þ,å, (î)",,t - 

p")n-u* 
,å,0(i)";r' - *,"-'] (c 1)" 2n2 

L

Now the symbol error rate is the codeword error rate P- of the simplex code. This

is given under the random addressing and chip synchronous assumption by equa-

tion 6.22. The chip error late P" is obtained by equation 6.21, with number of

channels q given by q:WClR6 and C : (kln)(1f/,nf)is the ovelall code rate.

The chip period is then r : C lR¡ and assuming that n * I channels are used to

average out bad intelferer patterns, the frame period T: (n * 1)r.

Using the above equations, the usage at P6 : 10-3 may be evaluated for the

inner (15,4) simplex code and the (15,If) Reed-Solomon outer code. The results

are shown in table C.3.

These lesults assume a randotn distribution of codewold errors flon the innel
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decoder', equivalent to infinite interleaving. As such, they lepresent the best per-

formance that could be achieved fol a given codeword elror rate, but are in the

same range as the results for the (31,5) simplex hard decision receiver. This offers

the possibility of decreasing the number of channels from 32 to 16, with consequent

savings in hardware.

As in the case of the orthogonal codes, an estimate of the codeword error rate

for the normalizing receiver could be made in the vicinity of P-: 10-2 from the

relative performance of the hard decision and normalizing receivers. However, this

requires characterization of the performances of the receivers for the shorter code, as

they may have a smaller differential in bit error rate than that found for the (31,5)

simplex code. Therefore, no estimate is given here.

It is clear that further work is required to explore what improvements may be

obtained from different choices of parameters. Similarly, half-rate convolutional

codes are often used as inner codes in concatenated schemes. The promising resuits

for the half-rate code rvith the normalizing and linear receivers in the previous section

indicates that this scheme would also be worthy of further attention.
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